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There has never been an accounting machine like the LCC /60 for the
price (under $10,000). It's an amazing desktop Ledger Card
Computer that can automatically handle invoicing, accounts receivable, accounts payable, payroll, general ledger postingand more.
Faster. Prints 60 characters a second. Faster than anyaccounting
mach ine you can buy.
Simpler. Easier to operate than any other accounting computer on
the market. Operators can be fully trained in a matter of hours.
Greater Flexibility. It hasforms hand I i ng capabi I itythat's unmatched
by any machine in its price range.
A demonstration of this remarkable new accounting machine can be
arranged for you right now. Just call your local Monroe Branch office.
Or, write directlyto Dept. LCC at the address below.

MONROE
THE
CALCULATOR COMPANY
The American Road, Morris Plains, NJ 07950
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ANNOUNCINGTHE
MONROELCC/60

PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Who?
All signs point to a very rough year ahead in the regulatory arena for
business in general and for accounting in particular. The specific
signs emanating from Congress —Rep. John E. Moss's
subcommittee report relea sed last yea r and Sen. Lee Metcalf's
subcommittee staff report published early this year —bode ill for
accounting and business. Both are highly critical of accounting
rule- making by the private structure presently vested with that
power.
Sen. Metcalf's Subcommittee on Reports, Accounting and
Management will hold public hearings this Spring. In preparation for
the public airing of accounting issues, NAA members should make
an effort to become fully aware of the developments and
implications of the controversy.
As noted in the March issue, your Association will provide you
with a summary of the Metcalf staff report at a nominal fee. Your
comments and opinions of this report will be both interesting and
helpful to our recently appointed Ad Hoc Committee which has
been charged with the responsibility for reacting to the study. W hy
not forward them to W .M. Young, Jr., Executive Director, at the
Association office so that they may be assimiliated by this
Committee.
At NAA's Annual Conference in Chicago in June, a panel
composed of a Congressional representative from the House
subcommittee and one from the Senate subcommittee — possibly
Sen. Metcalf himself — together with representatives from the
Financial Accounting Standards Board and the financial analysts
will probe the many dimensions of the question: "W ho should set
accounting standards ?"
This issue will not be easily resolved, and it has enormous
implications for accountants and business. If private enterprise is
going to remain private, we must all pay attention to the pressures
being brought to bear by governmental agencies and be prepared
to answer them.
Where do you think the control of management's decision - making
process should rest —in the private sector or with government
bureaucracy? Now is the time to speak out.
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BIG BROTHER AND THE BIG EIGHT
By Walter E. Hanson

&

Observing that the Federal Government has a long way to go before it could begin to
develop the capability to audit the auditor, much less the ability to set accounting
standards, the Senior Partner of Peat, Marwick Mitchell Co. scores the recent Metcalf
staff report as an illogical, one - sided, and heavy -handed attempt to envelop the
accounting profession in a bureaucratic straitjacke
t.
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LIVING WITH FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
By Robert J. Donachie
Any management accountant worth his salt knows that a businessman must use
self - reliance to appraise and control the economics of his business. To provide real profit
and liquidity, products must be priced to permit capital recovery. Failing these objectives,
he doesn't stay in business. He reaches the conclusion, moreover, without benefit of SEC
regulations or financial accounting standards.
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CASB: AN ASSESSMENT
By Cloyd Howell
The author traces the history of the CASB, assesses its promulgation process, and
attempts to gauge its impact on industry, government and the accounting profession.

27

IDENTIFYING AND RECORDING ENVIRONMENTAL PLANT
COSTS
By James L. Brandes
Just as each of us has different needs and wants, so do our companies have unique
requirements as established by corporate structure, regulators, and internal accounting
procedures. The author here examines environmental costs from the point of view of a
public utility.
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SOCIAL ACCOUNTING AND THE TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS
By Ray Whittington
The indices of changing values are all around us. No longer can an enterprise ignore other
responsibilities for the exclusive pursuit of profit maximization. Accounting, therefore, must
be ready to bridge the information gap created by the changing society,

35

DISCOUNT RATES: ADJUSTED FOR TIME AND RISK
By Ralph Puerta
The concept of risk is traced from its qualitative origins to its quantitative application and to
the development of an equation for finding a risk adjusted discount rate.
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ANALYSIS OF RISK IN CAPITAL BUDGETING
By James A. Hendricks
The advantages and limitations of four methods currently being used to evaluate risk in
capital budgeting decisions are examined by the author who opts for the superior
certainty- equivalent method.
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LEVERAGED LEASING
By Robert J. Ryan, Jr.
The leveraged lease is a complex form of financial lease involving as many as five
separate participants to the transaction. How they are related is described and illustrated.
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AN INTEGER PROGRAMMING MODEL FOR DIRECT FOREIGN
INVESTMENT PROJECTS
By Suk Hi Kim
A multinational programming model for capital budgeting decision - making, based on linear
programming techniques, is developed. It can be used to obtain a simultaneous solution to a system
of many investment projects based on a global point of view.

51

THE ACCOUNTING ESTABLISHMENT
The "Big Eight" firms control the establishment of accounting standards according to the
controversial Metcalf Subcommittee staff report. Here is a summary including the text of its
16 recommendations.
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WHATEVER HAPPENED TO SOCIAL ACCOUNTANTS?
By L. Terry Cauthorn
A case history of the social accounting function at Chase Manhattan Bank illustrates what
happened to the search for some kind of "social accounting."
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BLACKIE NAMED TO BUSINESS HALL OF FAME
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THE USE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION IN LABOR
NEGOTIATIONS
A new NAA research publication focuses on the role of the management accountant in
labor negotiations.
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"1 SELL EXCITEMENT"
A multimillionaire, Jeno Paulucci, brings entrepreneurial flair to NAA's Annual Conference,
June 19 -22.
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COMMENT

CFOs Say "No"
Should public accounting firms be obligated to search for evidence of
questionable corporate payments and fraud?
This was one of the questions asked chief financial officers of Fortune's top 1,000 U.S. companies in a recent NAA survey. A remarkable total of 507 replied (See Data Sheet). More than 60 percent answered "No." The CFOs also were overwhelmingly against the recent
SEC proposal that would make it a crime to give false information to an
auditor.
Predictably, corporate financial executives generally oppose increased government intrusion into business via the accounting route.
One executive responding to the survey put it succinctly: "Congress is
gradually strangling the American free enterprise system now and economic freedom is the life -blood of all freedoms. Additional laws founded on textbook theory and crowd - pleasing abstract idealism will simply
add more confusion, frustration, higher costs to consumers (direct and
inflation) and probably more pay- offs."
In this issue, Walter E. Hanson, senior partner of Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., comments on the issue of public accountability and,
particularly, the conclusions of the Metcalf subcommittee staff report.
As a certified public accountant, he appropriately focuses on the costs
to business and to society of some of the proposals. The estimated
cost of a full fraud audit, for example, would give second thoughts to
even its most ardent advocates: "For a client that we would normally
charge $50,000 for an audit, I estimate that a fraud audit would cost a
million dollars. Regrettably, but not surprisingly, I had no takers."
Other articles in this issue continue the discussion of the many pressures being exerted upon business — demands for more public accountability, for increased social responsibility and for expanded disclosure of financial results. These demands translated into government fiats are changing the warp and woof of accounting. Whether or
not the bottom line, however, will show a net benefit to society is highly
questionable. No system is perfect and accounting obviously is not a
science but it has served Western civilization well. We should think
long and hard before we try to distort it to fulfill transitory demands.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

FAF's Head Disagrees With Metcalf
Report
John C. Biegler, president of the Financial Accounting Foundation, said the Foundation disagrees with a recommendation in the staff report of the Metcalf Subcommittee that the Federal Government assume sole and direct responsibility for establishing financial accounting
standards for publicly -owned companies. "For
over 40 years, since Congress recognized the
role of the accounting profession in the Federal
Securities Laws, accounting principles and
standards have evolved through the profession's standards - setting bodies in cooperation
with the SEC in response to the changing
needs of society, government and the public at
large. This cooperation has given the United
States the most advanced accounting and disclosure standards in the world."

WCPA Retains Sommer
A.A. Sommer, Jr., former SEC commissioner,
has been retained by the American Institute of
CPAs as special counsel and Washington strategist. Mr. Sommer will advise the Institute on its
response to the Metcalf Subcommittee staff report, A Washington lawyer, Mr. Sommer heads
the SEC's Advisory Committee on Corporate
Disclosure. (See page 64).

Board Audit Committees Increase
More than two - thirds of all company boards,
and seven out of ten billion - dollar industrial
boards, are now dominated by outsiders, according to a survey of the 1,000 largest industrials and 50 other companies conducted by
Heidrick and Struggles, an international management consulting firm. The survey also
showed that 93% of all boards have an audit
committee today compared to less than half
five years ago. The firm predicts that the board
of the future will be smaller, harder working,
more dedicated and meet less frequently as a
whole,

Center Will Spur Productivity
A new organization designed to spur the productivity of American corporations has been
established with C. Jackson Grayson, former
chairman of the federal government's Price
Commission, as chairman. Called the American
Productivity Center, it is temporarily based in
Dallas. A subcommittee of NAA's MAP Committee is attempting to develop a pronouncement dealing with the measurement of productivity.

FASB Should Reconsider Foreign
Currency Statement

NAA's next Self -Study Program course will be
devoted to zero -base budgeting. It should be
available later this month. The course is being
developed because of the increasing interest of
accountants in business, industry and not -forprofit organizations in the zero -base budgeting
concept.

The Financial Accounting Standards Board
should reconsider its statement on "Accounting for the Translation of Foreign Currency
Transactions and Foreign Currency Financial
Statements" (FASB No. 8), Philip B. Chenok
told a Conference Board meeting. A partner of
Main Lafrentz & Co., he said, "Accounting
should aid users of financial statements to
make wise decisions, not cause them to incur
unnecessary costs. Something is wrong when,
because of FASB 8, management is motivated
to spend money for forward contracts, for higher interest costs to shift debt between countries, or to pay for financial advisory services to
protect against fluctuation in earnings statements that may never result in real cash
costs." He spoke during the two -day 1977 Financial Conference.

President Carter Orders Use
Of Zero -Base Budgeting

CFOs Oppose SEC Move
To Make Lie to CPA a Crime

Following up on his campaign pledge, President Carter has directed government agencies
to develop a system of zero -base budgeting.
He also announced that the nation's fiscal
1979 budget will use the method.

The chief financial officers of 507 of the country's biggest companies are overwhelmingly
against the recent SEC proposal that would
make it a crime to give false information to an
Continued on page 64

Plan SSP on Zero -Base Budgeting
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

How Metcalf Report
Used MAP Comments
A staff report titled "The Accounting Establishment" was issued by the Senate Subcommittee
on Reports, Accounting, and Management,
chaired by Senator Lee Metcalf (D- Mont.). The
study severely criticizes many aspects of accounting in the private sector in terms of what
the public interest would seem to require. What
follows is not criticism of the overall report nor
even of the remarks concerning NAA. (See
President's Perspective, March MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING.) This is, however, a consideration
of certain remarks the report snakes about NAA
comment letters emanating from the Management Accounting Practices Committee.
On page 162 of the report, the statement is
made that "Copies of two letters of comment
are also included as examples [emphasis added] of the positions taken by the National Association of Accountants." One letter is to the
Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization of the
House Committee on Banking, Currency, and
Housing. This letter was submitted in response
to a request by the House Subcommittee to
discuss Cost Accounting Standard No. 409,
Depreciation of Tangible Capital Assets. The
other letter is to the Cost Accounting Standards
Board and comments on a proposed standard
on Cost of Capital published by the CASB.
The two letters cited by the Senate Subcommittee and reproduced in the report's appendix
are among the numerous comment letters that
NAA's MAP Committee submitted to various
Standard - setting agencies during the period
covered by the study. Whether the two letters,
in fact, constitute representative samplings of
NAA's attitudes about accounting matters is
certainly questionable. Other "examples" indicating agreement with various proposals put
forth by the CASB and FASB might have been
chosen just as easily.
The Metcalf report notes that, in its letter to

the House Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization, the NAA "is not concerned with consistency when considering reporting models with
divergent functions." The Metcalf report concludes from the foregoing quote that NAA
would be a negative influence on any efforts by
the FASB to develop a uniform system of
meaningful accounting standards. This conclusion does not seem justified in that the FASB is
concerned only with financial reporting while
the quoted comment clearly refers to accounting for different purposes —as evidenced by the
next sentence in the comment (which the staff
report did not quote): "To illustrate, a position
of advocacy for straight -line depreciation in financial reporting is not in conflict with regret
over regulations which would likely restrict the
use of a capital recovery incentive such as accelerated depreciation."
The Senate subcommittee study reports that,
in a letter to the CASB regarding Cost of Capital, NAA recommended that inflated replacement values be used as the base for computing
capital return as a "cost" and that the CASB
should study ways of increasing contractors'
profits.
In actual fact, the report's appendix includes
two MAP letters on the topic. One is a comment on a preliminary issues paper; the other, a
comment on the proposed CASB standard itself.
The NAA letters speak not of inflated values
nor do they urge upon the CASB a goal of fattening the coffers of government contractors.
In the first letter, the MAP Committee asks that
the CASB consider the problems caused by
capital erosion due to increasing price levels
and whether or not an impact study of the possible effects on the supply base as a result of
the implementation of the CASB policy would
be warranted. The first comment letter states
that "the measurement of facilities capital appears with two exceptions to be satisfactory."
The two exceptions are the reliance on historical costs (discussed above) and the treatment
of the construction of facilities in progress,
whose interest costs should, in the view of
NAA, be capitalized.
In the second comment, the MAP Committee
commends the CASB "for the simplification of
the techniques to be used in the measurement
and allocation of the cost of capital," while still
maintaining that inflation is not adequately taken into consideration.
Just as there is a question about the propriety of the "example" selection of NAA letters by
the Senate Subcommittee staff report, this
commentary on the letters should not be the
sole basis for pronouncing a judgment on the

Continued on page 64
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For fast relief from Paperwork Pain,
send for this free booklet today.
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pinpoint accuracy in your financial
information. And develop a sound
overall financial plan.
And when you're ready, SBC can
get you up and running in a matter of
weeks.
We're the computerized
bookkeeping experts. Since 1932.
Which means you profit from our 40
years experience. (That's why they
named the whole service bureau
industry after us — The Service
Bureau Company)
We handle Payroll, Accounts
Receivable, Sales Analysis, Labor
Distribution, General Ledger, and
Accounts Payable for businesses just
like yours.
Send the coupon and we'll send
you a valuable booklet, "6 Things You
Can Do Today That Can Help You
Make Your Company More
Profitable."
But better hurry. Because the
sooner you mail us the coupon the
faster we can help you get a better
handle on your business.
We let you spend less time on paperwork and more time on making money

-

What you don't know about your
business for months at a time can
really hurt you.
Sure you get those detailed
volumes of monthly reports from each
department.
But let's face it, finding a cost
overrun, spotting a trend or trying to
find the right facts in the average
ream of financial reports is like trying
to find a needle in a haystack.
How do you cut through all this
information to know at a glance how
you really stand?
And what if you get no information at all? That's even worse than
too much.
When you let SBC handle your
General Ledger and Financial Reports,
you get a better handle on your business.
Instead of the report crunch
every month or no information at all,
SBC's General Ledger Service lets you
identify and control the performance
of each department. Spot trends in
time to make money from them. Get
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The sin th at makes your
business more profitable.
The Canon SX -320 desktop account- yesterday, what to sell today, and what
ing computer can help the small busito sell tomorrow.
ness make money. In a lot of ways.
Another way the SX -320 helps is by
It can help by providing Sales Analy- automatically posting your sales to your
sis daily. So, you know what you sold
Accounts Receivable. It tells who owes

L
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you money today, so you have fewer
people owing you money tomorrow.
The SX -320 posts transactions
quickly in your Sales Journal. And your
Cash Receipts Journal, Cash Disbursements Journal, General Journal and
Payroll Journal.
All these journals are summarized by
the SX -320, into your Trial Balance and
Financial Statements. So you can go to
the bank any time to finance your operations with your current financial position
in hand.
You'll also be able to anticipate trends
more accurately because of the SX -320's
timely Profit /Loss Statement. Yearly,
monthly or any time of the month.
Think of it. The Canon SX -320 gives
you Sales Analysis daily, up to the minute, Accounts Receivable, Balance
Sheets and timely Profit /Loss Statements. And it does it all quickly. You can
make better business decisions with all
this accurate information at your fingertips. It all adds up to higher profits.
As a result, the SX -320 could well pay
for itself just from your increase in profits. Not bad for a portable desktop
accounting computer that you can have
for less than $330.00 per month.
So fill out the coupon to find out
more about the Canon SX -320, and mail
it in. It doesn't take a computer to figure
out that our system can make your business more profitable.
1 Your SX -320 accounting computer sounds 1
1 like what I've been looking for.
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LetterS

TO THE EDITOR
This One Is for the Birds
Recently, I requested some paper to
reline my bird cage and was given a
Copy OfMANAGEMENT' ACCOUNTING.
In reality, I have neither a bird nor
cage, however, it seems to be my only
means of obtaining reading material
here at the home. The orderlies are not
as co- operative as one might desire.
Fully aware of the rampant decadence in the accounting field, I began
reading in eager anticipation. Much to
my surprise, I found MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING to be a highly informative magazine.
I congratulate you for your efforts in
providing wholesome, educational reading material for accountants everywhere.
I intend to feed my imaginary bird,
imaginary prunes, so that I will be guaranteed a copy of each issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
Kenneth A, Halcomb
Controller
Mitchel & Scott Machine Company
Indianapolis, Ind.

Writing Is the Acid Test
Hurrah for Dr. Richard C. John's article in the September 1976 issue, "Improve Your Technical Writing." The article dissects systematically, briefly, and
clearly those elements which make up
good writing. He practices what he
preaches! I found his method of analyzing style especially intriguing and helpful. I believe accountants have much to
learn and gain from Dr. John's article.
In my view, ifthe accounting profession is to continue to gain in professional stature, accountants must learn to express themselves effectively in writing.
We simply must develop the habit.
Written narrative reports give vitality,
meaning, and life to numbers. Otherwise, numbers stand stark naked, with
their value and use significantly lessened.
In his conclusion, Dr. John states:
"Either you take the time to think your
subject through or your writing proba10

bly will not be clear." In reality, I don't
believe that writing always flows in such
a neat, orderly progression. First, you
must think the subject through all the
way, and then write about it. I firmly
believe that the process of writing itself
can and oftentimes does reshape one's
previous thinking. How often I have
written a report only to find that my
original conclusions and recommendations were changed, sometimes drastically, by the act of committing my
thoughts to papers. Writing itself is the
acid test ofthe clarity and completeness
of one's thoughts. Writing oftentimes
propels one's thinking processes to a
deeper, more penetrating level. It is another dimension of thinking, In short, I
believe writing is very much interwoven
with and inseparable from the process
of thinking.
William C. Becker
Princeton University Press
Princeton, N.J.

ply that even though internal managers,
who are responsible for day -to -day business decisions, may prefer direct costing
(and may need to know operating profits based on that method) they should
defer to the external director's lack of
understanding and either:
1. Prepare internal management reports on two bases — direct cost and
full absorption (and keep the direct
costing report away from the director).
2. Give up direct costing.
3. Send the director to an accredited accounting course.
You may feel that I'm treating the article lightly. To the contrary, I feel it's a
dangerous oversimplification of a very
complex problem. Government control
is certainly inevitable. Unfortunately, it
won't solve our reporting problems any
more than the vague generalizations expounded in Mr. Keller's article.
W.J. Ryan

Dangerous Oversimplification
In the November 1976 issue, Mr. I.
Wayne Keller's article, "All Accounting Is Management Accounting," proposes a flexible middle ground on which
the objectives of both internal and external financial statements can be
achieved. Poppycock! A flexible middle
ground is a euphemism.
Accountants have been "straddling
the fence" for years to stay out of trouble with special interest management,
special interest investors (SEC), special
interest Treasury Department, special
interest big -eight firms, etc. and etc.
We've been searching for that safe haven in the middle for so long that
whether we accept it or not, government regulation is inevitable. Flexibility
got us where we are today!
Also, Mr. Keller recommends a marriage of management and financial accounting, and uses an example of an
"outside" director who mistrusted all financial reports because interim internal
reports used direct cost precepts and external reports used full absorption. I interpret this section of the article to im-

Edison, N.J.

The Diatribe Is Necessary
The article, "All Accounting is Management Accounting," by I. Wayne
Keller in the November 1976 issue is an
excellent review ofthe subject as well as
a quick resume on current developments. Mr. Keller's suggestion that the
accountant absorb more responsibilities
is akin to the admonition that parents,
youth, education, business, etc. be more
responsible in our society. The diatribe
is necessary, but the remedy is oft delayed.
Mr. Keller states, "... there must be
a statement that all pertinent data and
procedures are completely disclosed."
Of course, such disclosure has been assumed by "external management" and
the public at large to their corporate
grief! Unless management accounting
charts the course of Scylla and Charybdis in adequate disclosure, accountancy
will go the route of the bar and become
the just butt of Will Rogers type of humor.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977
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•�Five�audio�casse t t es W/2 hours of clear, concise, interesting,
professionally produced audio programming):
—One cassette (1' /z hours) for SSP No. 1: A Contemporary
Introduction.
—A�second�cassette�W/2�hours)�for�SSP�No.�2:�Cost�Concepts
and Cost Behavior Analysis: Their Impact on Decision Making and,
Three cassettes (4'/s hours) for SSP No. 3: Management
Accounting for Business Decisions in a Service Oriented
Economy.
•�Three color - illustrated workbooks integrated with the audio
presentations. 104 pages each for SSP No. 1 and SSP No. 2.
And 250 pages for SSP No. 3. Totaling 458 pages in all, containing thousands of illustrations, diagrams, how- to -do -it
examples, charts, graphs, and yes, humor.
•�Three sets of exercise answer sheets of indicating your
suggested solutions to the many self- review questions.
•�Three�applications�for�three�Certificates�of�Completion.
•�Mini Cassette Recorder /Player, small enough for one -hand
operations but packed with features that mean business.
The entire package: all three courses plus the mini cassette
recorder packaged in a handsome binder costs only $175.00.
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!!As a Ramada Inn, We've
Doubled our Sales in Two Years:'
"I bought an Orlando hotel doing 25% occupancy in
March 1975 and converted it to a Ramada Inn.
In less than two years as a Ramada Inn, we have increased occupancy from 25% to 54 %. And we've doubled our sales from $479,000 to more than $1,000,000
annually.
If you're presently operating, constructing or planning a hotel, ask for a detailed copy of my success
story. Call or write Banks Henward, Ramada Inns, Inc.,
License Division, P.O. Box 590, Dept. M A 4 , Phoenix,
Arizona 85001, (602) 273- 4597"
Neil Babbs
Owner /Manager
Ramada Inn Central
Orlando, Florida

® - - - ` - - 2828

We'rebuilding a reputation,
not nesting on one.
Articles such as this one are illustrative of the reason why our newly chartered Chapter (June 1976) was established after several years of effort—participation, local and national, will
strengthen each member to achieve Mr.
Keller's goals.
Jim Glass
Mankato, Minn.

Make Somebody's Rule
Everyone's Agreement
The November 1976 article, "All Accounting Is Management Accounting,"
by I. Wayne Keller, contained a number
of statements which "struck a nerve"
and which require reexamination from
another viewpoint.
Mr. Keller very adeptly presented his
opinion that management accounting
and financial accounting should be
blended together and not serve "multiple masters." For his opinion, Mr. Keller should be applauded. However, his
statements which compare management
accountants with public accountants
12

left me quite cold. For example, in comparing a member of the AICPA with
the internal accountant, he states: "The
public accountant as a member of the
AICPA, is bound by a code of ethics.
As such, he is regarded as a professional. The internal accountants have not
achieved this recognition of professionalism. There should be a code of ethics
for them."
The implication that industrial accounting is manned by non- professionals is unfortunate. He should know that
the creation of a code of ethics does not
create a professional. A professional is
one who engages in a learned profession
and who executes the functions of the
profession in an extremely proficient
manner. Industry is filled with professional accountants.
The Certificate in Management Accounting is a step in the right direction
for recognizing the existing professionals in industry. On this point Mr. Keller
and I agree. On the issue of a code of
ethics making a professional we are
worlds apart.
I also cannot endorse the implied position taken by Mr. Keller in his state-

ment regarding the removal of generally
accepted accounting principles and the
power placed in the public accountant's
hands in attesting to the accuracy of financial reports. He states: "Th e t ime
has come to remove accounting principles from subservience to a traditional
certificate verbage and give them flexibility so that the financial statements of
each company will really meet the objectives stated by the AICPA." I concur
with Mr. Keller's basic thought on the
objectives of financial statements to provide useful information for making economic decisions, but I do not agree with
his placement of the value judgement on
what is useful in the hands of the CPA.
If the accountant's certificate is changed
to state, " . . . in conformity with accounting principles of which we approve applied on a consistent basis,"
then the foundation of sound financial
statements rests solely on what your local auditing firm approves. I believe the
SEC and FASB must become the effective judges and rule makers.
Mr. Keller's remark "Accounting is
anybody's guess ..." is no longer acceptable, but neither is somebody's rule.
The objective should be to work
through the painfully slow system of the
SEC and FASB to make "somebody's
rule," "everyone's agreement" and not
dilute the decision - making process into
the "professional" hands of the CPA.
Ken Kessler
Manager, FMIS
Hobart Corp.
Troy, Ohio

Cure Is Worse than the Disease
The "Replacement Cost" method of
accounting reaffirms the current spiraling inflation and locks it into our economy. The SEC purports to protect investors by highlighting the "true" cost of
plant and equipment so that tax legislation can be enacted to allow "additional" depreciation to cover the loss of purchasing power on invested capital. Actually, the net effect of replacement cost
accounting will be to accelerate the rate
of the spiral.
The incremental depreciation is expected to reduce reported corporate net
income by one -third (per Value Line
Continued on page 34
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mother cry.
You owe it to your mother to be a CPA After all.
she's do ne so much f or you and she expects
that you'll be somebody
A CPA is more than just somebody
A CPA is a professional who has
unlimited oppo rtunities.
In these days of intense co mpetition
you owe it to your mother (and yourself)
to put yourself into the best position
to rise to your full unlimited potential.
Call o ur local counselors and they will
tailor a realistic approach to help you
pass the CPA exam
,.
Become a CPA and make your mother
happy enough to cry
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Big Brother and the Big Eight
Diversity of viewpoints and a sharing of power —those are two
commodities that would be in very short supply if the Metcalf staff
had its way and lodged the standards - setting function within the
federal government.

By Walter E. Hanson
Last month, Al Sommer spoke to this group about
some of his views on the Metcalf report, which
had just then been released. He gave you his impromptu reactions as a former SEC Commissioner; this evening, I would like to discuss with you
some of my views.
A Leap of Logic
The main thesis advanced by the Metcalf subcommittee staff is embodied in the following sentence: "The inability to divorce private influence
from private control impairs all efforts to achieve
public confidence in a system which vests public
authority in private organizations." The chain of
reasoning advanced by the staff seems to go like
this: There is a concentration in the supply of accounting and auditing services; this produces a
concentrated control over the standards - setting
function; that leads to the establishment of accounting standards that benefit the managements
of corporate clients; and finally, by some elliptical
leap of logic, the conclusion is that the federal
government should set the standards in accounting and auditing.
What I would like to do this evening is take up
each of these points in turn and, along the way,
consider whether there is any merit to the staffs
recurring recommendation that the federal government extend its heavy hand. I will spend a few
minutes each on the issues of concentration, control, and the adequacy of standards.
There Is Vigorous Competition
First, let's consider this matter of what the subMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

committee staff chooses to call excessive concentration in the supply of accounting and auditing
services, and its recommendation that Congress
take action to relieve the concentration.
The question quite simply is: How could that be
done? The structure of the accounting profession
derives from the structure of the American economy. When we have far -flung international businesses, that necessarily means there has to be a
large network of coordinated offices to do the audit work. How would it be possible to audit a huge
Multinational corporation without having a very
substantial worldwide organization? Only a relatively few firms can afford this kind of operation
now; if they were split up, none of them would be
able to maintain a professionally competent and
financially viable overseas network. Just simple
economic viability is the point. If the total volume
of work is spread too thin, you cannot assemble
the people that you need, because there has to be a
certain volume of work in every office to support
the continued maintenance of those offices.
Let's compare the nature of the accounting profession with some of the other professions. In
medicine, the client is the individual patient. In
the field of law, it is a matter of giving legal advice
based on primarily local statutes. Our job is to
audit multinational corporations that have offices,
factories and operations spread out in various locations all over the world.
The staff makes much over the concentration
that is lodged in eight firms —or fifteen firms —in
the accounting profession. I would point out that,
by industry standards, there is certainly nothing
excessive about that degree of concentration.
What other field of economic activity with an in-

taa'

W.E. HANSON
is the Senior Partner,
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
& Co. with
headquarters in New
York. Mr. Hanson holds
an A.B. degree from
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of a speech given by
Mr. Hanson before the
New York Chapter,
February 15, 1977.
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"It takes a little
'doublethink' to
understand the
staff's
viewpoint. "

ternational market can you think of where there
are as many as eight major competitors?
As to the claim that concentration has produced anti - competitive effects, I can only say that
those effects have escaped my attention. There is
continual, vigorous competition among the firms.
And there is no consultation among the firms on
setting fee structures, which would be the essence
of an anti - competitive practice.
The staff report proposes to increase competition by requiring that more than one accounting
firm be on the ballot at annual meetings of stockholders. I really don't think much of that idea,
because it was my understanding that we were
offering a professional service, not entering some
kind of popularity contest. And this arrangement
would necessarily result in higher fees overall, because the first year on an audit is more costly as
we go through the settling -in process. In any case,
I would be willing to predict that if such an arrangement were legislated, our firm and some of
the others would continue to get much the same
share of the total work available, for the simple
reason that we have the size and the scope of operations that are needed to do the work.
Federal Control and Doublethink
I would like to turn now to the question of how
the standards - setting function is controlled.
The Metcalf study claims that the passage of
the Securities Acts in 1933 and 1934 "created a
need" for accountants to act as independent auditors for publicly -owned corporations. It says that
the independent auditors are endowed with a public responsibility for objectivity "because of the
special role assigned to them by Congress." It
then goes on to say that the public authority has
been delegated to private groups, and that this
delegation has resulted in accounting practices
that benefit special interest groups.
With a little more study, the staff might find
that its original assertion is just not historically
accurate. The role of the independent auditor existed long before the Securities Acts were passed.
Congress did not create us. True enough, the Securities Acts empowered a government agency to
establish accounting standards, and that power
has indeed been delegated in large part to the private sector. It is worth emphasizing that at each
point in the chain of delegation, there was an informed dialogue resulting in the decisions that
were made. And that is what we should all be
insisting upon today —a searching dialogue on the
question of who should be doing what. We will
look forward to the Congressional hearings that
will be held on this matter as an opportunity to
get that dialogue going. That will certainly be a
better course of action than for the Congress to
try to act upon the basis of a one -sided report.
The subcommittee staff would have the entire
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process of standards - setting taken over by the federal government. Now that is what I would call
centralized control and concentration of power. It
takes a little "doublethink" to understand the
staff's viewpoint. One of their recommendations is
that federal employees should not even serve on
committees that influence accounting policies or
even serve on AICPA committees. And yet at the
same time, they recommend that the whole process of setting the standards be turned over to federal employees. Is it their intent to establish standards in isolation?
The financing of the FASB is cited as one of the
ways in which the Big Eight firms supposedly control its work. I guess I could say that if other
contributors wanted to carry the entire financial
burden, it wouldn't be all bad from my viewpoint.
But that's not really the way it ought to be; we
should all do our share. At present, no one firm
contributes more than five percent of the total
support for the FASB and the entire profession
less than 50 percent.
The staff also declares that the SEC's "long association with the private accounting establishment" casts doubt on its ability to establish appropriate standards. Well, I can only say that personally, I have not noticed any particularly strong
perception that the SEC has been overly - favorable
to the business community or to accountants.
But by all means let's take a fresh look at how
the present system works. The focal point of the
staff's position is the degree of representation that
the Big Eight firms have on the AICPA's Board of
Directors and its standards - setting committees.
They focus particularly upon the Institute's Board
because of its authority to elect and remove the
members of the FAF board of trustees. They emphasize the fact that the Big Eight firms represent
just 15 percent of the Institute membership, but
have a proportionately larger representation on
the Institute's governing bodies. This supposedly
leads to the result of the FASB issuing pronouncements that benefit the corporate clients.
But according to the data published in the staff
study itself, about 34 percent of the Institute
membership was comprised of CPAs working in
industry. If there were strict proportional representation of the various elements of Institute
membership on its Board of Directors, that would
mean that a third of the board of directors would
be from industry. So what would the staff say of
an arrangement like that?
Then, too, some Institute members are CPAs
working in government. And as I have mentioned,
the staff would prohibit their serving on the board
at all.
I think it is appropriate that the AICPA has a
decided slant toward representing CPAs who are
in the public practice of accounting. Accordingly,
these percentage figures do not have all the signifiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

cance that they might seem to have on the surface.
Organizations like the NAA, FEI, and the AAA
provide channels through which the voices of accountants not engaged in public accounting can
make their voices heard.
Isn't it only logical then that the AICPA be the
principal spokesman for the accounting profession? If there is a perceived problem created by
the AICPA Board of Directors controlling the
election of FAF trustees, let's not destroy the
AICPA's basic function. Instead let's take a fresh
look at how the FAF trustees are appointed. I
personally would have no objection to the election
of FAF trustees by a broader constituency.
Right now, the FAF trustees are conducting a
major review of the FASB's structure and operations. They are seeking the participation of outsiders in conducting that review, to get some new
ideas on how to sustain the FASB and strengthen
it. The controlling criterion for FASB members
should be their professional competence. The controlling criterion for the FASB as a whole should
be its independence, in fact and in appearance.
Let's strengthen our present system so we continue to have diversity of viewpoints expressed
and a sharing of the control over our standards setting process. Diversity of viewpoints and a
sharing of power —those are two commodities
that would be in very short supply if the Metcalf
staff had its way and lodged the standards- setting
function within the federal government.
Regulated into Bankruptcy
The real subject of this controversy is the adequacy of standards, and I would like to spend the
rest of my time with you commenting on some
specifics— accounting standards, auditing standards, and standards relating to independence.
According to the Metcalf study, accounting
standards involve social and economic issues
which can only be resolved effectively through the
processes of government. The question might well
be asked whether the federal government has been
so successful in resolving the social and economic
issues before it that it is now ready to take on new
technical areas such as accounting and auditing.
The staff asserts that there is a lack of comprehensive accounting objectives and calls upon Congress to establish these objectives. But they give
no weight to the Trueblood report and the conceptual framework project of the FASB as efforts
from within the private sector to address this very
complex matter.
The staff makes the remarkable claim that the
available evidence indicates government agencies
are capable of setting accounting standards competently and more efficiently than private organizations. On that score, I quote from a Business
Week editorial: "About the only agreement thinking people have reached is that government -dicMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

tated accounting rules would be the worst thing
that could happen to American industry. Government- dictated rules do not change as circumstances change. They have to wait for legislators
or regulators to get around to alterations —which
often never happens. To see how obsolete and absurd government accounting rules can be, one has
only to examine railroad accounting as established
by the Interstate Commerce Commission 75 years
ago —and still in effect today." To which I would
add: The ICC had total control of an industry's
accounting practices, and it regulated that industry right into bankruptcy.
Or take another example. The staff mentions
the idea of bias in the private sector, and the supposed tendency of the FASB to respond to pressure. Well, what are we to think of the way Congress handled the Investment Credit issue a few
years back? Is that an example of how the Federal
government would propose to set accounting principles? Is that what the Metcalf staff refers to as
the proper reflection of social and economic issues
in accounting principles?
The staff recommends that Congress take action to abolish specific "creative accounting techniques," but the ones referred to in the study are
mostly drawn from the 1960s. I think you would
agree that most of the ones they mention have
been fully addressed by the APB, the FASB, and
the SEC. It was interesting to note that one of the
items listed as a "creative accounting" technique
was inflation accounting —a subject that is still in
the development stage.
In short, I think there is very slim evidence indeed to support the theory that the federal government could do a more effective job in the establishment of accounting principles.
The staff report points out that since donations
to the Financial Accounting Foundation are tax deductible, the taxpayers partially subsidize the
operation of the FASB. Well, if the staffs recommendations were adopted, the federal government
were to undertake the task, and if government sets
accounting standards, there certainly would not
be anything partiaL It would be 100 percent.

"The real
subject ... is
the adequacy of
standards ... "

Let them Inspect
Let's turn now to the subject of auditing standards. Here again, the staff proposal is the predictable one: that the federal government should
establish the standards that independent auditors
would follow in auditing corporate financial statements. And they go on to recommend that the
federal government periodically inspect the work
being done by auditors.
As far as I am concerned, let them go ahead
and inspect, but it's not going to get at the root of
any problem. Besides that, they will have to compete in the same talent pool that we do with lower
salary scales and less growth opportunity.
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As things stand now, it is the federal agencies
that are using independent auditors to review
compliance with federal programs. Not long ago,
the Department of Housing and Urban Development published an audit guide which was supposed to be used by independent accountants.
They just didn't have the technical expertise to
put such a publication together, and as a result,
the guide had a number of defects. It called for the
auditor to make subjective determinations, and it
failed to give effect to some recent pronouncements on auditing. As a consequence of the various defects, HUD had to withdraw the guide and
revise it, taking into account substantially all of
the AICPA task force recommendations.
My point is that the federal government has a
long way to go before it would develop much of a
capability for auditing the auditors. The only way
for that job to be done properly is to have it done
by professionals, and as you know, the accounting
profession has already put its peer review program
into effect.
Our firm has been reviewed under the scope of
the AICPA's voluntary program for multi -office
firms. The reviewers spent more than 12,000
hours on that job. They brought more than 150
partners, principals, and managers into the engagement, analyzed our quality control procedures, and reviewed in depth our work on a significant number of audit engagements. I think the
federal government would be hard - pressed to
match the professional competence that was
brought to bear on that project.
Much of the stimulus for the staffs recommendations in this area seems to have come from the
recently publicized cases relating to questionable
payments and bribes. The fact of the matter is that
the "slush funds" and other devices that were
used in these cases just don't fall within the usual
audit scope. The techniques generally involved
circumvention of existing controls and management override of those controls.
The staff wants to define the responsibilities of
the independent auditor in such a way as to mean
that he is certifying "that corporate records are
complete and accurate." I need scarcely point out
to this audience that what they want is just not
possible. It is economically unfeasible. Let me tell
you of an experiment I made with several of our
clients. I suggested to some of our medium -size
clients that they might like to have a fraud examination, an examination of sufficient depth that we
would be in a position to indemnify them against
fraud in their organization at any level. They
seemed to think that was a fine idea, so I said all
right, let's consider the costs involved. For a client
that we would normally charge $50,000 for an audit, I estimated that a fraud audit would cost a
million dollars. Regrettably, but not surprisingly,
I had no takers.

The plain fact of the matter is that the staff
report is misleading the public as to the function
of an independent audit. We in the profession
need to do a better job of informing the public of
what we do and don't do, and what we can do and
cannot do. I look forward to the forthcoming
hearings as an opportunity to advance that educational effort and to discredit this totally unrealistic
proposal made by the Metcalf staff.
One more of the recommendations in this area
certainly deserves to be mentioned. I will read
that recommendation verbatim, adding emphasis
to three words in the passage: "Congress should
amend the Federal securities laws to restore the
right of damaged individuals to sue independent
auditors for negligence under the fraud provisions
of the securities laws." In other words, they want
Congress to overturn the ruling of the Supreme
Court in the Hochfelder case. It seems to me a
pernicious idea. The faultiness of the recommendation is exposed in its own wording— saying that
a person should be able to sue for fraud when the
only error committed was one of negligence. What
the Supreme Court held is that if the auditor is
misled or, if unintentional negligence is involved,
then it should be recognized that he was acting in
good faith. If a person did not intend to deceive,
manipulate, or defraud, then why in the world
should he be labeled a fraud doer and be subject to
enormous liability? This recommendation is not
designed to restore a right, but to restore a wrong.
The staff goes on to offer the remarkable opinion that auditors are already adequately safeguarded, and that no limitations on liability are
appropriate. I have heard no responsible person in
our profession say that we should not be held accountable for our misdeeds. But we do rebel
against the finding of criminality where the party
involved acted in good faith. The Hochfelder decision corrected that error, and the Supreme Court
decision should not be overriden.
Confusing Competence with Independence
Finally, I would like to turn my attention to the
standards relating to our profession's independence. According to the staff report, a long association between a corporation and an accounting
firm tends to undermine the firms' independence,
and the staff recommends rotation of auditors as
one possible remedy. But this assertion flies in the
face of actual experience. The truth of the matter
is that many of the publicized fraud cases involved
initial or second -year examinations of the corporations involved. Very few of them involved situations where there had been a long -term auditing
relationship. It's during the settling -in period that
there is the possibility of something being put over
on an unwitting auditor who isn't familiar with
the company's operations. The other aspect of this
settling -in period associated with frequent changes
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of auditors is that fees would go up. The fee for a
first -year audit is necessarily higher than it is after
the auditor has developed a familiarity with the
company's operations, another example of cost effectiveness.
All of the major accounting firms have numerous systems relating to quality control and maintaining independence. In the audit of a large corporation, it isn't a case of just one partner in
charge of the whole relationship; a number of
partners are involved. We have a professional
practice review committee, a post- issuance report
review, a research unit to support the auditors on
accounting principles, and a policy of rotating
staff members assigned to any particular client.
All of these serve as internal checks to preserve
the quality of our work and to maintain the independent stance of our firm with respect to the client. And I might add that many of these arrangements are possible only because we have a large
enough firm to organize these kinds of programs.
The staff also claims that the performance of
management advisory services is incompatible
with the audit. They recommend a blanket prohibition of MAS work except that which is directly
related to accounting. They further recommend
that the federal government retain accounting
firms only to perform auditing and accounting
services, but should not contract with us for the
performance of other MAS work.
The fact is that the performance of management advisory services often has the effect of enhancing our audit work. To my knowledge, there
never has been a legal case where any form of
consulting service undermined the attest function
of an accounting firm. This issue has been researched exhaustively over the years, and there is
no evidence of infringement upon independence
being caused by consulting work.
There are really two separate objections that are
occasionally raised with regard to accounting
firms providing consulting services. One of them
relates to the competence of firms to undertake
work of various kinds; the other relates to the
question of audit independence. Sometimes our
critics seem to confuse the two. The work that is
directly related to accounting —which the staff
would continue to allow —is actually the kind that
would theoretically be most likely to conflict with
audit independence. Some of the other areas of
consulting work done by our specialists, which
might seem more remote from the basic competence of an accountant, are also farther removed
from the accounting system and, therefore, the
least possible threat to our independence.
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The skillsof a professional accountant inevitably attract certain areas of advisory work that are
derivative from his primary function. A conspicuous example is in the area of taxes. Accounting
firms of every size are called upon by their clients
to give tax advice as a part of their professional
practice. This work in the area of taxation is an
advisory service no less than the other work done
under the broad heading of management advisory
services. Most of you know how closely our tax
and audit people work together without any cry of
"foul" on the independence issue. Yet, in the tax
area we act as advocates for our clients —something we do not do in the consulting field.
As to the matter of executive recruitment,
which was specifically singled out for mention, I
would point out that this area of activity also grew
out of requests from our clients. When a client
wants to find a good person in the financial area,
he often turns to his auditor for some help. The
only consequence of this, over time, has been that
we have professionalized our recruiting work, upgrading and formalizing it.

"... this staff
report is
extremely
one -sided in its
findings ... "

Conclusion
To sum up my observations, it seems to me that
this staff report is extremely one -sided in its findings, choosing to ignore all of the positive progress
that has been made within the private sector.
Even more damning is the fact that its recommendations don't flow from its findings. Certainly, every industry and profession has room for improvement, and no one can say that the accounting profession hasn't made major steps forward in the
last ten years. The idea that the federal government should take over the whole process of prescribing accounting standards and regulating auditors is completely lacking in merit.
It is not only our profession that is being threatened here. As the Business Week editorial said of
the report: "If they succeed in writing its recommendations into law, they will strap U.S, business
and U.S. securities markets into a meaningless,
stultifying straitjacket of government- dictated accounting rules."
In Orwell's 1984, the central government had
become so all- pervasive that it sought to regulate
not only what its citizens did, but what they said
and thought. A primary technique for accomplishing this was to control rigidly the vocabulary
of a single uniform language. Ladies and gentlemen, accounting is the language of business, and I
think that if we value our status as free people, we
would be well- advised to keep that language out
of the overreaching grasp of Big Brother.
❑
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Living with
Financial Accounting
Standards
We seem to have gone overboard in trying to force accounting to be
a mechanism for disclosure rather than a tool for the management
and evaluation of a business.

By Robert J. Donachie
There are a variety of government agencies, pro�
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fessional asso ciations, and so- called public- interest
gro u ps tod ay vying to estab lish or influ ence acco u n tin g stan d ard s. Rep resen ting the private secto r is t h e Fin an cial Acc o u n tin g Standard s Board
which also asks ou r supp ort as a standards - setting
agen cy for the p ro fessio n.
Alth o u gh th ey g ive n o m in al rec ognition to the
FASB, certain agen cies o f th e federal government
at th e sam e tim e reach o u t to establish their own
stan d ard s, o f ten tim es in co n flict wit h each other
as well as with the FASB. So the question: Whose
financial accou n ting stan dard s are we to live with?
Faces a Dilemm a
Th e m an a gem e n t a cco u n tan t is fac ed w ith the
dilem m a o f livin g with con flicts created by t he
several agencies or boards authorized to set acco un tin g stand ard s. So metimes the conflicts are
with in th e agen cy itself, o th er tim es agencies are
in co n flict with each o th er. Fo r e xam ple, ju st as
th e SEC an no un ced its inten tion to requ ire the
ap plicatio n of rep lacement value accounting to
certain assets and cost -of -sales items, the FASB
an n o u nced th at it h ad tab led its project on price level accou ntin g.
In an o th er situ atio n , we h ave the FASB develop in g an o pin io n requ iring th e imm ediate recogni-

tion of gains or losses in foreign currency translations, and at the sa m e tim e issuing a proposed
statem ent to handle contingencies. It s eem s t hat
these two statements are in conflict with each other on som e p oints and ar e inco m plete on ot hers.
For instance, the proposal on the handling of contingencies stripped to its sim plest terms simply attem pts to take away from operating m anagem ent
the right to establish prudent contingency reserves
or, altern atively, t o m andate when cont ingencies
will be recognized. Yet there are m any com m odities whose prices fluctuate m ore widely than foreign curre ncy, and h ave far m ore s ignif icant im pact on a business's opportunity to recover its investment. Exam ples are copper, silve r, and gold.
Shouldn't prudent judgm ent therefore dictate a
contingency reserve in these situations?
The Cost Accounting Standards Board, the
Federal Tr ad e Comm ission, the Federal Power
Comm ission, and yes, even the American Institute
of C PAs, through its a udit p ractice s com m ittee,
all seek in one way or an other to establish financial accounting standards. Th e management accountant stands in the midst of this c onverging
and confusing mess.
Who to Believe?
When one is in the position of not being readily
able to discern friend or foe —to know who to believe —and who not to believe —then one must
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take an increasing role of self - reliance and independent judgment. This, I submit, is the position
in which the management accountant finds himself today. Since he must be more self - reliant, it is
essential that he understand clearly the environment in which he functions.
If we accept the oversimplified definition of the
accounting function as being "to account for a
transaction, event, or happening," then we place
the accountant generically where he belongs. In
short, we accept that the accounting function
should record what has happened —not try to prescribe what is in advance of the actual transaction.

the statement "inventories will be valued at cost
or market, whichever is lower." And even this
principle is based on an assumption: we can determine a market price.
But now there is a distinguishable —and growing— response from the management accountant:
he cannot subordinate his thinking to rules, principles, guidelines, or standards when making business decisions. He cannot abdicate his responsibility for analysis, and his participation in the decision- making process to a set of rules that are at
best arbitrary.
Accrual Accounting—Matching Costs with
Revenues

Let's start by dispelling the myth "that an accountant is an accountant, is an accountant," Accountants are not all the same, nor is their purpose necessarily the same in every circumstance in
which they may find themselves. To illustrate, we
need only differentiate between the management
accountant and the financial accountant.
The management accountant is far less an accountant (in the technical sense of the word) and
much more a student and analyst of the economics of his own business. He must understand the
total complex profit geometry of his particular
business: what it takes in the way of management
decisions to produce a real profit and satisfactory
return on investment for that particular enterprise. I emphasize the term real profit, for just as
there is no such thing as a free lunch, there is no
such thing as an earnings or cash equivalent.
The financial accountant —the accountant
whose principal emphasis is in financial report ing—is concerned with the recording and classifying of economic transactions for the purpose of
reporting the results of these activities to an audience that may consist of governmental agencies
(including taxing authorities), financial institutions, and the investing public.
In considering the role of the financial accountant, it's time to dispel another myth. For a long
time, we have created something of an aura of a
"sacred trust" around the financial accountant; a
trust that somehow forced him into a compulsive
commitment to educate stockholders in the understanding and interpretation of financial statements. Noble as it may be, this goal cannot be
accomplished.
Nonetheless, to reinforce this noble commitment, the financial accountant has been, for years,
"guided" by
called accounting principles. The
label "principle" however, carries with it a connotation of truth and objectivity often unmerited under the circumstances. A principle, by definition,
is that from which the truth flows constantly and
reliably. Few, if any, of our accounting principles
have ever met that definition. In fact, the only one
I can think of that even approaches the criteria is

Space will not permit a full discussion of all of
the cases where the management accountant finds
himself faced with seemingly conflicting goals.
But we can select (and admittedly oversimplify) a
few situations to illustrate the point.
Perhaps the single accounting principle from
which most of the conflicts between management
accounting and financial accounting have arisen is
the concept of matching costs with revenues. Accountants frequently go to extraordinary lengths
and degrees of sophistication to accomplish that
doubtful objective —and often with a zeal that
blinds consideration of any other alternative. Yet
the simple truth is that it is possible to match
costs with revenues not yet realized and go broke
in the process.
All this effort has been bent in the direction of
measuring income or earnings, often then qualified with the adjective "book" to indicate that the
earnings exist only on the books. In the case of
public companies, the goal is to measure earnings
per share as though it were a meaningful end in
itself. It is my personal belief that accountants
somehow have been guided, if not coerced, into
reporting earnings per share not because the number in itself is meaningful, but because it became
part of a "recipe book" formula for evaluating
companies. The number has become a part of the
Wall Street mystique that makes it conveniently
possible — without the burden of thinking —to
classify companies and industries in a price -eaming formula so as to arrive at market values.
It's no wonder then that management is encouraged to rush forth to get the highest number in the
lottery. Worse yet, this pursuit is often made without regard for liquidity, so the "earnings" often
prove as ephemeral as stardust.
There are many other cases where conflicting
objectives between cash flow and earnings require
the management accountant to exercise some degree of independent judgment. These cases invariably involve the use —or misuse —of accounting
principles. We have, for example, the recent case
in which the FASB addresses itself to a so- called
standard that deals fundamentally with the

so-
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there must
be a simple
recognition that
taxes are a
capital drain. "
"...

matching concept when accounting for development companies. In formulating this statement
there is a real gut question to be asked: "How far
shall we go in permitting costs to be matched with
revenues not yet generated ?" The management accountant can answer that question: "Only as far
as appraisal of the risk of recovery and the liquidity of your bank account will allow."
As applied to taxes, the matching concept penalizes current reported net earning for taxes that
won't be paid until many years in the future, if
ever. These same tax benefits materially enhance a
company's liquidity, cash flow, and financial
strength, thereby increasing the company's earning power. Yet reported net earnings, which are
pursued like the Holy Grail, are diminished by
deferred taxes in recognition of the so- called
matching principle. In the real world, however,
there must be a simple recognition that taxes are a
capital drain. If we save a tax dollar, even for a
short time, we've increased our capital and earning power and the liquidity reflected on the balance sheet.
No Cash Equivalents

ing" for a noncash transaction required goodwill
to be recognized with a future apparent earnings
penalty.
It would be a frightening and sobering thought
if we were to believe that financial reporting standards became either the cause of a business entity
foregoing an opportunity to enhance its liquidity,
or masked an impending lack of liquidity by permitting capitalization of real costs against a ficticious earning stream. These would have dangerous consequences in times of high -cost money
supply.
Nevertheless, in some of the recent financial debacles, which have resulted in severe impairment
of corporate liquidity and even led to the demise
of corporations, questions have been raised: Why
didn't the management know of the impending
problems? Why didn't the accountants disclose
the impending problems? These questions seem to
suggest that earlier disclosures should have been
made, or at the very least, that some provision or
reserve should have been made for impending
losses. Faced with these questions, we now find
the FASB with a position on accounting for contingencies that questions management's right, indeed obligation, to establish reserves for business
risk. We've failed again to recognize the basic
function of accounting: to account for a transaction.

Reported net income — earnings per share —is
frequently in conflict with cash flow and its emphasis on liquidity. This conflict is, of course,
brought about by rigid adherence to accrual accounting concepts and mandated acceptance of
frequently arbitrary rules. These rules and the re- Fences and Frustration
sultant areas of conflict require the management
We seem to have gone overboard in trying to
accountant to take a sometimes disparate view force accounting to be a mechanism for disclosure
from that of the financial accountant.
rather than a tool for the management and evaluaLet's take the case of a business combination tion of a business. In the whole realm of discloinvolving only an exchange of stock. Accounting sure, to speak figuratively, the accountant wanrules can suggest that separate privileges among dered into a pasture where he didn't belong, but
the shareholders exist, and thus require that the where he was most cordially welcomed. The legal
resultant business combination be treated as a profession immediately proceeded to build a fence
purchase rather than as a pooling of interest. In around the pasture, preventing the accountant's
the circumstance described, however, the busi- escape and safeguarding the lawyer from injury.
nesses are indeed combined (pooled if you will) Somehow, beyond my comprehension, the acwithout any cash changing hands. Yet under ac- countant has welcomed this, and now finds himcounting rules, the acquiring company is required self moving further and further into the field of
to capitalize goodwill or excess cost, penalize re- disclosure, becoming more and more frustrated as
ported future book earnings, and as happened in he goes. Footnotes to financial statements in many
one case that I know of, take a highly profitable cases today are virtually incomprehensible. In adcompany and reduce it to a near loss. The absurd- dition, the lawyer has placed the accountant in the
ity of this phenomenon is best appreciated when role of being the primary initiator of corporate
we realize that nothing has changed about the in- disclosure, thus relieving himself of this onerous,
dividual or the combined businesses. More impor- frequently hazardous, and always thankless task;
tant, the cash flow generated by the combined and, of course, avoiding liability.
businesses is precisely the same under either acIn the realm of financial reporting and disclocounting treatment.
sure, the accounting profession has oftentimes
Certainly, no well- trained management ac- tried to be all things to all comers, and in the
countant would overrule a potential business com- process has diminished its effectiveness in serving
bination that would make the combining entities its constituency. And to think that all this comes
financially stronger, enhance their combined cash about because of the sanctity ascribed to the word
flow, and give them a competitive advantage in "earnings."
the marketplace, simply because the "bookkeepContinued on page 31
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CASB:
An Assessment
The CASB has made its presence felt. Hundreds of thousands of
manhours and many millions of dollars have been expended by the
CASB and the defense industry on the development, promulgation
and implementation of cost accounting standards since 1970.

By Cloyd Howell
Government contract cost accounting regulations
started at least as far back as 1934 when the Vinson- Trammel Act was passed limiting the profits
on aircraft and naval vessel contracts.' The next
activity took place after World War I when Treasury Decision 5000 applying to subsidized ships
was issued. These were replaced in 1949 when the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR)
was issued. Although ASPR has been revised once
and amended and supplemented many times it is
still in effect today.
In the late Sixties, the Vietnam war was escalating and so was the defense budget. Large cost
overruns were common. Conflicting opinions accompanied by strong feeling centered around the
war, the draft, the defense budget and the changing life styles of the times created considerable unrest. It was in this setting in 1968 that Vice Admiral Rickover appeared before the House Banking
and Currency Committee. He testified strongly
and colorfully that it was impossible to determine
the profit being made on defense contracts because of lack of control and inconsistencies in
treatment of contract costs.
As a result of Rickover's urgings for Congress
to provide accounting standards, Congress passed
P.L. 90-370 setting up a General Accounting Office study to see if such standards were feasible.'
In 1970 the GAO reported back that it was feasible and recommended that such standards apply
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to all government contracts, not just defense contracts.
Congress Creates the CASB
Acting on the results of the feasibility study,
Congress in 1970 passed P.L. 91 -379 amending
the Defense Procurement Act. of 1950 to provide
for the establishment of a Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB).' The Board was to report
and act as an agent of Congress. The law further
provided that the Board would promulgate cost
accounting standards to achieve uniformity and
consistency in the cost accounting principles followed by defense contractors under Federal contracts.
The law specified that the Comptroller General
would be the chairman and that he should appoint
four members; one from industry, one from a federal agency and two from the accounting profession. At this writing, the Board consists of. Comptroller General Elmer Staats; Herman Bevis, Senior Partner with Price Waterhouse; Robert
Mautz, partner with Ernst and Ernst; Terence
McClary, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Controller) and John Walker, Vice President and
Controller of Texas Instruments. The Board has a
professional staff of 24 members made up of
CPAs, attorneys, former professors, controllers
and government auditors.'
The CASB has specified that all contractors receiving defense contract or sub - contract awards
exceeding $10 million within a fiscal year must
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"There are
varied opinions
about the
procedures
followed by the
CASE..."

submit a disclosure statement, and has prescribed
a formalized procedure for doing this.' However,
this should not be construed as the limits of the
CASB's jurisdiction. The actual limit is the first
contract exceeding $500,000 in a fiscal year and
all subsequent contracts greater than $100,000.
Standards to Date
There have been 14 Standards promulgated as
of this writing.' Without going into the details,
which is beyond the scope of this article, we have
listed the Standards by number and title and in
some cases given a brief description.'

of

of

of

401 Consistency in Estimating, Accumulating
and Reporting Costs
402 Consistency in Allocating Costs Incurred for
the Same Purpose
403 Allocation of Home Office Expenses to Segments (Establishes criteria for allocation)
404 Capitalization of Tangible Assets (Sets forth
various criteria for capitalization)
405 Accounting for Unallowable Costs (Establishes guidelines for identification and treatment)
406 Cost Accounting Period (Provides criteria
for the selection of time periods to be used as
cost accounting periods)
407 Use of Standard Costs for Direct Material
and Direct Labor (Provides criteria for the
establishment and accumulation of standard
costs and the disposition of variances)
408 Compensated Personal Absence (Designed to
assure that the costs of such absences are assigned to the cost accounting period in which
the related labor is performed and cost recognized)
409 Depreciation
Tangible Assets (Provides
criteria for assigning depreciation costs to the
proper period.)
410 Allocation of Business Unit General and Administrative Expense to Cost Objectives (Provides criteria for allocation based on beneficial or causal relationship.)
411 Accounting for Acquisition Cost of Material
(Establishes criteria for the use of material
inventory records to determine acquisition
costs)
412 Composition and Measurement of Pension
Costs (Provides guidance for determining
and measuring the components of pension
costs)
414 Cost of Money as an Element of the Cost
Facilities Capital (Provides reasonable recognition for the cost of a contractor's investment in facilities)'
415 Accounting for the Cost
Deferred Compensation (Provides criteria for the measurement of the cost of deferred compensation
and the assignment to accounting periods).
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Possible Future Standards
At this writing, there are no Standards in the
proposed state, i.e. printed in their preliminary
form in the Federal Register.
There are, however, a number of items under
study that may end up as proposed Standards and
eventually promulgated Standards. Some projects
being contemplated are:
1. Accounting for direct materials not incorporated in contract end items
2. Allocation of manufacturing, engineering and
comparable overhead
3. Adjustment and allocation of pension cost
4. Distinguishing between direct and indirect
costs
5. Accounting for costs ofservice centers
6. Accounting for insurance costs
7. Allocation ofmaterial - related costs
8. Independent research and development and
bid and proposal costs
9. Indirect costs of colleges and universities
10. Accounting for contract terminations
11. Accounting for intracompany transfers
12. Cost of money as an element of the cost of
operating capital
13. Joint product costing
Assessment of the Promulgation Process
There are varied opinions about the procedures
followed by the CASB in promulgating standards
and the results obtained. As might be expected the
opinions ofthe Board and its staff are not precisely shared by the contractors, the industry and various associated interests. Then there is a somewhat middle ground stand taken by those that are
not associated with either the government or the
defense industry.
FROM THE BOARD POINT OF VIEW
Board member Robert Mautz has been one of
the more prolific expounders of the Board's
promulgation procedure. In a speech before the
Cost Accounting Symposium, Mr, Mautz, presumably speaking in his capacity as a member of
the CASK discussed the Board's function.'' He
stated that the Board's first concern is to do the
job prescribed by Congress, the promulgating of
standards to achieve uniformity and consistency.
The Board's performance has apparently satisfied
Congress, since no standard has been struck down
by that body as provided for in the law. Mr.
Mautz summed up the Board's method of determining when adequate research had been performed as "... when the Board is convinced that
the stated solution to a given issue is the best that
can be devised." " On the CASB's relationship
with other authoritative bodies such as the FASB,
the SEC, etc., Mr. Mautz stated that close liaisons
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were maintained and certainly no conflict is desired. He made it clear, however, that possible
conflict with another authority would not deter
the Board from its mandate to promulgate standards. Mr. Mautz gave little hope that the Board
would soon promulgate a standard dealing with
concepts and closed his remarks by soliciting advice and cooperation from all concerned.
In a later speech to an AICPA meeting Mr.
Mautz let his hair down a little." After reviewing
the various development stages a standard goes
through from problem identification to final acceptance, Mr. Mautz proceeded to provide some
insight into his personal and somewhat pragmatic
philosophy of setting standards. He pointed out
that truth is, in his opinion, not the only consideration in developing a standard. He stated that
"... an accounting standard is a social agreement
that must be acceptable to the majority to be effective ..." and as a result "... may be nothing more
than the best compromise that can be reached
. . . " The practical answer, he feels, lies somewhere between an "... ideal solution that is unacceptable to the majority" and an innocuous solution "... that offends no one." "
Mr. Arthur Schoenhaut, Executive Secretary of
the CASB, says that much interaction has taken
place between the Board and outsiders concerned
with cost accounting standards. 15 He feels that
comments have received and will continue to receive careful consideration by the Board and staff
in developing standards. In an evaluation of the
cooperation received, Mr. Schoenhaut said that
the individual contractors have been most helpful
and constructive while the industry associations
have generally provided the most "negative attitude possible." He pointed out, however, that
such a negative attitude is helpful because it requires good research work and sound evidence
gathering to combat it. As a by- product he feels
better standards no doubt result.
One of the most concise explanations of the
standards development procedure was presented
by CASB staff member Paul McClenon in the
Journal of Accountancy. 11 Basically the procedure
consists of six steps, which are:
1. Identification of a problem area
2. Extensive research to determine the severity
3. Development of the most promising solution
4. Test the solutions in practical situations at contractor locations
5. Develop the exposure draft and publish in Federal Register
6. Review comments, revise regulation as needed,
republish revised draft if necessary or publish
in final form in the Federal Register
One of the most controversial standards
promulgated is CAS No. 409 which deals with the
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depreciation of tangible assets. Probably because
of this controversy, Board Chairman Elmer B.
Staats recently reviewed the development of CAS
No. 409." According to Mr. Staats the procedure
took place over a four -year period starting in
1971. At that time an issue paper on the subject
was distributed to 50 individuals and organizations who had expressed interest in the Board's
work. Some of the responses were used to develop
a questionnaire which was mailed to 100 interested parties in April of 1972.
Staff members, according to Mr. Staats, also
made numerous plant visits and had many discussions with contractors. In addition, a detailed
study of depreciation was made of 107 contractor
profit centers, and several industry and professional organizations were invited to meet with the
Board and discuss the issues. The research, meetings and discussions resulted in a proposal mailed
to 270 contractors and others in March 1973, to
stimulate further comment. More than 100 comments were received and numerous meetings and
discussions held. On June 11, 1974, a Board exposure draft of CAS 409 was published in the Federal Register and was also mailed to approximately
1,000 people. As a result of the comments on the
exposure draft, CAS 409 was revised and republished October 3, 1974. A meeting with industry
representatives was held in December at their request. On January 24, 1975, Standard No. 409
was submitted to Congress and published in the
Federal Register in its final form. It became final
on March 25, 1975.

The
individual
contractors
have been most
helpful ... "
"...

AS SEEN FROM OUTSIDE THE CASB
How do those interested in the standards, but
not associated with the Board, view the promulgation procedures? Having covered CAS No. 409
from the Board's side, let's see how some others
feel about it.
The defense industry in general opposed the depreciation standard and fought it vigorously
throughout its development. The opponents'
claims were not that they weren't given a change
to comment, but rather that their comments went
unheeded. J. Robertson, writing for Electronic
News, stated that the Department of Defense and
over 100 contractors objected to Standard No.
409. 18 They felt, he said, that the standard discouraged investment, drove some from defense
work and added a tremendous amount of paperwork costs. Attempts to have CAS No. 409 delayed until balancing standards on costs of capital
and inflation were completed were unsuccessful.
Former Board member Charles Dana claimed
the CASB used deficient methods in developing
CAS No. 409." As a result he feels the standard
should have been changed or delayed pending further research. Professor Howard Wright pointed
out some general imperfections in the CASB
25

"Many ... feel
the Board and
staff are
sincerely
attempting to do
a good job. "

promulgation procedures in a speech at the Financial Executives Institute Conference.20 He felt that
some standards had been determined by popular
votes cast by government agencies rather than on
merit. Professor Wright saw no evidence of the
Board's inclination to act on its pledge to modify
or correct any standard that needs it. Like many
others, Mr. Wright believed the Board should
publish a total conceptual framework which all
could use as a guide, He further complained that
the Board prescribes methods rather than standards and ignores "... the fact that indirect cost
allocations are but approximations at best. " ' t
In a communication to the Board, the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) expressed several items of criticism.'' The AIA requested that
the Board publish the criteria it uses to determine
the need for standards. They also requested that
research methods and results be published for
evaluation. The AIA in complaining of the rigidity of standards said, "there were more procedures
than standards." It also believed that they cost too
much to administer and requested that the Board
interpret its standards, which so far, it has refused
to do."
The most favorable comment from outside the
CASB has been to compliment the Board's solicitation of active participation and ideas from all
sources. Many also feel the Board and staff are
sincerely attempting to do a good job.24
Other groups that have evidenced constructive
attitudes toward the CASB are: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, National Association of Accountants, American Accounting
Association, Federal Government Accountants
Association and Financial Executives Institute.
Gauging the Impact of the CASB
The CASB has made its presence felt. Hundreds of thousands of man -hours and many millions of dollars have been expended by the CASB
and the defense industry on the development,
promulgation and implementation of cost accounting standards since 1970. Most contractors
have set up staffs to review CASB communications, submit comments and to analyze disclosure
statements looking for possible standard violations. Accounting systems have had to be revised
in some cases to fit the new standards. Whenever
this requires computer programming and system
changes, considerable expense results. A particularly time - consuming task occurs when it is necessary or desirable to make a change that affects the
disclosure statement or when it is determined that
there has been an inadvertent noncompliance with
the disclosure statement. Any resulting cost impact must be determined by contract and must be
reported to the cognizant contract officer.`
The CASB seems to be moving with each new
standard further into the depths and details of ac-
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counting. It also is concerning itself with broader
areas of accounting. The CASB has also indicated
a desire to extend its coverage to include government contracts beyond the defense category. With
Congressional approval the CASB may widen its
area of authority and influence until it meets
strong resistance from other authoritative groups.
The force of law is more influential in a business
situation than are principles promulgated by a
professional group. It follows then that in a clash
between the CASB and the FASB, the CASB will
no doubt prevail. However, should the conflict be
between the CASB and the SEC, the CASB would
probably come out second -best. Under favorable
conditions then it is conceivable that the CASB
may expand to the point where it will be contained by the boundaries of authority of other regulatory bodies, primarily of legal origin.
Conclusion
The CASB has vigorously followed its mandate
to promulgate standards. It has sincerely solicited
comments and participation from all concerned.
But some believe that built -in biases have surfaced
during their now - public deliberations and are evidenced in standards promulgated thus far. Industry representatives feel that CASB promulgations
have been too theoretical and impractical. The results, they say, have been increased cost to the
government, reduced incentive and curtailed innovation in the industry and the forcing of some
contractors out of the defense business. Such objectives have had little apparent restraining effect
on the CASB. Instead, there are indications that
the CASB will move to expand its authority and
influence. In the present political climate any such
move will most likely receive Congressional blessing.
0
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Identifying and Recording
Environmental Plant Costs
There is a Securities and Exchange Commission proposed rule on
the disclosure of capital outlays for environmental contro
equipment. If you have the record, no sweat. If you don't, not only
sweat, but blood and tears as well.

By James L. Brandes
How long has it been since you or someone in
your department had to field a question concerning investment in pollution control equipment? If
it's been longer than a week, you're (a) doing such
a superior job of disseminating information that
no one is asking questions, (b) hiding your light
under a bushel, or (c) just lucky.
If you claim to be in group a, you must be having a terrible time finding an empty phone booth
to change clothes. If you claim group b, you must
have an unlisted phone that your officers are looking for (and will find). If you've chosen group c,
the law of averages is about to become operative.
What's the Fuss?
If you're wondering what we're going to be discussing in this article, it's a plan to assist public
utilities in developing a computer program to accumulate capital expenditures for environmental
protection. And if you're wondering why all the
fuss about investment in pollution control facilities, and why the interest in information about it,
the answer is simple. There are many benefits to
be reaped from having this information. If, for
example you were a public utility operating in one
of the 27 states that have authorized utility Industrial Revenue Bonds for pollution control facilities, your vice president- finance would be eyeing
the difference between your regular bond interest
rates and the rate on tax -free municipal bonds.'
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That could be between one -and- three - quarters
and two percent, and would look pretty desirable
in these days of inflated interest cost.
Then, of course, there are the income tax benefits to be derived from good pollution control records. The federal government offers accelerated
amortization on pollution control equipment
backfitted in plants in service prior to January 1,
1969. But the government has a tight definition of
pollution control equipment, and that must be
kept constantly in mind. The various states also
offer differing income tax benefits, and almost all
provide some sort of property tax relief. None of
these benefits is available without good records.
There is a Securities and Exchange Commission
proposed rule on the disclosure of capital outlays
for environmental control equipment,' If you have
the record, no sweat. If you don't, not only sweat,
but blood and tears as well. There are also two
Federal Power Commission rules for reporting
pollution control expenditures, even though the
FPC already requires some minimal reporting of
environmental control investment.'
Your rate department could be vitally interested in the investment in non - revenue producing
plant if your state regulatory agency needs this
information in rate proceedings. Even if the state
doesn't require the information, your rate boys
would like it as another arrow in their quivers
when they go forth to battle the dragons.
In spite of all the anti - perspirant commercials, I
still experience an anxious moment when an offi-
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harm to have
the name of the
committee form
a dynamite
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cer or the communications department asks for an
off -the -cuff figure on what we've spent for pollution control facilities. Those throwaway lines in
speeches and news releases turn into the next
day's headlines when they're questioned by the
chairman of the state pollution control administration. The remedy is a complete record of plant
investment in environmental control equipment.
I hope I've established the need for a good environmental capital cost record. Now I'd like to tell
you how to go about establishing such a record.
Definition of Environmental Facilities
The first step is to write a definition of environmental protection plant costs. To give you an idea
of how these definitions go, let's look at some examples.
1. One Company's Definition
Environmental improvement expenditures are
costs for environmental quality control. Major
elements are costs for air, water, and land quality control, noise abatement, and aesthetic
treatment, whether capitalized or expensed.
These expenditures include the environmental
costs of facilities, research and development,
environmental impact studies, reports, and
public hearings. The costs of facilities comprise
all systems, components, structures, equipment, labor, related land, engineering, indirect,, and overheads. Environmental expenditures also include costs for safety devices and
systems necessary to contain pollutants and
contaminants.
In the case of an expenditure for property
which is designed for no significant purpose
other than environmental control, the total expenditure shall be included. In the case of
property to be placed in service for the purpose
of environmental control, and also for a significant purpose other than environmental control,
only the incremental cost of such property
shall be included.
The incremental cost of property is the excess of its total cost over that portion of its
costs expended for a significant purpose other
than environmental control. An expenditure
has a significant purpose other than environmental control if it is designed to result in an
increase in production capacity or a material
extension of the useful life of the property, or it
is required for normal utility operation.
2. EEI Definition
Environmental costs are all costs for planning,
design, construction, installation, operation,
and maintenance of electric (and gas) facilities
which are in excess of the lowest such costs
without special regard for environmental protection or enhancement. Such environmental
protection and enhancement extends to the
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quality of air, water, and land, including aesthetic considerations of natural or manmade facilities; the costs arise as capital charges, including carrying costs, or as operating and
maintenance expenditures, labor, materials,
and other costs, both direct and indirect, which
support the achievement of environmental protection and enhancement goals.
3. IRS Definition
A "certified pollution control facility" must. be
(a) a "new identifiable treatment facility"
which is used in connection with a plant or
other property in operation before January 1,
1969, to abate or control water or atmospheric
pollution or contamination by removing, altering, disposing, or storing pollutions, contaminants, wastes or heat; (b) be reconstructed,
constructed, or erected or acquired after December 31, 1968 and placed in service before
January 1, 1975; and (c) certified by both State
and Federal authorities.
No matter how you define it, there are three
criteria for any definition. First, it must not be
limited to control of solid, liquid, or gaseous pollutants, but must extend to noise, aesthetics, radiation, and indeed, any possible or probable pollutants. In short, the definition must resemble charity which coveyeth a multitude of sins.
Second, the definition of environmental plant
costs must reflect the needs of income tax, rate,
finance, property tax, and communications departments. There's one sure -fire way of ensuring
this result, which is also our third criterion. The
definition must be written by a committee.
The best way to determine the needs of the affected departments is to have each of them represented on the committee, Provision must also be
made for representation of the engineering departments that will be feeding most of the information
into your program. Each will have its own ax to
grind, but you can guarantee the completeness of
your definition by chairing the committee yourself, or by having a plant accounting employee as
chairman. After all, as the originator of the idea,
you have some prerogatives. It does no harm to
have the name of the committee form a dynamite
acronym as well. At Northern States Power Co.,
the Engineering and Financial Force for Environmental Cost Traceability is known as the EFFECT Committee.
The definition will provide the original parameters for your program.
Programming Requirements
The second step is to establish programming requirements for plant expenditures for pollution
equipment. Perhaps it would help to use a simile.
I envision the file as a giant basket. Everything in
the basket is a pollution control facility whether
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somewhat sophisticated estimate and work -order
system and a good input code. Your estimate and "A program
work order numbering systems must not contain
must be written
duplicates, and the work -order system must possess a degree of refinement at least down to prime to provide
certain things
plant account.
A good input code can be composed of as few
as seven characters. See Exhibit 1. To cover yourself for some future requirement, however, space
for a ten or eleven character code should be provided. Alpha and numeric characters can be alternated to avoid confusion and possible error. Since
most requests for information concern the environment protected, that should be the first character of your code. The second field of the code
should allow three characters for the increment
from one to 100 percent of the expenditure attributable to pollution control facilities. The last three
characters represent the kind of pollution controlled, the interested department., and the status
of project.
Now that we have the tools to establish our
information file, let's examine the procedures required to funnel the information into the basket.
Identification of Environmental Expenses
If a request for engineering survives the flak of
its first flight on paper and becomes an engineering estimate (or whatever name you call a definitely proposed project) it must be examined and, if
applicable, entered in your information file. It
should be examined by an engineer for any possi-

Exhibit 1
INPUT CODE
A 075

Must be alpha
Environment protected
A — Air
B — Water
C — Land
D — Visual
E — Hearing
Must be numeric
Increment pollution control cost
1 — 100%

L

Must be alpha
Project status
P — Proposed
A — Authorized
C — Under construction
S — In service
R — Retired
Must be numeric
Interested department
1 — Finance
2 — Income tax
3 — Property tax
4 —Rate
5 — Communications

—

—

—

—

—

—

Must be alpha
Type of pollutant
G Gaseous
L Liquid
S Solid
N Noise
V Visual blight
R Radiological
T Thermal

G 3 S

—

it's a shrub outside a compressor station or a
plumber's nightmare for the decay of radiological
gases. The entire basket would be what's considered general information for speeches or news releases. More specific information must be stored
at different levels in the basket. Most likely, this
data would be stored in ascending order for rate making, property tax, income tax, and Industrial
Revenue Bond requirements.
Now that the information is layered in the basket, each layer must be aligned according to the
kind of pollution controlled. It must also be sorted
according to the status of the projects. That. is, if
they're proposed, authorized, in progress, or in
service.
With all the information layered, aligned, and
sorted within the basket, it resembles a three -dimensional matrix. When everything is in place,
the basket may be skimmed vertically or horizontally at any depth to retrieve desired information.
Now for the programming phase.
Before the program can be started, several decisions must be made, but regardless of who will
write the program, plant accounting must have
the major input. Some questions that will arise
are: Will a software package be used to input,
maintain, and call information from the file? Is
our present computer equipment sufficient?
Should output be available on paper, on microfilm, on microfiche, or should it be available on a
cathode -ray tube terminal?
Software packages that can extract information
from existing computer records are available from
all major computer suppliers and a variety of other firms dealing only in programs. There is much
to recommend them. They offer a simplicity of
language which would enable plant accounting
employees to write the program. They possess a
degree of flexibility difficult to find in the usual
programming systems department. Once you have
one of these software packages, you and your staff
will discover an almost endless variety of ways it
may be used in addition to your plant environmental file.
A program must be written to provide certain
things regardless of which department writes it,
whether or not you use a packaged program or
grind out the yardage with your present program
language, and regardless ofthe output medium. It
must receive and store information according to
the environment protected, the particular pollutant controlled, the increment ofcost attributable
to environmental protection, the department interested in each bit of information, and the status
of the project on which the expenditure is being
made. It must disgorge this information in any
form requested. It must be updated monthly by
running against the construction work -in- progress
ledger and the plant ledger tapes.
The keys to the whole thing, of course, are a
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ble capital expenditures for environmental protection. If you have such an engineer in your plant
accounting department, he's the man for this job
as well as the likeliest chairman for your committee of departments interested in environmental
protection expenditures. If you have no qualified
engineers in your department, or if it's the function of another department to handle all environmental information, perhaps there's a qualified
person there. At any rate, all definitely proposed
projects must pass through one point for checking. If there's any expenditure for pollution control, the project should be entered in the information file. The project reference must be tagged
with an input code and any other available information, such as account distribution, when it's entered into the file. This is a relatively simple process when the entire project expenditure is for environmental protection. If the environmental protection expenditures are only a portion of the total
expenditure, the process is much more complicated. This is the time that incremental costs must be
apportioned.
Sponsor engineers, like unwed expectant fathers, become more difficult to locate as time passes from the moment of conception, so the sooner
they're asked to provide a breakdown of project
costs between essentials and pollution abatement
equipment, the better. The breaking -out of incremental costs is extremely difficult because of the
number of options, and it requires considerable
soul- searching. Therefore, it would be beneficial if
you (or your own engineer) are available to counsel, threaten, and cajole the sponsor engineer into
making breakdowns according to the various options. Much ofthe burden ofresponsibility can be
lifted if the committee makes the final decision on
the expenditure breakdown. Almost all the burden is gone if pollution control equipment is detailed in the Project Design Guide and made part
ofthe estimating procedure. This leaves the committee with a minor approval chore and an occasional full screening and decision on really complex projects.
Although individual projects may be entered on
a day -to -day basis as they occur, file maintenance
must be done on at least a monthly basis. As projects receive formal authorization, the budget code
must be entered and the status changed from
"proposed" to "authorized." When work commences on a project, the work order number must
be entered and the status code changed again from
"authorized" to "in progress." An update run
against the work -in- progress tape must be made to
accumulate expenditures. When a project is completed, the date of classification and the environmental expenditures by account should be entered. Once again, the status code must be
changed —this time from "in progress" to "in
service."

When a project involving environmental control expenditures is completed and classified to
"plant in service," units of property are established for your continuing property record. Unit
costs comprised totally or partially of environmental expenditures are calculated. Such units or
partial units are recorded in the environmental information file both by quantity and by actual installed cost. Property record units being retired,
whose price consists wholly or in part of environmental expenditures, are noted in the environmental information file, but the original construction
data is retained for future reference. The status
code is now switched from "in service" to "retired."
Recording Past Pollution Control Capital
Expenditures
The problem of what to do with environmental
capital expenditures made before this information
system is installed is a major one. Projects currently in "work in progress" must be reestimated
to have the increment of pollution control cost
established. Then, such projects can be input in
the same way as new projects. It's the researching
of older projects that presents staggering questions of time and manpower commitments. If you
have an existing manual record that can easily be
converted and input to the information file, your
problem is minimized. If the manual record isn't
easily convertible to the new system, and has been
accepted in the past, perhaps it would be best to
maintain it and use only current and future projects in the computerized information file. If you're
starting from ground zero in providing any kind
of information on capital expenditures for environmental protection, you have a monumental
task ahead in analyzing past construction history
so as to sift out needed information. Here are
some suggestions to ease the trauma. Don't analyze construction all the way back to the 1880s.
After all, the old Rum River Lumberman's Dam,
Boom, and Navigation Company didn't keep records that were all that good. These three actions
will give you some benchmarks on where to limit
your search of past history:
I. The Air Quality Act of 1967 was really the first
national attempt to do anything about control
of air pollution.
2. FPC Order 542 requires reporting only on environmental facilities placed in service after
January 1, 1969.
3. It was only in 1970 that the Environmental
Protection Agency was created to provide blanket coverage and information on all pollutants.
Conclusion
In conclusion, my hope is that through this article I have both aroused your interest and shown
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the need for a record of environmental plant costs.
What this article provides is a rudimentary road
map of how to get to such a record, and how to
avoid some of the pitfalls and sharp turns in between. I realize I've avoided --or evaded —a lot of
details in this presentation, but that was done on
purpose. I didn't want to get bogged down in the
intricacies of programming. By doing so, I probably would have developed a pattern for a suit of

clothing that wouldn't fit anyone, And with the
price of alterations these days, I didn't want to
tailor up something for your closet.
' Alabama, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia. Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York (Nuclear), Pennsylvania, South
Carolina. Texas (Air Pollution), Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wyoming.
Lehman Brothers "Tax Exempt Bond Financing for Industrial and Utility Companies," August 1973.
SEC Release 11733, October 14, 1975, SEC DOCKET, October 29, 1975, pp.
41.60 File No. S7 -593.
FPC Order 542, December 2, 1975, on Docket No. RM75-5 August 29, 1974,
FPC Docket No. RM75.18 February 21, 1975.
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LIVING WITH FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
Continued from page 22
porting standards —he cannot. But neither can he
permit external reporting standards to control his
judgment- On the contrary, he must make a contribution to the formulation of accounting standards by expressing his views concerning the
shaping of reporting standards.

No Substitutes for Judgment

In the end, the management accountant stands
alone. And the management accountant must be
prepared to formulate his decisions independently
of accounting standards. Because he stands alone,
his primary inviolate principle must be integrity:
integrity of purpose, integrity of character, and
integrity toward those he serves: management,
bankers, and stockholders. He may never hide behind accounting standards or jargon when reporting to management, or when participating in the
management- decision process. The guideline for
the management accountant is "common sense."
and if you want to spell that "cents," that's fine,
because the ultimate measurement is cash. Just as
there is no such thing as a free lunch, there is no
such thing as a cash equivalent. Profits to be real
must be realized, and that is a goal to be achieved.
And it is to be achieved independent of financial
accounting standards.
❑

a

Where then does this leave the management accountant vis vis the question raised at the outset:
"Whose financial standards will we live with ?" In
my opinion, the answer for the management accountant can only be, "his own." And he must develop his own tools with which to make sound
judgments regarding the well -being of his company.

is,

The management accounting profession is undergoing change, and the change emanates from
no single source. The sources of this change are
frequently in conflict, indeed, the goals and objectives of the various groups vying for accounting
power are frequently at variance. And it is from
this conflict, this dilemma, that our real message
comes. That
the management accountant must
provide stable and realistic judgement despite the
many conflicts that might arise between the management accountant's appraisal of a transaction
and the dictated standards by which the transaction will be reported to stockholders. The management accountant, in short, must never permit accounting standards, rules, principles, or guidelines
to become substitutes for judgment.
This is not to say that the management accountant can divorce himself from financial re-
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Conclusion
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Social Accounting
and the Tragedy of the
Commons
As long as enterprises have maximization of income as their primary
goal, and as long as resources are allocated accordingly, social

goals will suffer. As long as investors invest resources only to
realize the greatest monetary gain, we will have the situation
described as "The Tragedy of the Commons."
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Accounting traditionally has provided information regarding the financial position and the earnings, investing, and financing activities of the business community. But with the rise in demand for
social accountability, more information regarding
the total, or net, contribution of economic institutions is required. Concerns about a pleasant environment, employment, education, urban renewal,
and other social amenities form the basis for this
informational outcry. In order to provide this additional information, accounting will be forced to
shed some of its traditional conventions and provide new guidelines for reporting these new data.
These data in turn must be acted upon by the
general public to equalize the relative cost and
benefit of the different economic endeavors, and
perfect an allocation of resources in accordance
with social objectives.
Social Costs
Business enterprises in the past operated in a
relatively free environment. That is, businesses
were free to concentrate —more or less exclusive ly —on own ers' investm en t, which was supple-
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mented with creditor equity, and the results of
operations, which were gauged by a comparison
of inputs (measured by expenses) to outputs (measured by revenues). The business was left to its
own conscience as far as environmental pollution,
beautification of localities, and other social responsibilities were concerned. Since these responsibilities were external to the fundamental measurement system, they had to be handled by the
enterprise as inexpensively as possible so as to
minimize the effect on the enterprise's competitive
position. The results of these externalities can be
seen in many of the nation's rivers and in most
metropolitan cities' air. Because businesses were
free —and under competitive pressure —to handle
these external social responsibilities with the least
amount of effort or expense, society has had to
pay a price.
In a society where each enterprise is encouraged to have as its primary objective the maximization of financial income as traditionally measured, we have a situation that Garrett Hardin
calls "The Tragedy of the Commons." ' Hardin
states that when there exist several herdsmen on a
common finite portion of land, with each herdsman attempting to maximize the gain or income
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from his own herd, each herdsman has an individual utility function for adding one animal to his
herd as follows:'
1. A positive component which is a function of
the increment of one animal. Since the herdsman receives all the proceeds from the sale of
the additional animal, the positive utility is
nearly + 1.
2. A negative component which is a function of
the additional overgrazing created by one more
animal. But since the effects of overgrazing are
shared by all the herdsmen, the negative utility
for any particular decision - making herdsman is
only a fraction of — 1.
Summing the utilities we find that the rational
herdsman would decide to add another animal to
his herd. Every herdsman is thus forced by rational thought to increase his herd size and personal
gains at the cost of deterioration of the commons.
In the same sense, every economic institution is
forced by the same process of rational thought to
increase its size and earnings at the expense of the
social environment. Fault cannot be said to lie
with the typical financial measurement process,
because it reports a measurement of results that
causes rational action congruent with that of conventional objectives. The objectives can be at fault
only if they do not represent priorities as established by society.
Shifting Priorities
Economic thought tells us that the worth of an
economically desirable resource is directly related
to its supply. As resources that were thought to be
plentiful in the past become scarce, their relative
value becomes greater. This results in a shift in
the society's priorities with respect to economic
goods. Thus, to a society in ill- health, medicine is
given high priority; to a starving society, agriculture; and to a society with polluted water and air,
pollution abatement.
The signs of shifting priorities are obviously in
our society today. Concerns about the environment, natural resources, urbanization, and population and growth are apparent to anyone who can
see, hear, or read. Consumerism is forcing businesses to re- examine and shift its marketing and
production standards. Additional prodding has
come from the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) which has levied large fines on enterprises
that persist in pollution of the environment.
The shift in priorities has forced economic enterprises to leave the realm of profit maximization
as a single objective, and has forced them to accept a set of objectives. The acceptance of a set of
objectives naturally has implications for accounting. In order to measure and report properly the
degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which
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businesses are able to achieve society's objectives,
accounting must adjust its own objectives, and
free itself from the constraints of traditional accounting conventions.
Social Accounting
Accounting has typically been concerned with
providing economic information for entities having a present or future economic relationship with
the business enterprise. Perhaps the sociological
movement toward social responsibilities indicates
a new area of reporting— reporting to the general
public. Regardless of whether or not an individual
or an entity has an economic relationship with the
enterprise, it is clear that the enterprises's existence and the externalities it produces have an effect on all society. The society as a whole may be
receiving a net benefit —or a net loss —from the
operations of the firm. Society should therefore be
provided with the needed information so that anyone who wishes to may evaluate each enterprise's
net contribution.
Reporting the information is not an end in itself. As long as enterprises have maximization of
income as their primary goal, and as long as resources are allocated accordingly, social goals will
suffer. As long as investors invest resources only
to realize the greatest monetary gain, we will have
the situation described as "The Tragedy of the
Commons." Enterprises are now forced by the
process of rational thought to pursue a policy of
increasing economic gain at the expense of "The
Commons " —at the expense of the environment.
What then, is the answer?

"Externalities
that are
unfavorable to
society must be
taxed by society

In Solution
The logical solution appears to lie in bringing
the external social priorities of society within the
economic system. Externalities that are unfavorable to society must be taxed by society so that
product pricing and the enterprises's return on investment will reflect both the true cost and the
drawbacks of the economic activity in terms of the
society's objectives. By the same token, favorable
social amenities by an enterprise should be subsidized so that the economic market reflects its
proper benefit and cost. Internalization of these
social externalities appears to be the only way to
cause responsible individuals to take rational actions congruent with the goals of a whole society.
If, in Hardin's example concerning the herdsmen, the social costs of the incremental animal
were internalized by an incremental animal tax,
the utility function for the individual herdsman
for adding one animal to his herd would appear as
components one and two (above) plus a third
component:
3. A negative component which is a function of
incremental animal tax levied by the herdsmen
33

"The
internalization
of externalities
has already
begun in today's
society. "

as a group. This amount would vary based
upon the value that the society places on the
common grazing land. The negative utility
could vary from a fraction of — 1 to minus
infinity.
The new utility function could thus have the
effect of limiting the size of individual herds. As
overgrazing began and increased, the herdsmen as
a group would put more value on common grazing land and keeping herds small. The incremental animal tax would be increased as the society
put more and more value on the common grazing
land because of its increasing scarcity. Eventually
the tax would reach a point where the benefit derived from increasing a herd by one animal would
not justify its cost. At this point, the rational
herdsman would limit his herd size. Therefore,
the effect of internalizing the externality —common overgrazing of land —is to present each individual herdsman with a utility function that forces
him to make decisions in congruence with the
goals of the herdsmen as a group.
The internalization of externalities has already
begun in today's society. The EPA attempts to
protect the environment by the levy of financial
penalties. Companies obtain financial benefits for
training and employing groups that society feels
are underprivileged. These activities come to bear
on the allocation ofresources in today's economic
system. As industries and companies are forced to
bring their penalties and subsidies to bear on the
price of their goods, sales, profits, and therefore,
return on investment are affected. Thus, allocation
of resources is put more in line with social objectives. I f accountants are the providers of information necessary to the making of economic decisions, it follows that the profession should endeavor to provide information concerning social externalities that may be acted upon by the general
public.

The Need for Social Accounting
In our current environment, where profit maximization is still the predominant objective, social
responsibilities appear as secondary objectives —
with differing strengths —based upon the priority
placed on them by society. In order to evaluate
these priorities and arrive at a rational policy in
meeting social objectives, it appears appropriate to
make more than one measure of an enterprise's
social benefit to society. For example, if the accounting for a financial enterprise's results of operation could combine traditional accounting income with assessments of the undesirable externalities produced and the desirable socially conscious activities performed, perhaps an allocation
of resources more in congruence with the priorities of society would result.
In responding to society's priorities, decision makers must search for and obtain information
for their decision models more and more from
sources outside the traditional accounting system.
Accountants therefore need to begin developing
new measurements and reporting techniques to
provide the needed information, and also to obtain and provide feedback for possible (and probable) modifications in the information.
Conclusion
The accounting profession can use its expertise
in the area of data accumulation and data presentation to aid society in its attempt to internalize
economic externalities. The accounting profession's expertise can provide the basis for new measurement and reporting techniques for social responsibility. This information can, in turn, serve
as the basis for calculating penalties and subsidies,
thus encouraging an enterprise to initiate rational
action in meeting society's objectives.
❑
, Garrett Hardin, "The Tragedy of the Common," Science, Vol. 162, December
1968.
' Ibid.

LE T T E RS
Continued from page 12
June 4, 1976, forecast of replacement
cost profits) or approximately 15 billion
dollars annually. This shortfall in tax
receipts would widen the annual national deficit correspondingly. In order for
the House `Ways and Means Commit-
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tee' to recoup such tax receipts, it would
have to restructure the rates of taxation
over the whole spectrum of taxpayers.
The increase in taxes would decrease
disposable income and, in turn, would
lead to increased pressures for higher
prices and wages.
Replacement cost accounting would

intensify taxation requirements under
conditions of recession and thus seriously compound the effects of deflation. As
a cure, replacement cost is worse than
the disease; it denies us our point ofreference and sense of direction.
Julius A. Karnai
Canton, Ohio
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Discount Rates:
Adjusted for Time and Risk
Having achieved this new, comfortable position, the pain of
retreating to a lower position resulting from decreased returns is
more acute than the expected benefits of attaining a marginally
better position from increased returns.

By Ralph Puerta
The risk attributed to an investment is qualitatively defined as the degree of variability that an investor is likely to experience in his return on investment. For example, an investment with 100
percent probability of returning $200 is less risky
than another investment with a 50 percent probability of returning $100, and a 50 percent probability of returning $300, even though the average
return for both investments is identical. However,
a qualitative evaluation of risk cannot go much
further than the use of intuitive judgment on the
probability of achieving a minimal return on investment, taking into consideration the nature of
the particular investment and the general economic climate —both present and future.
Quantification of Risk —First Stage: Standard
Deviation
The first step toward quantification is to tabulate the probability of each level of return and
then to measure the standard deviation of the
probability distribution. An example of probability distributions for three different investments is
illustrated in Exhibit 1. The tabulations show that
investments A, B, and C have expected returns
(R) of $100, $200, and $300 respectively. The values of the expected returns, however, do not indicate the risks associated with them. In contrast,
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the likelihood of variations in the returns is definitely indicated by the three curves. As the curves
get progressively less peaked, the areas under the
curves contain larger ranges of expected returns.
This tendency correlates with increased probability that the actual return will be different from
the expected mean return, R. A quantitative measure of this variation is the standard deviation, a-,
which is the numerical value for the degree of
spread away from the mean value. Exhibit 1 also
shows the standard deviations for the three investments. Note that investment A is the least risky.
It has a standard deviation of 10 which is only 50
percent of the standard deviation for B, and 33
percent of the standard deviation for C.
The concept of standard deviation is thus a significantly superior tool for the evaluation of risk
than the qualitative method alone. It is, however,
only as accurate as the individual probabilities assigned to each segment of the expected return.
The major objection to the standard deviation
method, assuming that the probabilities are accessible, is that it does not consider the absolute value of the potential expected return.

R.A. PUERTA
is Manager,
Metallurgy — Applied
Research and
Development, Air
Products and
Chemicals, Inc. in
Allentown, Pa. Mr.
Puerta holds a B.S.
degree in Metallurgical
Engineering from
Lehigh University.

This article was
submitted through the
Lehigh Valley Chapter.

Quantification of Risk—Second Stage:
Coefficient of Variation
Refinement of the standard deviation into the
coefficient of variation compensates for the absolute value of the expected return. The coefficient
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"The values of
the expected
returns ... do
not indicate the
risks associated
with them. "

Exhibit 1
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR INVESTMENTS A,B, AND C

Probability

1.0

5

0

1

/

0

1

%

1

l

$100

!

.

$200

I

$300

$400

$500

Expected returns

Distributions
Investment A
0 8 % x $ 8 0 = $ 6.4
17% x $ 90 = $ 15.3
50% x $100 = $ 50.0

Investment B
10% x $160 = $ 16
20% x $180 = $ 36

Investment C
5% x $240 = $ 12.0
12% x $260 = $ 31.2

40% x $200 = $ 80

20% x $280 = $ 56.0

17% x $110 = $ 18.7

20% x $220 = $ 4 4

26% x $300 = $ 78.0

08% x $120 = $

9.6

10% x $240 = $ 24

20% x $320 = $ 64.0

Ra = $100.0

_ = $200
Rb

12% x $340 = $ 40.8

5% x $360 = $ 18.0
Rc = $300.0

Probability times return = Weighted return
_
Sum of weighted returns = Mean or expected return R

Standard deviations (Q)
Investment A
(80 -100) 2 x .08 = 32
(90 -100) 2 x .17 = 17
(100 -100) 2 x .50 = 0
(110 -100) 2 x .17 = 17
(120 -100) 2 x .08 = 32

Investment B
(160- 200) 2x .10 =160
(180- 200) 2 x .20 = 80
(200- 200) 2 x .40 = 0
(220- 200) 2 x .20 = 80
(240 -200) 2 x .10 =160

98

400

Investment C
(240 -300) 2 x .05 =
(260 -300) 2 x .12 =
(280 -300) 2 x .20 =
(300 - -300)2 x .26 =
(320 -300) 2 x .20 =
(340 -300) 2 x .12 =
(360 -300) 2 x .05 =

180
192
80
0
80
192
180
904

Q- J2; [(W eighted return - Mean)2 x Probability]

QA=

36

98 =10

aB=

400= 20

v, =

904 = 30
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of variation, V, is simply the ratio of the standard
deviation, v, to the mean expected return, R:
Cr

the distribution curves are not changed, however,
the standard deviation for each one would not
change, and the coefficient of variation for all
three would be the same:

V= R
This new definition of risk implies that the increased variation in return is compensated for by
a proportional increase in the value of the expected return. As V decreases, the risk per unit of
return decreases and the investment is more attractive. Applying this formula to the three investment opportunities A, B, and C shows that the
risks are indentical for all three.

V'"= 150 — V'B

300

450 — •06

VI°

Other identical values for the coefficient of variation would be obtained if these curves were shifted
further to the right, or the left, provided their individual distribution patterns were not changed.
Exhibit 3 represents the overall range that the coefficient of variation can assume as either one or

o

A _ 10
100 = .1
VA = RA

"The logic that
a higher return
on a constant
standard
deviation is less
risky would
seem obvious. "

V

a1

B—RB

Exhibit 3
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION -RANGE

20
200 = .1

Vc _ a c = 30 = .1
Ro
300

R
500

Exhibit 2 expands these three data points into
the line, V = .1, on which they are found. At any
point on the line, the combinations of risks and
returns are indentical so as to make all three investments equally attractive financially. It is important to note that line, V = .1, is by definition a
straight line and that an incremental increase in
risk is exactly compensated for by a proportional
incremental increase in return.

400

V =.01

V =.05 V =.06

VB
V =0.1

300

V =0.2

200

100

V =0.5

V =1.0

0

0

Exhibit 2
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

500
V =.1
400
C
300

200
A

0
0

10

30

30

40

50

both the risk, o-, and the expected return R, vary.
A very low risk is represented by V = .01 where a
one percent increase in risk is compensated for by
a 100 percent increase in return. Conversely, as V
approaches 1.0, the investment becomes extremely
risky, offering minimal increase in return for very
large increases in risk.
One consideration of the coefficient of variation
is of particular interest as shown in Exhibit 3.
Four of the investments, B, B', C, and C', are
plotted on their respective coefficient of variation
lines. B' is a more attractive investment than B
because it yields a 50 percent higher return with
exactly the same standard deviation. The same is
true of investment C' with respect to investment
C. The logic that a higher return on a constant
standard deviation is less risky would seem obvious. B' is a better investment than B and C' is a
better investment than C.

B
20

20

0

R

100

10

40

50

v

If the three curves shown in Exhibit 1 were
shifted to the right, such that R„ = 150,
R.= 300, and R, = 450, the expected return of
each investment would be effectively increased. If
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Effect of Marginal Utility
It would appear from the above analysis that if
the return increases in steady proportion to in37

increasing
the risks would
probably be
viewed as
having a
decreasing
marginal
utility."'

"...

Exhibit 4
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
ADJ USTED FOR MARGINAL UTILITY
R
500

V =.1
d

400

f

-

-

300

zoo
100

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

0

Increasing marginal utility

R
500

V =.1

400

300

200

too
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

or

Decreasing marginal utility

creased risk, all investments on a given line are at
par with each other. This is not really true. The
concept of marginal utility contradicts the belief
that proportional return compensates for proportional risk. Marginal utility accounts for the possibility that the next dollar of return does not have
the same value as the previous dollar of return. In
most cases, the marginal utilization of expected
returns is a decreasing function in which each subsequent dollar has less value. This occurs for two
reasons: (1) As returns increase, the highest priority needs are satisfied first, and then the next priority, and so on. Therefore the priority of need is a
decreasing function and this is reflected in the
utility of return, (2) As returns increase, the investor (corporate or individual) grows in size and
possibly stability. The assimilation of these re-

so

turns causes a general shift from a less advantageous position to one which is more advantageous
and "comfortable." Having achieved this new,
comfortable position, the pain of retreating to a
lower position resulting from decreased returns is
more acute than the expected benefits of attaining
a marginally better position from increased returns. The investor thus values what the previous
dollar of return yields more than the potential
yields from the next dollar's return.
The concept of risk based on marginal utility is
contrary to the concept of risk based on a constant coefficient of variation. According to the coefficient of variation concept, investment B
(o- = 20, RB = $ 200), will be identical to investment C ((r = 30, Rc = $ 300) because the 50 percent increase in risk is compensated for by the 50
percent increase in return. Decreasing marginal
utility, however, indicates that this is not the case.
Every dollar of return beyond point B is not valued as highly as the dollars returned at point B.
Therefore, a more than 50 percent increase in return is necessary to equalize a 50 percent increase
in risk. A graphical comparison of increasing and
decreasing marginal utility is presented in Exhibit
4. Note how the indifference line would be affected by applying the concept of marginal utility to
the coefficient of variation. It is possible for a corporation (or individual) to regard its investments
in both the increasing or decreasing sense depending upon other factors. For example, if a certain
level of return is necessary for corporate existence,
increasing returns may be viewed as having a constant or increasing marginal utility until the basic
needs are satisfied and existence is generally guaranteed. From that point on, increasing the risks
would probably be viewed as having a decreasing
marginal utility. In this situation the potential loss
from increased risk would seriously threaten the
corporate existence, while the potential gain could
only add marginally to its improvement.
If th e coefficient of variation, V, is plotted
against the expected return, R, (in all previous
examples cr alone has been plotted against R) the
series of curves illustrated in Exhibit 5 results.
The curves shown represent the variation of risk
with the expected returns for the different cr levels
of investments A, B, and C. Although it would
seem that the linear nature of the coefficient of
variation has been lost, this is not the case. Analysis of the three points on the cr = 30 curve, shows
that as the return increases by 100 percent, the
risk decreases by 50 percent.
Exhibit 6 illustrates the change in the relationship of the coefficient of variation to risk with the
effect of increasing or decreasing marginal utility.
At this point it is sufficient to have concluded that
there is the potential for the risk /return function
to be non linear and that further modifications of
the risk model are necessary.
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Exhibit 5
LINEAR COEFFICIENT OF
VARIATION VS EXPECTED RETURN
0
R
1.0

0 =10
.5

0 =20
a =30

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

indifference values taken from the graph are tabulated below it. The effect of decreasing marginal
utility is evident in the curve since small increases
in risk must be compensated for by larger increases in the return.
The logic of the certainty equivalent can be extended to the rate of return on investment instead
of the dollar value of return. In this case the risk less rate of return (e.g., return on treasury certificates) is the least return the investor will accept
with indifference to a higher rate of return in a
more risky investment. This concept is easily seen
to be the same as the certainty equivalent by the
adoption of the right hand axis on Exhibit 7. Replacement of the certainty equivalent with the risk
adjusted discount rate is the final step necessary
for dividing the risk into its two components: (1)
time and (2) investment risk.

"The effect of
decreasing
marginal utility
is evident ... "

Risk Adjusted Discount Rate
_ The present value, PV, of a stream of returns,
R„ is defined by the equation:

R

Exhibit 6
NONLINEAR COEFFICIENT OF
VARIATION VS EXPECTED RETURN

N
R,
7.
=r (1 -f-k)c

PV =
t

v

where k is the risk adjusted discount rate and t is
time. For a given return, R, the present value of
the stream of earnings is affected by the discount

V= 1 — _

R
1.0

Exhibit 7
CERTAINTY EQUIVALENT
Risk attraction

Percent
R

5

a

0

100

200

500

25

400

20

300

15

200

10

100

5

=30

1Risk aversion
0

R0R

300

400

500

R

The Certainty Equivalent
The certainty equivalent is the least return the
investor would accept at no risk instead of a given
return at a higher level of risk. In this manner the
certainty equivalent is a measure of both the absolute value of the potential by risky return and the
degree of risk associated with it. The certainty
equivalent also accounts for the investors attitude
toward the marginal utility of the return. If the
additional return is judged highly risky for the
utility of the return, then the level of certainty
equivalent that the investor will accept will decrease proportionately. A schematic representation of a certainty equivalent indifference curve is
presented in Exhibit 7. Examples of risk/return
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0
0

1.0

.5
V= _dr
R

Certainty equivalent
indifference points

Risk adjusted discount
rate indifference points

Risk

Return

Risk

0
.5
.8

$100
$200
$450

0
.5
.7

Return
5%
10%
17%
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"Increasing the
risk reduces the
present value. "

Exhibit 8
RISK ADJUSTED DISCOUNT FACTOR
EFFECT OF TIME AND RISK

E xhib it 9
RIS K A DJ US T E D DI S COU NT R A T E
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2
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k =.05
.907
.823
.746
.677
.614
.551

k =.10
.826
.683
.564
.466
.385
.318

6

8

10

12

t

k =.15
.756
.752
.432
.327
.247
.187

k =.20
.694
.483
.335
.232
.161
.112

rate, k, and the time period, t. The manner in
which these two variables have an affect on the
present value of the return is demonstrated in Exhibit 8. The relative risk of an investment is reflected in the discount rate k. Increasing the risk
reduces the present value. Likewise the period of
time, t, over which the particular investment is
made has the significant effect of compounding
the discount rate.
The factor 1/(1 +k)` accounts for both the time
value of money and the relative risk of the investment. The relative risk can be defined by
k = I + P where I is the riskless rate of return
(the certainty equivalent rate of return in Exhibit
7) and P is the discount rate premium measuring
risk. The risk adjusted discount factor can now be
written as 1 /(1 +I +P)` which clearly shows the
two variable components time, t, and risk premium, P.
A risk index can be developed comparing the
riskless rate, I, with the actual risk rate, I + P.
This risk index (RI) is defined by the equation
below, where the risky rate is divided by the riskless rate:
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4

t
2
4
6
8
10
12

k =.10
.910
.830
.756
.688
.627
.571

k =.15
.833
.695
.579
.483
.402
.336

k =.20
.765
.587
.449
.343
.262
.201

RI = 1 / (1 + I + P )t =
( 1 - I)t
1 /(1 + I)t
(1 + I + P)t
The position of the risk prem ium , P, in the denom inator indicates that RI decreases with increased risk, and due to com pou nding, with increased tim e. The risk index also accounts for
(1 + I ) , which is the riskless rate and is thus similar to th e c ert ain ty equ iva len t. The risk ind ex is
plotted in Exhibit 9. A com parison with Exhibit 8
sho ws t hat k = . 05 is s im ila r to th e riskles s ra te
and as such is the new base line. As a risk prem ium is a d de d , t he line s f o r k = .10, k = . 15, an d
k = .20 again show the effect of tim e and risk.
Conclusion
Analysis of the investm ent in term s of the variables for risk, P, and tim e, t, should permit the
financial manager to make a m ore accurate judgement on the likelihood of a successful venture.
Such analysis should also provide a b ett er c om parison of different investment opportunities in
term s o f com pa rative risk an d t he tim in g of re turns.
I]
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Analysis of Risk
in Capital Budgeting
Reducing each expected cash flow to its certainty- equivalent
involves determining what certain return the decision -maker would
be willing to take in place of each year's uncertain return.

By James A. Hendricks
The traditional investment analysis of a capital
budgeting decision usually yields only a single
most probable or expected value such as the net
present value or the discounted (internal) rate of
return which is then used as the decision criterion.
In many instances, the problem of risk is ignored.
By basing the decision criterion on the expected
values and ignoring the fact that the expected value may not be achieved would tend to make the
analysis defective.
The risk related to capital projects is attributable to the uncertain environment in which resources must be invested. Specifically, risk can be
defined as the possible deviation of cash flows
from the most probable or expected value. These
cash flow deviations may be due to variations
from the most probable value for such factors as
product selling price, volume sold, labor or materials cost, initial project outlay, project life or tax
rates.
While intuition is often used to evaluate risk,
recent surveys of business firmgindicate that more
formal methods of analyzing risk are used in approximately two - thirds of the firms surveyed.
These surveys also disclose that those firms which
do employ risk analysis tend to use more than one
technique.'
The purpose of this article is to examine the
advantages and limitations of four methods currently being used to evaluate risk in capital budgeting decisions. The four methods are: (1) payMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

back, (2) sensitivity analysis, (3) risk- adjusted -discount rate and (4) the certainty - equivalent approach. An understanding of the limitations of
these methods is very important if sound capital
budgeting decisions are to be made by the current
and potential users of these methods.
Payback
Payback has been retained as a supplementary
capital budgeting tool by many firms. The payback period indicates the point at which a project's risk of loss of capital outlay is expected to be
resolved. Payback is computed by comparing the
expected cumulative cash inflows with the initial
cash outlay. For example, if the initial cash outlay
for a project were $100,000 and the expected annual cash inflows were $25,000, the payback period would be four years. Thus, payback determines
the expected length of time the original investment is exposed to risk hazards such as changes in
competitive conditions or obsolescence of product
design.
The fact is, however, that payback does not
measure risk. Payback considers only expected
values of outlays and inflows, and does not provide information about the variability of cash
flows. Payback does not consider unforeseen poor
results in the early years of a project's life, and it
ignores all results past the payback period, which
may be the hardest to forecast. The payback criterion may accept a high -risk project with a short
life and reject a low -risk project with a long life.
Furthermore, payback is not, as has been claimed,
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a protection against obsolescence. To the contrary, keeping equipment until a replacement with
a short payback period is found will probably insure obsolescence.' It is not likely that payback,
when used as a supplementary capital budgeting
tool, helps the decision -maker deal effectively with
risk. Payback acts as a constraint on the timing of
expected cash inflows, but does not consider the
variability of those inflows.
Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis can also be used to help
management evaluate the riskiness of investment
proposals. Sensitivity analysis provides information about the responsiveness ofthe decision criterion, such as net present value, to changes in various parameter values. Sensitivity analysis helps to
identify the areas of greatest risk by indicating
which parameters, if improperly estimated, will
cause net present value to become negative or fall
below a competing proposal.
To apply the sensitivity analysis technique, variations in the important parameters such as selling
price, sales volume, labor cost, material cost, investment outlay, or project life are made and the
resulting effect on net present value is determined.
For example, assume management is considering
an investment proposal for which a net present
value of $10,000 is calculated. Management is interested in knowing the effect on net present value
that would be caused by 10 percent decreases in
estimated selling price, sales volume and project
life and a 10 percent increase in estimated labor
cost. By varying these factors one at a time, the
impact of a 10 percent error in estimating each
factor is as follows:

$

Revised net
present value
(600)
$4,000
(150)
$6,500
$

10 percent error
in estimating
Selling price
Sales volume
Labor cost
Project life

In this example, errors of 10 percent in estimating selling price and labor cost caused the net
present value to become negative and the project
is therefore unacceptable. Management may then
seek to judge the likelihood of 10 percent variations in the estimates of selling price and labor
cost. If variations of this size are likely, management may want to collect more data or refine the
data related to the estimation of selling price and
labor cost. Collecting more data or refining existing data related to a sensitive variable should reduce forecasting errors and improve capital budgeting decisions.
Sensitivity analysis does, however, have several
limitations. First, the likelihood that estimation
errors will occur for each variable is not explicitly
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considered. For example, is the probability of a 10
percent error in estimating selling price equal to
the probability of a 10 percent error in estimating
labor cost? Sensitivity analysis does not consider
how likely an estimation error is; it merely presents the decision maker with a variety of outcomes so a range of possibilities can be considered.
Second, it is difficult when using sensitivity
analysis to determine the effects of possible combinations of errors in estimating input variables or
the total effect ofa single error where interdependencies exist among variables. The variation of
one variable may affect the value of another variable. For example, if selling price goes down sales
volume may go up, more machines may be required, and inventory costs may increase.
Third, sensitivity analysis ignores autocorrelation, which means that estimates are not independent over time. The value of a parameter in a given year may depend on the value of that same
parameter in the previous year. Ifautocorrelation
exists, the sensitivity analysis may have to be adjusted.'
Risk-Adjusted Discount Rate
The recent surveys of capital budgeting techniques indicate that the simple and well -known
procedure of adjusting the discount rate is the
most popular method of allowing for risk. This
risk method involves raising the hurdle rate if the
discounted - rate -of -return method is used or discounting cash flows with a higher rate if the netpresent-value method is used, which gives a lower
net present value.
Determining how much to increase the discount rate for different types of risk is a difficult
task. If the anticipated risk of a project is equal to
the risk class of the firm, the cost of capital (which
includes a risk factor) is the appropriate discount
rate. If the proposed project is perceived to be
more or less risky than the risk class of the firm,
the rate of discount should be adjusted up or
down from the cost of capital because such projects shift the risk class of the firm.
Instead of using a different discount rate for
each project, it might be more convenient to use a
different rate of discount for each class of investment. A possible risk classification system follows:
1. Contractual obligations — Examples of projects
in this class include refunding a bond issue or
installing air or water pollution equipment required by the government. Because of the low
level of risk involved, these projects may require a rate less than the current cost of capital.
2. On -going projects —This category includes the
acquisition of equipment needed to maintain
current productive activities. The cost of capiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

tal is the appropriate discount rate because
these projects help a company to remain in its
current risk class.
3. New products and markets— Investments related to new products or new markets for old
products are more risky than investments in
the firm's on -going projects. A risk premium of
five to ten percent above the cost ofcapital may
be required because of uncertainty about customer and competitor reaction, advertising expenditures, price levels, etc.
4. Research and development—Projects of this
type are usually quite risky and are likely to
require a substantial risk premium.
If significant variations exist within the above categories, the rate of discount should be adjusted
accordingly for individual projects.
The risk - adjusted- discount -rate method has
several limitations. Using a constant risk - adjusted
discount rate in the following formula for net
present value, assumes that the risk of achieving
future expected cash flows will be resolved at a
constant rate over time.

NPV

= CX
t

t

–a (I + k)t

where
C, = Expected net cash inflow or outflow in
period t
k = Risk-adjusted discount rate
n = Expected economic life
Although this assumption may be appropriate
for estimates of sales of established products, it
may be inappropriate for estimates related to new
products. For a typical new product, more risk is
resolved during the early years of its life than in
the later years. Consider, for example, the life cycle of a brand product: (1) Introduction, (2)
Growth,(3) Maturity and (4) Decline. The major
part of risk for many such products is resolved
during the introduction and early growth phases
when the product is developed, marketed and promoted. The more innovative the product and the
more it differs from existing product classes, the
greater the probability of rapid risk resolution. It
is often easier to predict outcomes when the product enters the maturity and decline stages because
these outcomes are more certain. At these stages
competition is often the only variable that clouds
the ability to predict.' In the new brand product
situation, therefore, using a constant high rate of
discount is a poor way to adjust for risk. Here, the
risk- adjusted discount rate should be decreasing
over time rather than remaining constant.
Another limitation of adjusting the discount
rate for risk is apparent when the outlays for a
project are very uncertain. For example, outlays
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for a new plant may be very uncertain because of
unusual engineering problems related to the construction and operation of the plant. Suppose additionally that the demand for the product to be
produced in the new plant is considered to be certain because the product has been sold on a longterm sales contract. In this example, raising the
interest rate to discount future revenues that are
substantially certain is a poor way to allow for the
risk related to the cost of the plant.'
A serious limitation of adjusting the discount
rate for risk exists if the discount rate is raised
arbitrarily across the board for all projects. For
example, the cost of capital may be 10 percent,
but all projects are required to earn at least 13
percent. Arbitrarily raising the discount rate
across the board will tend to cause acceptance of
high- return/high -risk projects and rejection of
low- return /low -risk projects. This is probably not
the intended result. As stated earlier, it may be
possible to circumvent this result by adjusting the
discount rate so that high -risk projects must earn
a higher rate of return, but allowing low -risk projects to promise a lower return.'
The use of a higher discount rate for a more
risky investment may correctly influence the decision in the right direction. This is accomplished,
however, in a way that is neither precise nor predictable. Because this method of adjusting for risk
does not tell the decision -maker which risks he is
taking, and because good investments may be rejected by using a high rate of discount, it may be
more advantageous to use a low rate of discount
so that more projects will receive further consideration than if a high discount rate were used.
Using a low rate of discount is justified because
discounting for the time value of money and allowing for risk should be two independent operations. The basic concept of discounting cash flows
for the time factor does not support using a discount rate that is adjusted upward for increasing
levels of risk. A default -free interest rate should
theoretically be used to allow for the time value of
money and adjustments for risk should be made
separately. The best approximation for a default free discount rate is probably the after -tax yield to
maturity of United States government bonds.'

"A default -free
interest rate
should
theoretically be
used ... "'

Certainty- Equivalent Approach
A valid alternative to adjusting the discount
rate is to first reduce each expected cash flow to its
certainty - equivalent and then time discount using
the default -free interest rate. Reducing each expected cash flow to its certainty - equivalent involves determining what certain return the decision -maker would be willing to take in place of
each year's uncertain return. For example, assume
the expected return in year "t" is $3,000. The decision maker might indicate that he is indifferent
between receiving an uncertain $3,000 and a cer43

"The certainty equivalent
approach...
avoids many of
the objections
related to
adjusting the
discount rate. "

tain $2,000. The $2,000 is the certainty- equivalent
and represents a riskless return. The certainty -coefficient, which increases as risk decreases and assumes a value between zero and one, is
($2,000/$3,000) = .67
After the certainty- equivalent is computed for
each year's cash flow, the certainty - equivalents
are discounted using the default -free interest rate.
The formula for using the certainty - equivalent approach with the net present value criterion is:
a t Ct

n
NPV = Y
4

(1 +

t - 0

i)t

where
C t = Expected net cash inflow or outflow in
period t
=
Certainty - coefficient for period t
at
(0<a<1)
i = Default free interest rate (after tax)
n = Expected economic life
The net present value decision rule remains unchanged; a project should be accepted if the net
present value is positive.
To illustrate the certainty- equivalent approach,
let us use the following estimates related to a proposed investment in the formula above: 9
Initial cash outlay
Annual net cash inflow
Default -free interest rate (after tax)
Project life

$10,000
$ 6,000
4%
3 years

The certainty - equivalent approach may be an
advantageous risk technique in situations where
the existence rather than the amount of the estimated future cash flows is uncertain. This type of
risk may occur when new product line are developed. Rapid obsolescence of methods or style or
quick changes in consumer preferences may cause
cash inflows to terminate suddenly. In these situations, the certainty - equivalent approach more appropriately allows for risk by specifying the likelihood of the cash flow occuring in a particular
year., I
Although the certainty - equivalent approach appears to be theoretically sound, implementation
problems may arise. First, this approach may be
perceived to be more subjective than adjusting the
discount rate. The decision -maker may find it easier to subjectively raise the rate of discount than
to specify certainty - equivalents for each year. Second, implementation of the certainty - equivalent
method may be somewhat difficult if more than
one person is involved in the decision process. In
this situation, the differing risk preferences of the
individuals involved may hinder agreement on the
certainty- equivalents. In spite of these potential
implementation problems, the certainty-equivalent method appears to be a more useful method
for dealing with risk than adjusting the discount
rate. In the future, more sophisticated techniques
for analyzing risk such as simulation may be used
more extensively. 12
Conclusion

t

=

.

80, a2

=

.

70, a3

=

.
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NPV = $1,165
Since the project has a positive net present value, it should be accepted. If the discounted -rateof- return method is used, the discounted rate of
return is that rate that equates the present value of
the certainty- equivalent cash inflows with the
present value of the certainty- equivalent cash outflows. The discounted rate of return is compared
to the default -free rate. If the discount rate of return is equal to or exceeds the default -free rate,
the project should be accepted.
The certainty- equivalent approach appears to
be theoretically sound and avoids many of the objections related to adjusting the discount rate. No
assumption about the uniform rate of risk resolution over time is required because management
can state explicitly the degree of risk for each period. Additionally, the certainty- equivalent approach is superior to the risk- adjusted- discountmethod in situations where there is a significant
dispersion in the potential amounts for the initial
outlay for a big project. With the certainty- equivalent method, the risk related to the initial project
outlay can be stated explicitly."
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Four methods currently being used to evaluate
risk in capital budgeting decisions have been analyzed in this article. Of the four, payback is not an
effective risk technique. The sensitivity analysis
and adjusting the discount rate techniques can be
useful for risk analysis if their limitations are understood. And finally, the certainty - equivalent
method is superior because it avoids many of the
objections related to adjusting the discount rate.
However, regardless of the risk analysis technique
employed, management must understand its advantages and limitations if sound investment decisions are to be made.
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Leveraged Leasing
There are no gimmicks in leveraged leasing. It is a complex legal
transaction where the tax benefits of ownership can be passed on
to the individual who can use them most.

By Robert J. Ryan, Jr.
Leveraged leasing is one of the most complex of
financial transactions. It can involve multi - million
dollar pro jects an d req u ire th e services o f exp erts
in accounting, taxes, an d law. A leveraged lease is
a form of fin an cial lease; and in co ntrast to an
operating lease, th e lessee's ren tal p aym ents co ver
the origin al cost o f th e lease d eq u ip m en t p lu s a
return to th e lesso r o ver tim e. It is u su ally a n et
lease in th at main ten an ce, taxes, an d in su rance
paym ents are m ad e by th e lessee. Th e ty p ical o p erat ing le ase, o n th e o t h er h a n d , m ig h t b e fo r a
building o r eq u ip m en t wh e re th ere w o u ld b e n o
purchase optio ns (e.g., sho pping cen ter space),
and the lesso r wo uld be respon sible fo r m ain tenance upkeep .
In m any in stan ces, th e fin ancial lease is a th ird
party lease wh ere tl e lessee wou ld provid e the
equipm en t sp ecificatio n s to a m an u factu rer. Th e
m anuf actu r er w o u ld , in t u rn , sell th e eq u ip m en t
to a third p arty , u s u ally a leasin g co m p an y , wh o
would t hen le ase it b ack to th e lessee at a ren tal
paym ent that would co ver th e e q u ip m en t's co st
plus an in crem en t o f p ro fit to th e th ird p arty lessor. Altho u gh th e sp ecificatio n s are th o s e o f th e
lessee, th e eq u ipm en t b elon gs to th e lessor at th e
end of the in itial lease term . However, mo st fin an cial leases d o in clu de a p urch ase optio n or ren ewal
option at th e end o f the in itial lease term. To q u alify as a "tru e lease," fr o m th e IRS p o in t o f view,
these option s must be at a fair market value,
thereby allowin g th e lesso r to take an accelerated
depreciatio n an d in vestm en t tax cred it.
The leveraged lease is, th en , on e fo rm of fin an cial lease wh ere, by usin g deb t, th e lesso r is able to
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"leve rage" the tax benefits of ownership. These
benefits can be passed back to the lessee in the
fo rm of lower rentals. The lessor, instead of puttin g up 100 percent of the cost of the equipm ent to
be leased, puts up som e por tion of the cost and
fin ances the remaining initial cost of the asset with
non - recourse debt from an outside lender.
Participants in a Leveraged Lease

MM
R.J. RYAN, JR.

A large leveraged -lease transaction would usually involve a num ber of individuals. They would
in clude the lessee, lessor, lender, owner trustee,
and indenture trustee. The function of each, as
sh own in Exhibit 1, is as follows:

is Assistant Treasurer
with Agway, Inc., in
Syracuse, N.Y. He
holds a B.S. degree
from the University of
Vermont and an M.B.A.
degree from Cornell
University.

1. Lessee —The lessee is the user of th e leased
equipment. He h as a n e ed f or t he as se t to b e
leased and would norm ally provide the equipment specifications. The lessee makes the rental

This article was
submitted through the
Syracuse Chapter.

paym ents.
2. Lessor —The lessor is the owner and /or equity
participant in the transaction. The owner is
usu ally a ba nk or a le as ing c om p an y, and to
qualify as the owner for IRS purposes, the equity investor must put up at least 20 percent of
the cost of the asset. Generally, in order for the
lease to be a profitable transaction, the owner
m ust have a ta xable incom e. He would invest
between 20 percent and 40 pe rce nt of th e a sset's purchase price, and take the available investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation. Thus, he is able t o leverage the available
tax benefits of ownership. In o ther wor ds, the
lessor puts up 20 percent of the cost and receives tax benefits on the entire cost of th e
equipm ent.
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A large
leveraged -lease
transaction
"

wo u l d u s ua l l y

involve a
number of
individuals."

3. Lender —The lender is the one who provides
the remaining part of the purchase price in the
form of non - recourse debt to the lessor. The
lender's loan is secured by a first lien on the
equipment, an assignment of the lease, and an
assignment of the rental payments. Thus, the
lender would look to the credit worthiness of
the lessee as well as the value of the equipment
to be leased for the security for his loan.
4. Owner trustee —The owner trustee holds the
title to the leased equipment for the benefit of

the equity holders. His primary function is to
issue trust certificates evidencing each participant's equity interest.
5. Indenture trustee —The indenture trustee holds
the security interest in the leased equipment for
the benefit of the lender. The indenture trustee
receives the rental payment from the lessee
which he distributes appropriately to the lender
or lenders and to the lessor through the owner
trustee.
Continued on page 50

Exhibit 1
LEVERAGED LEASE TRANSACTION PARTICIPANTS
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An Integer Programming
Model for Direct Foreign
Investment Projects
The required rate of return on the owner's equity is composed of the
riskless rate of return on the equity investment before the project
estimates are adjusted for risk; and a risk premium to compensate
the stockholders for possible adverse effects from general business
risk, the excessive use of debt, and other adverse environmental
factors affecting the subsidiary.

By Suk Hi Kim
Most multinational firms evaluate the economic
worth of their overseas investment proposals on a
country-by- country basis using traditional capital
budgeting methods such as payback and internal
rate of return. These traditional capital budgeting
methods may be satisfactory when the decision maker is handling a single overseas investment
project in one country at a particular point in
time. However, the traditional methods are not
capable of making a simultaneous determination
of a group of direct foreign investment proposals.
The rise in international trade, the increased
movement of both human and financial resources
between countries, the growth in both number
and size of multinational firms, and the improved
ability for the collection and analysis of information have made it desirable to develop a mathematical programming model for obtaining a
simultaneous solution to a multitude of investment projects abroad. The purpose of this article
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/APRIL 1977

is to develop an integer programming model to
solve several capital budgeting problems simultaneously in such a way as to maximize the net present value of the firm.
Developing the Model
While the development of a linear programming model for capital budgeting in the multinational firm has often been suggested, the rigorous
mathematical formulation of such models has
been lacking. The purpose here is to formulate a
multinational programming model similar to
those capital budgeting studies used by domestic
firms. Some of the important assumptions are as
follows:
1. While, under simultaneous consideration, most
investment projects of a multinational firm are
mutually independent, some in different subsidiaries are mutually exclusive and some others
are mutually interdependent.
2. The scarcity of some nonfinancial resources is

!10
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"A complete
statement of
linear
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world -wide; and /or an arbitrary restriction on
the movement of nonfinancial resources between subsidiaries in different countries is rather global, thus making it a constraint.
3. The financial transactions are expressed in the
reserve currency units, thereby enabling the
firm to evaluate its investment projects in different subsidiaries on a uniform, consistent ba-
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4. As far as the investm ent d ecision m aking power is co n cern ed , th e m u ltin ation al firm is centralized , th u s enab lin g the firm to implement
th e o verall o p tim al in vestm ent policies.
5. Cash in flows from vario u s projects and other
parameters o f th e mo d el can be estim ated with
a fair d egree o f accu racy .
A co mp lete statem en t o f linear program m ing
has th ree major co mp on en ts: (1) an objective
fu n ctio n to b e m ax im ized o r m inimized; (2) a set
of fin an cial an d non - financial constraints in the
fo rm of lin ear in eq u alities; an d (3) non - negative
co n d itio n o f th e d ecisio n variables. In our model,
the non - negative con dition is replaced with the
zero -o ne in teger con dition wh ich will restrict each
decisio n variab le to eith er 0 o r 1. Now, the objective fu n ctio n can b e m ath em atically expressed as
follows:
Max im ize P o =

1
j=I

1
i =1

P" t
t =1

(1

— R;) t

X ,
I

where
PO= Total net present value
P;;, = Net cash inflow from project j in
subsidiary i during period t (which is
expressed in the currency of reserve
country)
R, = Cost of capital (discount rate) for
subsidiary i
X„ = Decision variable which takes an
amount of either 1 for the project
accepted in subsidiary 1 or 0 for the
project j rejected in subsidiary i.
Constraints:
1. Management might specify a financial constraint:

Y.

%

j -1

i -1

Aj,tXji < 14
t -1

j =1

:4 bit
t =1

where
A,,, = Cost of project j in subsidiary i during
period t
b„ = Capital availability in subsidiary i
during period t.
2. Management might specify a minimum rate of
return (S), say 20 percent as a constraint:
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3. Management might specify a mutually exclusive nature of projects as a constraint:

X1111

+ X;:, < I

where the opportunities for location of one
project in alternate countries (subsidiaries) are
a group of mutually exclusive projects. X;,;, is
the location of a factory (project jl) in subsidiary it and X,, i, is the location of the same facility (project j2) in subsidiary i2.
4. Management might specify mutual interdependence between projects as a constraint:
X; 3 . 3 — X

;A11

< 0

which shows that project j4 in subsidiary i4
depends upon project j3 in subsidiary D.
5. Management might specify nonfinancial constraints such as manpower available to subsidiary i during period t:

I
j =1

Y. LjitXji <

i =I

t -1

i =1

I L,

t —I

where
L; = The am ount of scarce hum an resource
required by project j in subsidiary i
during period t.
L„ = The m axim um availability of scarce
human resource in subsidiary i during

period t.
6. Managem ent might specify an integer condition which will restrict the value of each decision variable to either 0 for rejection of a project or 1 for acceptance of the project
X '' = (0, 1).
In a practical sense, the integer condition has a
strong appeal to the ext ent which m anagem ent is
usually supposed to either accept a project or reject it as a whole. Under the condition
(0 < X , ; _< 1), it is possible that a portion of a
project is accepted, while the rem aining portion is
rejected. Therefore, the linear program m ing m odel with the above condition is used to set a particiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

pation (acceptance) limit on every project accepted.
This participation limit would suggest that
management will have to adopt a portion of some
projects for implementation. Otherwise, the present value of the firm will not be maximized. The
integer condition eliminates the problem which is
unacceptable in practice.' Since the value of the
decision variable Xp is either 0 for rejection or 1
for acceptance, the model becomes a "binary integer programming model."
The objective function of the model is dependent upon the unique net cash inflows and unique
discount rate which deserve special attention. The
net cash inflows are defined as what Zenoff and
Zwick termed "available inflows ".' Available inflows P; , are the net cash inflows from project j in
subsidiary i during period t which the parent company is free to convert into hard currencies and
remit elsewhere. Therefore, the net cash inflows
should be adjusted first for inflation, taxes on business income, and depreciation allowances. Then it
is converted to units in reserve currency. The
available inflows may be obtained as follows:
Net cash inflows on the absence
of inflation and taxes but after
depreciation charges
Add: Increased cash inflows
due to inflation
Net cash inflows before taxes
Less: Taxes on business income
Net cash inflows after taxes
Add: Depreciation allowances
Net cash inflows in the
currency of host country

$500
50
$550
275
$275
50
$225

Available inflows are obtained by multiplying the
above net cash inflows by exchange rate of currency in subsidiary i during the beginning of period t.
The objective function in the model is also dependent upon a special discount rate for each subsidiary. The discount rate is the weighted cost of
capital and is expressed as follows:
R , = ID

0—

T ) D + I F F + Ip E
D + F + E

where
Ip = Interest rate on long -term loan in
subsidiary i
D = the amount of long -term debt
outstanding in subsidiary i
T = Corporate income tax rate in
subsidiary i
IF = The rate which must be earned on the
investment acquired through preferred
financing in subsidiary i
F = The amount of preferred stock
outstanding in subsidiary i
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IE =The expected rate of return required
on owner's equity in subsidiary i
E = The amount of owner's equity
investment in subsidiary i.
The required rate of return on the owner's equity is composed of the riskless rate of return on the
equity investment before the project estimates are
adjusted for risk; and a risk premium to compensate the stockholders for possible adverse effects
from general business risk, the excessive use of
debt, and other adverse environmental factors affecting the subsidiary. In other words, the risk
premium affects the required rate of return on
owner's equity which in turn affects the weighted
cost of capital.
Inflation can also affect the weighted cost of
capital because the interest rate on long -term debt
is composed of a real rate and a rate due to inflation. In other words, the inflation rate affects the
interest rate on long -term debt in subsidiary i
which in turn affects the weighted cost of capital.

the firm
can make very
easy
adjustments for
any change in
financial
forecasts ... "
"...

Caveat
One must acknowledge that this model has a
number of practical problems. In selecting a combination of investment projects, it must do so in
such a way that it will maximize the present value
of the firm while satisfying the constraints on the
financial and non - financial resources of the firm.
Although we assumed that most financial variables can be estimated with a fair degree of accuracy, it is inconceivable that the firm will have accurate projections on uncertain future events. If any
of the estimates is changed shortly after a number
of projects have been chosen using the model,
management will have to start computation work
all over again. This may be very costly in terms of
money and time because management is using
only one equation to select a set of projects among
possible projects.
Another problem is that this model, like any
other mathematical programming model, does not
take into account qualitative factors, such as political factors, restrictions on the international
movement of funds, and exchange controls, to
name a few. The traditional capital budgeting
methods, of course, do not make any qualitative
environmental judgments. However, if they are
used to evaluate overseas investment proposals by
a multinational firm, the firm can make very easy
adjustments for any change in financial forecasts
which are due to qualitative factors. The multinational firm will usually have to make its capital
budgeting decisions on a country-by- country basis
under the traditional capital budgeting techniques. Furthermore, the model does not allow
the international movement of funds between subsidiaries in different countries. On the other hand,
any attempt to include this assumption into the
model would make it extremely complex, thus
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"The model . . .
incorporates
environmental
differences . . . "

leading to the development of a theoretically superior but practically useless model.
The last problem has to do with the use of a
different discount rate for each subsidiary, In general, a uniform, company -wide weighted cost of
capital is used as a discount rate for all investment
projects in all subsidiaries. The use of a different
discount rate for each subsidiary may reflect the
true cost of capital for the subsidiary but at the
expense ofmore complex computation procedures
and record - keeping.
Conclusion
This article has attempted to develop a mathe-

matical programming model for capital investment decisions of a multinational firm based on
linear programming techniques. The model developed here can be used to obtain for the multinational firm a simultaneous solution to a system of
many investment projects based on a global point
of view. The model also incorporates environmental differences according to different subsidiaries,
such as differences in interest rate, inflation rate,
tax rate, and so on.
❑
' It should be noted that there are several problems in implementing integer
programming. See Martin H. W eingartner, Mathemarical Programming and the
Analysis of Capital Budgeting Problems, Markham Publishing Co.. Chicago, III.,
1967.
' David B. Zenoff and Jack Zwick, Intemational Financial ,Management, Prentice -Hall. Inc., Englewood Cliffs. N.J., 1969. p. 150.

LEVERAGED LEASING
Continued from page 46
The exhibit shows how the individuals involved
in the leveraged -lease transaction fit together. You
can follow the dotted line and trace the original
purchase price from the owner /lessors and the
lender through the indenture trustee to the manufacturer. The solid line indicates how the rental
payments flow from the lessee to the indenture
trustee to pay first the debt service to the lenders
and the remaining through the owner trustee to
the owner /lessors. Finally, the broken line traces
the legal documentation necessary in the leverage
lease to the various parties involved in the transaction.
The front -end costs of a leveraged -lease transaction in the form of legal fees can be substantial,
and this form of lease can be ruled out for many
smaller financial transactions. As a rule of thumb,
the equipment should cost at least $1,000,000 in
order for the benefits of the leveraged lease to offset the front -end costs.
Economic Analysis
The benefits of a financial lease transaction, for
all intents and purposes, come from passing the
tax benefits of ownership to someone who can use
those benefits. The leveraged lease merely transfers the tax benefits of ownership to the lessor, and
"leverages" these benefits with non - recourse debt.
He, in turn, can afford to get a lower rental fee
from the lessee, since much of the lessor's return
comes from the use of investment tax credit and
accelerated depreciation. For example, consider a
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piece of equipment with a 10 -year depreciable life.
The lessor would receive 20 percent of his investment back in the first year in the form of tax savings (i.e. 10 percent investment tax credit and 10
percent from double declining balance depreciation, assuming a 50 percent marginal tax rate).
The sum total of all the benefits in the transaction are the same and do not somehow increase as
they are passed around among the participants. In
other words, the tax benefits that accrue to the
lessor must be given up by another party in the
transaction. Thus, the benefits of leveraged leasing
to the lessee depend, to a large degree, upon the
tax situation of the lessee as well as the lessor. To
analyze the benefits of a leveraged lease transaction, the lessee should look at his after -tax cash
payments necessary to use the equipment over its
economic life.
Conclusion
There are no gimmicks in leveraged leasing. It
is a complex legal transaction where the tax benefits of ownership can be passed on to the individuals who can use them most. The "leverage" comes
from being able to put up a fraction of the equipment costs (at least 20 percent) and receive 100
percent ofthe tax benefits. These benefits are then
passed back to the lessee in the form of lower rentals. However, a leveraged lease does not somehow
increase the total benefits, but passes the existing
benefits to the participants who can use them
most.
❑
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The Accounting Establishment
A massive Senate subcommittee staff report on accounting charges
that the "Big Eight" firms monopolize large corporations' auditing,
control the AICPA and, through the Institute, also control the FASB,
including its rule - making function. The report evaluates NAA and its
influence on accounting standards.

The Subcommittee on Reports, Accounting and
Management of the Senate Committee on Government Operations recently released a staff report
on "The Accounting Establishment." This voluminous report contains serious and sweeping
charges against the largest CPA firms, the AICPA
and the FASB. Because of the many implications
of these charges and because of potential legislation growing out of subcommittee hearings tentatively scheduled this Spring, we summarize below
the basic themes in the report and publish in full
its 16 recommendations. (Seepage 52).
A Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
Government Operations dropped a bombshell last
January when it released a 1,760 -page staff -written study, "The Accounting Establishment." The
report is devoted almost exclusively to a severe
indictment of the "Big Eight" accounting firms.
The Securities and Exchange Commission, the
American Institute of CPAs, the Financial Accounting Standards Board, and the current standards- making process also are criticized. The role
of other organizations, including the National Association of Accountants, in setting standards is
reviewed and found wanting.
The Subcommittee on Reports, Accounting and
Management is chaired by Sen. Lee Metcalf
(Dem.- Mont.). In a letter to Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, chairman of the Senate Operations Committee, Sen. Metcalf states that "The Study was precipitated by continual revelations of previously
unreported wrongdoing by major corporations, as
well as a series of corporate failures and financial
difficulties which have come to light in recent
years."
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The major conclusions of the report are that the
Securities and Exchange Commission has failed to
exercise its authority on accounting matters, and
self- interested public accounting firms through
several mechanisms and other organizations, in
fact, control the establishment of standards and
practices in the accounting field.
A chart reproduced on page 3 in the staff report
purportedly illustrates how the "Big Eight" accounting firms and the AICPA control accounting standards. The "Big Eight" dominate the field
of accounting, the report says, because these firms
audit the largest corporations in the U.S. A study
by the Congressional Research Service found that
85 percent of the 2,641 corporations listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and the American
Stock Exchange are clients of "Big Eight" firms.
On the New York Stock Exchange alone, the top
eight firms have 92 percent of the clients.
The report states, "Because of their large size,
the 'Big Eight' firms exercise substantial influence
directly on accounting practices promulgated or
approved by the Federal Government. They also
exercise substantial indirect influence through the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), which they control, and through
the accounting practices followed by their corporate clients."
The top public accounting firms control the
power structure of the AICPA, and thus, its operations, according to the report. In support of this
allegation, the report notes that members of the
"Big Eight" firms comprised 31 percent of the 252
members on the AICPA council in fiscal 1976. In
the same year, six of the 18 members of the board
of directors, including the immediate past chair51

"As a sponsor
of the FASB,
[NAA] is
committed to
corporate
interests and is
ill- suited to
provide
assurance that
the FASB
operates
independently,

man and the designated next board chairman, represented "Big Eight" firms. Moreover, the report
charges, "Big Eight" firms dominate the AICPA's
five senior technical committees.
AICPA Control of FASB
The chain of control by "Big Eight" firms of
accounting standard- making is conducted
through the AICPA and its control of the FASB,
the report charges. Because the AICPA board of
directors has the exclusive power to appoint the
Board of Trustees of the Financial Accounting
Foundation, which then appoints the members of
the FASB, the Subcommittee staff reasons that
the Board is not truly independent. The Metcalf
report points out that financing of the FAF and
the FASB is concentrated "among the large accounting firms and major corporations which
would be most affected by any major reform of
accounting standards." The subcommittee staffs
conclusion is that "... the 'Big Eight' accounting
firms, the AICPA and, to a lesser extent, the other
sponsoring groups have control over the operation
of the FASB. Such control is exercised in terms of
money, personnel, and organizational support."
The point is reiterated: "No amount of transferring funds and authority through intermediate organizations can alter the fact that, in the end, all
of the organizations are controlled by the same
self - interested parties."
Government Agencies
The staff study also concludes that the Securities and Exchange Commission has failed to carry
out its Congressional mandate to protect investors. "To an astounding degree, the SEC has permitted, and even insisted upon, establishment of
accounting standards which have substantial impact on the Federal Government and the public
by self - interested private accounting organizations. The result has been an extraordinary delegation of public authority and responsibility to
narrow private interests."
The Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB)
emerges comparatively unscathed by the Metcalf
subcommittee report; however, the report does
criticize two of its standards and recommends the
Board not be dominated by private interests. It

concludes: "The fact that the CASB is successfully setting accounting standards with approximately half of the resources used by the FASB suggests
that Federal agencies are capable of performing
that task more efficiently than private organizations."
NAA's Role
The National Association of Accountants is
given a little more than a page in the report, although the appendix includes the Association's
1975 annual report and the text of three MAP

NAA's first response to the Metcalf Subcommittee staff report appeared in President's
Perspective for March in the form of a letter
to Senator Lee Metcalf from President George
D. Gee. Subsequently, President Gee appointed a special committee to consider the ramifications of the report and its impact upon the
management accounting profession. Members of the committee are: Theodore G. Lieb,
vice president— finance, Liquid Nitrogen Processing Corp., serving as chairman; Francis J.
Mejstrick, corporate treasurer of Suburban
Propane Gas Corp., and Robert Oakleaf, chairman of the board of F.H. Oakleaf Co. and president of Oakleaf's, Inc.

committee responses. It states that "The National
Association of Accountants is an organization
dedicated to promoting the views of its members
regarding the use of accounting practices." The
NAA, like the Financial Executives Institute, has
an obvious vested interest in the type of standards
set by the FASB, the report notes. Its conclusion:
NAA, "as a sponsor of the FASB, is committed to
corporate interests and is ill- suited to provide assurance that the FASB operates independently in
the public interest."
The report includes excerpts from books by
Abraham J. Briloff and testimony by him and
Adm. Hyman G. Rickover, deputy commander
for Nuclear Propulsion, Naval Sea Systems Command and Director, Division of Naval Reactors,
Energy Research and Development Administration.
❑

Recommendations of the Metcalf Subcommittee Staff Report
The Federal Government has an important responsibility to ensure that publicly -owned corporations are properly
accountable to the public. Existing accounting practices
promulgated or approved by the Federal Government have
failed to fulfill that responsibility adequately. The following recommendations are based on the findings of this
study, and identify actions which should be taken by Congress and appropriate Federal agencies in order to achieve
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efficient and effective accounting practices that will promote corporate accountability.
1. Congress should exercise stronger oversight of accounting practices promulgated or approved by the Federal Government, and more leadership in establishing proper
goals and policies. Broad delegation of legislative authority
to Federal agencies, which have in turn delegated broad
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authority to private interest groups, has been a major factor in the establishment of accounting practices which
have benefitted special interests at the expense of the Federal Government and the public. As the branch of the Federal Government most directly representative of the public, Congress should exercise its authority to achieve proper accounting practices.
2. Congress should establish comprehensive accounting
objectives for the Federal Government to guide agencies
and departments in performing their responsibilities. The
lack of such objectives has permitted divergent and sometimes contradictory accounting practices within the Federal Government. It has also contributed to the failure to
establish uniform and meaningful accounting standards for
publicly -owned corporations during the past 40 years.
The Cost Accounting Standards Board has benefitted
from its specific statutory mandate to achieve "uniformity
and consistency" in cost accounting standards used by the
Federal Government, whereas the SEC has never established meaningful objectives for financial accounting standards. A comprehensive set of Federal accounting objectives should encompass such goals as uniformity, consistency, clarity, accuracy, simplicity, meaningful presentation, and fairness in application. In addition, Congress
should establish specific policies abolishing such "creative
accounting" techniques as percentage of completion income recognition, inflation accounting, "normalized" accounting, and other potentially misleading accounting
methods.
3. Congress should amend the Federal securities laws to
restore the right of damaged individuals to sue independent auditors for negligence under the fraud provisions of
the securities laws. Such legislation is necessary to overturn the holding of the U.S. Supreme Court in Ernst &
Ernst v. Olga Hochfelder, et al., 96 Sup. Ct. 1375 (March
30, 1976) that "scienter" —the intent to deceive, manipulate, or defraud —is a necessary requirement of private actions for damages under the fraud provisions of the securities laws. The dissenting justices recommended that Congress restore the rights denied individuals in order to
achieve the remedial intent of the Federal securities laws.
The few independent auditors who perform negligently
should be held responsible for their actions, and should not
be permitted to impair public confidence in the competence of all independent auditors. The Federal Government should not establish any "accountant- client privilege" or provisions which would limit the liability of independent auditors. Competent independent auditors already
are adequately safeguarded, and unnecessary restrictions
would impede the operations of Federal enforcement authorities and courts of law.
4. Congress should consider methods of increasing competition among accounting firms for selection as independent auditors for major corporations. At present, a single
accounting firm, nominated by management, is placed on
the ballot of annual meetings of stockholders. Domination
of the corporate election process by large institutional investors and management ensures that the accounting firm
nominated by management is elected. Long association between a corporation and an accounting firm may lead to
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such close identification of the accounting firm with the
interests of its client's management that truly independent
action by the accounting firm becomes difficult.
One alternative is mandatory change of accountants after a given period of years, or after any finding by the SEC
that the accounting firm failed to exercise independent action to protect investors and the public. Another alternative is amendment of the Federal securities laws to require
that more than one accounting firm be on the ballot at
annual meetings of stockholders. The mechanism for
achieving this choice for stockholders could be a requirement that stockholders with voting rights to a given, small
percentage of the stock would be entitled to nominate an
accounting firm as the independent auditor. Holders of a
limited number of shares also could be permitted to vote
for their own representative on a corporation's audit committee.
5. The Federal Government should directly establish financial accounting standards for publicly -owned corporations. Accounting standards involve social and economic
issues which can only be resolved effectively through the
processes of government responsible solely to the public.
Furthermore, all segments of the public affected by accounting standards should be represented in the decision making process.
As intended by Congress in the Federal securities laws,
the SEC provides a public forum for setting accounting
standards through its rule- making procedures. However,
the SEC's long association with the private accounting establishment and insistent determination to rely upon its
accounting pronouncements cast substantial doubt on the
SEC's ability to establish accounting standards which
would restore public confidence in corporate financial reporting.
Other alternatives would be to establish financial accounting standards through a Federal board similar in operation to the CASB or establishment of accounting standards by the General Accounting Office. Public participation and strong oversight by Congress are essential to safeguarding the public interest in any standard- setting procedure adopted.
6. The Federal Government should establish auditing
standards used by independent auditors to certify the accuracy of corporate financial statements and supporting records. Again, participation by all segments of the public is
necessary to develop auditing standards that will restore
public confidence in the integrity of corporate reports. In
view of the substantial record of previously unreported
corporate wrongdoing which has been revealed during the
past few years, a special review of present auditing standards should be undertaken to determine their adequacy
prior to considering their adoption by the Federal Government. Auditing standards could be established by the General Accounting Office, the SEC, or by Federal statute.
7. The Federal Gover iment should itself periodically
inspect the work of independent auditors for publicly owned corporations. Such a mandatory inspection program should be designed to provide assurance to the public
and Congress that independent auditors are performing
their responsibilities competently in accordance with prop53
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er standards of conduct. Periodic quality reviews could be
conducted by the General Accounting Office, the SEC, or
a special audit inspection agency.
8. The Federal Government should restore public confidence in the actual independence of auditors who certify
the accuracy of corporate financial statements under the
Federal securities laws by promulgating and enforcing
strict standards of conduct for such auditors. Those standards should specifically prohibit activities by auditors
which impair their independence in fact or appearance.
Direct or indirect representation of clients' interests and
performance of non - accounting management advisory
services for public or private clients are two activities
which are particularly incompatible with the responsibilities of independent auditors, and should be prohibited by
Federal standards of conduct.
The SEC is the appropriate agency to promulgate and
enforce standards of conduct under its authority to determine the qualifications of independent auditors.
9. The Federal Government should require the Nation's
15 largest accounting firms to report basic operational and
financial data annually. Those firms operate as partnerships and are not required to report such information to
the public, but they perform public responsibilities as independent auditors for the vast majority of the Nation's sizable publicly -owned corporations. Congress and the public
need basic information on the organization, activities and
financial status of the 15 largest accounting firms in order
to evaluate their performance of important public responsibilities under the Federal securities laws.
The subcommittee collected certain basic information
on the "Big Eight" accounting firms, but this study finds
that there is a need for more comprehensive information to
be collected by the Federal Government on an annual basis. Such information should clearly disclose the financial
position, operations, and various activities of large accounting firms. The appropriate Federal agency to collect
such information is the SEC.
The Federal Government should define the responsibilities of independent auditors so that they clearly meet
the expectations of Congress, the public, and courts of law.
Independent certification concerning the accuracy of corporate Vecords and the fair presentation of financial information is essential to successfully protecting the public
through adequate disclosure of corporate activities, as intended by Congress in the Federal securities laws. The independent auditor's certification included in corporate reports should be understood by all auditors to mean that
financial information is presented fairly and that corporate
records are complete and accurate.
Independent audits that do not ensure fairness and accuracy are useless as a basis for public reliance upon information disclosed by publicly -owned corporations. Limited responsibility audits that provide only vague indications of
fairness and accuracy, which are advocated by certain segments of the accounting establishment, result in substantial costs without achieving the assurance necessary to
make the present disclosure system operate effectively. If
independent auditors cannot provide proper certification
of information reported by puhlicly -owned corporations,
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then the Federal Government should seek alternative
methods of performing that necessary function.
11. The Federal Government should establish financial
accounting standards, cost accounting standards, auditing
standards and other accounting practices in meetings open
to the public. Accounting practices involve broad social
and economic issues which should not be decided in private, and do not qualify as exemptions under Federal statutes regarding open meetings.
12. The Federal Government should act to relieve excessive concentration in the supply of auditing and accounting services to major publicly -owned corporations.
The Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission should investigate and determine whether violations of the Federal antitrust laws have resulted from excessive concentration in the supply of such services among
all industries or within specific industries. Congress should
consider other methods of reducing concentration in the
supply of auditing and accounting services to major corporations.
13. The Federal Government should retain accounting
firms which act as independent auditors only to perform
auditing and accounting services. The Federal Government should not contract with such firms for the performance of management advisory services or other consulting
services which are incompatible with the responsibilities of
independent auditors.
14. The Securities and Exchange Commission should
treat all independent auditors equally in disciplinary and
enforcement proceedings under the Federal securities laws.
Large accounting firms and their partners should receive
the same sanctions as individual CPAs and small firms for
similar offenses, The SEC and other Federal agencies
should not rely on private parties and organizations to
conduct compliance reviews ordered as a result of disciplinary or enforcement proceedings, but should conduct such
reviews themselves. Public confidence in the enforcement
of Federal statutes and regulations is impaired when public
responsibility is delegated to private parties and organizations which may be self - interested.
15. The membership of the Cost Accounting Standards
Board should not be dominated by representatives of industry and accounting firms which may have vested interests in the standards established by the board. By statute,
industry is guaranteed one position on the five- member
CASK and the remaining two appointed members from
the private sector should be independent of real or potential conflicts of interest. The appointed member from the
Federal Government should be rotated among the many
Federal departments and agencies affected by CASB standards, and should not always represent the Department of
Defense.
16. Federal employees should not serve on committees
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
or similar organizations that are assigned to directly or
indirectly influence accounting policies and procedures of
the Federal Government. Federal employees should remain free from the appearance of conflicts of interest regarding the fair and objective performance of their public
duties,
D
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Whatever Happened
to Social Accountants?
The broad, sweeping goals of social accounting and social
measurement have proven impractical so the "social accou ntants"
have stepped back and substituted more modest objectives, as
illustrated by Chase Manhattan's experiences.

By L. Terry Cauthorn

ed dir ect ly to David Roc kef eller. Th e n am e , Urban Affairs, reflected the particular em ph asis at

A few years ago there was considerable talk about
social accounting and new corporate actors appeared on the scene, promising measurement
breakthroughs and a synthesis of the heretofore
opposing sides of "numbers" and "values." There
is less talk of social measurement these days, and
social accounting is less visible than it once was.
But if the Chase Manhattan Bank's experience is
any guide, silence does not mean extinction. In
fact, an interesting process of reintegration may
have taken place. The organizational evolution of
social accounting at Chase illustrates the changing
relations between business and society and the
role of social accounting today.

that time, although the title was expanded to Urban and External Affairs in 1971. At the outset,
the bank stressed action in the community and
devising programs to deal with specific problems;
little attention was given to overall evaluation or
the measurement of effectiveness. The bank sponsored a number of strong programs aimed at increasing its responsiveness to the communities it
served. Basically decentralized in design and implementation, they included Affirmative Action,
Urban Real Estate, Economic Development (minority lending), and Contributions.
From the late 1960's on, Chase made periodic
attempts to define and plan its overall social role.
Representatives from Urban Affairs, from other
Corporate Communications or social program
staffs, and from vafious line departments formed
temporary task forces. These committees prepared
reports for top management outlining future strategies through both analysis and specific recommendations. For instance, the Urban Affairs Task
Force produced Chase Manhattan and the Urban
Environment in 1970. This report, primarily concerned with surveying the external environment to
see where the bank might act, indicated the thrust
of the bank's thinking in the statement: "a breakthrough by Chase in the field of viable social accounting might well be one of its greatest contributions to urban affairs...."

Chase and Its Programs
Chase Manhattan Bank is the nation's third
largest with 1975 assets of over $41.4 billion and
net income of $173.7 million.* Chase has had a
long history of social leadership in part because of
its position in the nation's business and financial
community and in part because of the leadership
of its chairman, David Rockefeller. Its social programs have gone through several distinct phases
in terms of how they interacted with the external
environm en t.
In 1968, an Urb an Affairs Dep artm en t was
form ed. Alo n g with Pu b lic R elatio n s, Pu b lic Affairs, and Marketin g an d Ad vertisin g, th e n ew d epartm ent was p a rt o f th e Co rp o rate Co m m u n ications Division , who se senior vice presid ent repo rtMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977
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Towards Social Measurement (1970 -73)

"Activist groups
were making
demands on
corporations on
issues ranging
from pollution
control to
weapons
manufacture
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This theme was the subject of a second report,
Towards Social Measurement: A Two Track
Strategy, presented in June of 1972 by the Social
Audit Task Force.
This interest in social measurement was one aspect of the corporate response to increasing social
pressures on companies in the early 1970's. Activist groups were making demands on corporations
on issues ranging from pollution control to weapons manufacture; consumerism, no longer a private battle between General Motors and Ralph
Nader, was gaining adherents; the polls showed
that the general public was both losing confidence
in business, yet demanding that it do something
about solving urban problems; and the civil rights
issue was turning into the question of equal employment opportunity for minorities and for women. Governmental regulations in this area were increasing rapidly, as were the limits of the organization's liability.
In response to these demands, companies
stepped up their programs, staffed new urban affairs /community relations positions, and began to
explore the idea of demonstrating their responsiveness through the technique of social audits.
Advocated by Chase's David Rockefeller, among
others, social audits were viewed as analogous to
financial audits (often including the idea of independent attestation) and seemed, initially at least,
an appropriate way for a company to link its social involvement to its already existing system of
financial reporting.
On the strictly economic side, changes were occurring within the banking industry and within
the company which supported a search for numbers. With the so- called "banking revolution" under way, banks were stressing growth, more sophisticated management control techniques and
expanded accounting procedures. To tighten up
its internal accounting and budgeting processes,
Chase had established the Financial Controls
Group in 1970 "to improve the accounting system
and to design and install a new profit - planning
program, as well as a more effective system for
monitoring performance against profit and cost
objectives."
Against this background the 1972 Social Audit
Task Force's Report defined its first task as: "The
extension of our existing efforts to stretch conventional accounting techniques and use reliable social measurements to shed as much light as possible on the costs and benefits of socially responsible
actions."
Further it stated, "We are persuaded that the
success of the emerging concept of 'corporate responsibility' demands and depends on some kind
of audit. For without measurement, there is no
way that corporate management can decide what

its policy ought to be, how much it wants to focus
on projects and how much on other activities."
The second Chase report recommended that a
full -time position be established in Financial Controls to focus accounting expertise to follow the
costs and benefits of bank programs on a day -today basis and keep abreast of new developments in
the social area.
The report. urged, as its first recommendation,
the establishment of a full -time position because a
major limitation on social gathering had been the
sporadic nature of the effort because of the other
responsibilities of those involved.
The job description showed the direction of the
Bank's thinking:
In order to focus internal skills, implement
the measurement proposals, and develop
new approaches, the incumbent will have to
have superior conceptual, analytic and diplomatic skills. This person must also appreciate the necessity of a rigorous, reliable and
expedient reporting system, and, at the same
time, have a well - developed concern and interest in the bank's social responsibility activities. He must also have the necessary
backing and the ability to tap the various
divisional resources in Financial Controls.
He would, of course, receive considerable
support from Corporate Communications,
Economic Research, Community Banking
and other concerned departments. Financial
Controls has included the setting up of this
position in their 1973 objectives. The second
recommendation, for an expanded and formalized data collection system, should be
the first priority of the new Financial Controls position.
A key factor in the concept of the "social accounts" position was its location in Financial
Controls instead of being placed by itself or with
the Urban Affairs staff. The head of Financial
Controls first resisted the concept, then became
increasingly interested in social responsibility and
having the new unit within his Group. This placement reflected both the bank's increasing concern
with numbers and accounting and a desire to integrate social responsibility activities into regular
company procedures.
Social Measurement to Social Responsibility
In the early summer of 1973 the new position of
social accountant was filled by a recent. liberal arts
graduate and he was soon joined by a second person, a recent M.B.A. They spent their first few
months at Chase acquainting themselves with the
bank and with "the state of the art" of social measurement. This orientation process continued as
the Social Measurement Unit initiated its first sigMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

nificant project: expanding Chase's social data collection. The goal was a comprehensive listing of
all social programs in the bank. To complete this
inventory, data sheets were prepared listing such
information about the programs as:

At this time a consultant, who had worked with
General Electric and been impressed with that
company's use of the matrix techniques, suggested
a similar approach for Chase. The opportunity areas listed above were one dimension and bank
"tools," the other. The tools were Lending and
name, description, and summary of objecLeasing, Investment, Non -loan Operational Servtives;
ices, Consulting and Advisory Service, Purchasing
pertinent statistics such as loan extensions,
Services and Premises, Philanthropy, Employinvestments, grants, etc.;
ment and Employee Relations Practices, Public
areas and personnel involved (including proPolicy Influence, and Research and Development.
gram manager, where applicable);
The next step was to take the 62 identified proidentification of any other departments ingrams and place them and their tools in the apvolved in the program and an explanation of
propriate cells of the matrix. Thus, what began as
the support needs from them to complete
the first step of a quantitative effort moved from a
the project;
concern with measuring and monitoring all the
controllable expenses of the program; list of
socially relevant programs in the bank to a conincome or other benefits to the bank that
cern for planning— thinking through the basic
resulted from the program.
ways Chase could and should have social impact.
Social planning was also a major thrust of the
Much of this material had been assembled be- Social Responsibility Committee, a top -level
fore; however, the data collection was not part of group consisting of the heads of most of the major
a regular system. The group updated the data base operating departments which had begun meeting
and interviewed department heads and program in 1973. Chase was continuing its emphasis on the
managers to develop a more complete picture of decentralization and integration ofits major social
Chase's involvement and to gain additional quan- programs, and progress continued to be made in
titative information, especially on program costs.
the numbers and amounts of minority loans, in
Initially, Chase's social accountant was con- the percentages of women and blacks hired and
cerned with three kinds of measures:
advanced to management positions, and in mortgages offered by the urban lending program. Also,
Absolute
(How much money was a number of special programs were focused on the
spent for such and such a New York community, some coordinated through
program ?)
Urban and External Affairs and now under the
Effectiveness
(How effectively was Chase umbrella of the strategy set by the new Commitusing its resources, what was tee. By 1973 the bank was stressing the need for
the effect on the target areas, interdepartmental efforts, in business as well as
etc. ?)
social projects, and in some cases had begun using
Cost /Benefit
a project management approach to enhance coopRatios
(Possibly including opportu- eration and effectiveness and avoid duplication.
nity costs)
The social activities matrix clearly fit into this
type of management approach.
The various departments were quite cooperative
By the spring of 1974, the SRPR unit believed
and over the next nine months the Social Respon- its matrix was ready to be presented to the Social
sibility Performance Review Group (SRPR), as Responsibility Committee for approval, not only
the unit came to be called, identified 62 programs. as a measurement tool but also as a strategic planThen it began to process this information by de- ning and integrating device. The matrix approach
veloping categories from the questionnaire de- was accepted and became a standard part of the
scribing both areas of impact and of bank exper- budget procedure. The matrix, an explanation of
tise involved. The overall list of programs was the newly adopted planning approach, and a rethen sorted into "opportunity areas," where the porting format were included in the report, "A
bank believed it could have the greatest impact. Corporate Responsibility Strategy for Chase ManThese were:
hattan." This was distributed with the 1975 budget call.
The Physical Environment
The following excerpt shows how the bank's
Housing and Community Renewal
idea of the role of feasibility of social measureEconomic Development
ment had changed from a focus on ultimate imHuman Resource Development
pact to a focus on levels and types of effort:
Government and Financial Services and Productivity
The main emphasis at early stages should be
Customer and Personal Financial Services
on developing better absolute measures of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

what
began as ... a
quantitative
effort moved
from a concern
with measuring
and monitoring
all the socially
relevant
programs ... to
a concern for
planning ... "
"...
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"... while not

the end of the
thrust toward
social
accounting [it]
indicated a
realization that
... walking
must come
before running
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program performance (program statistics)
and effectiveness measures relative to established goals and standards. Cost benefit
analysis, which relates social benefits to cost
inputs, would be longer range in character.
Our contract studies ... and our internal efforts have led us to understand that the true
measurement of "bottom line impact" of social activities (social audit) is still a number
of years away.
1975 Developments
The inclusion of the program matrix into the
budgeting system, while not the end of the thrust
toward social accounting, indicated a realization
that: a) walking must come before running, b) a
longer time period than originally assumed would
be necessary to develop complete social measures
and c) the most important contribution of the social accounts effort might not be isolated measurement techniques but a better understanding of
how to manage the various programs and relating
these to the bank's regular business. With this realization, the organizational role of the "social accountant" was altered. The direction of this
change can best be understood in the context of
other changes in the company by 1975.
Following the growth period in the early
1970's, the economic picture found the bank pulling in and slowing down. For example, it had become concerned with both the quality and the
quantity of its loans (particularly in the troubled
Real Estate area). In the spring of 1975, the 1974
Annual Report announced, "It is clear that we
must give more emphasis to some of our basic
strategies." And in a similar vein one vice president commented: "The four big words around
here now are 'quality,' 'control,' 'discipline,' and
'integrity' and something that fits those criteria is
what top management will buy."
Accordingly, Chase began to tighten up the
management of both the business and social sides
of the bank. These steps were, in part, a re -centralization of management authority and, especially for the social programs, a concentration on the
controllable internal organizational factors rather
than the often intractable, unmanageable external
environment. Early in 1975 a top management
committee was formed to "strengthen corporate wide performance." This move was followed a few
months later by the reorganization of the Urban
Affairs /Social Responsibility area. (See Exhibit)
At the upper management level, the Social Responsibility Committee was merged with the Contributions Committee to form the Corporate Responsibility Committee. This name,was echoed in
the new Corporate Responsibility Division,
formed to "pull together the various social responsibility components spread around Chase"
and placed under the former head of Urban and

External Affairs. The new division no longer had
responsibility for the Annual Report and speech writing (the External Affairs part of the old division) but did continue Chase's urban work
through what became the Community Development Department. In addition to Community Development, four other departments comprised the
new division: Consumer Affairs, Corporate Issues,
Social Issues, and Philanthropic Activities. This
last department, the largest single item in the
bank's total social budget, was grouped for the
first time with the other social responsibility functions.
Consumer Affairs and Corporate Issues had
previously been part of other divisions of Corporate Communications and Social Issues. Planning
and Analysis, a revision of the Social Responsibility Performance Review function, was shifted out
of Financial Controls to the new division. The
purpose of this department was suggested by the
switch in the focus of its name from social measurement to social issues and by this initial announcement:
Social Responsibility Planning, Evaluation,
and Issue Analysis
The principal objectives here are again twofold: a) internally to integrate and consolidate existing resources and to intensify work
with line departments on linking social and
bottom line objectives; b) externally, to
sharpen the focus of Chase's efforts and relate them more directly and effectively to
prime "constituencies," i.e., employees, customers, shareholders, legislators, and opinion leaders, the communities in which we
serve, etc.
There were some changes of content as well as
structure in the wake of the new departments. For
example, more emphasis was placed on cooperative projects that involved working with other private or public sector groups. But in most other
respects the Social Issues Department continued
the same work as before; for example, a revision of
the previous year's document, now titled Corporate Responsibility Strategy Guidance, was again
sent to all departments in the summer of 1975 as
part of the yearly planning and inventory exercise.
The "areas of concentration," slightly modified
from the original six "opportunity areas" * were
linked more closely to the Corporate Responsibility Committee and the creation of subcommittees.
These areas continued to form the dimensions of
the matrix which kept track of Chase's social pro• The new areas were: The Physical Environment, Community Renewal (a consolidation of Housing and Community Renewal and Economic Development),
Human Resources Development, Public Sector Assistance (previously Govern mcnt and Financial Services and Productivity, now especially concerned with
the plight of New York City), Consumerism (previously Customer and Personal
Financial Service), and Culture and the Arta (a new category)
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Development of the Social Accounting Function
at Chase Manhattan Bank
Organizational Changes

��M

gram s. The co rpo rate resp o nsibility strategy gu id e
stressed the necessity of integrating corporate social responsibility in to th e overall b u siness plan o f
the bank. "Th is mean s, first, th at wh ere ap p ro p riate and feasib le, un its are ex pected to take o n special or rem ed ially oriented projects — activities
which wou ld n o t necessarily b e justified b y th eir
expected sh o rt -ran ge return to th e b ank."
The do cu m en t also in d icated an expan sion in
the scope o f Chase's so cial resp o n sib ility an d so cial measurem en t co n cern h ad o ccurred .
A second , mo re b asic b u t less easily qu antiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977
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"Social
responsibility is
simply not an
isolated series of
special efforts. "

fied elem ent of corporate responsibility, applies to every action taken by the Corporation: that the highest standard of honesty,
fairness and professional responsibility be
m aintained towards all who are affected by
the functioning of the bank.
This extension showed a recogn ition that "Social responsibility is sim ply not an isolated series
of special efforts. Pragm atically and philosophically it encompasses the entire business at the
b an k." As we ll as n ot lim iting the Social Issues
dep artm ent to the measurem ent question, this
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"[Social
Accountants]
have not gone
away. They
have gone to
work. "

mandate also gave it the freedom to explore other
issues. It gave the corporate responsibility people
at least some access to Chase's mainline activities
and it also provided an umbrella to cover other
special projects the department might want to explore. In sum, the unit's activities were split
among planning, evaluation, and research functions, focusing on the implementation of Chase's
total social program. Social measurement was still
an objective, but it was viewed as a management
tool rather than an end in itself.
The Evolution at Chase
The experience at Chase Manhattan Bank
shows a clear evolution (based at least partly on a
prior involvement in "urban affairs ") from social
accounting and social measurement to reviewing
social responsibility performance, and finally to
emphasizing the analysis and planning of the response to social issues, as much as the measurement technique. Depending on one's preference
for precise dating of the beginning and end, this
evolution took from four to six years.
The Harvard research group with which I am
affiliated has been following developments in the
social measurement /social responsibility area
since 1971, in part through the literature, but
more frequently by direct contact with scores of
business concerns. While few of these contacts
have been as extensive as those with Chase, we are
entirely confident that developments at that organization vary from the prevailing pattern only in
detail and to some extent in the degree with which
they passed through the full cycle in a somewhat
more complete and smoother fashion.
In a way that is still difficult to understand, the
notion of a "corporate social audit" became epidemic during 1971 -72. When one considers the
previous half dozen years, the idea that organizations, even economic organizations, should be
held responsible for more than their economic
consequences seemed quite a natural one. In the
mid - sixties, economic and technical measures of
social progress came under sharp attack as the
sole criterion for answering the question "How
are we doing ?" This dissatisfaction manifested itself in a "social indicators movement" which to
this day has continued a vigorous growth on a
world -wide basis. In the very late sixties and very
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early seventies, there was a rapid acceleration of
concern for the ecology and the "quality of life" —
a term that lacked clear definition, but obviously
meant something other than traditional economic
prosperity. And there were a few scattered articles
in the literature suggesting one form of "social
auditing" or another. Perhaps this was sufficient
for the sudden widespread interest in "social auditing," "social accounting," and "social measurement."
While few corporations put themselves on the
public record as explicitly as did the Chase Manhattan Bank, aspirations for leading in social measurement were widespread for several years. One
of the reasons for such enthusiasm, frankly, was
that none (or at most very few) of the persons who
volunteered for or were assigned to such tasks had
any practical experience in social measurement. A
stray accountant may have found his way in, but
even his experience would be very limited compared to the ambitious goals being set.
Most current examples of "social measurement" look quite pedestrian compared to some of
the earlier expressed aspirations. Over the recent
time span of a half dozen years this was bound to
be, given the magnitude of the task and the limitations of personnel and techniques available, but
this need not hold for the future. There are isolated instances of quite sophisticated measurements
and uses thereof, and something like the original
dreams may eventually be reached.
In the meantime, while affirming their ideal
goals, firms were being faced with some very real
problems. First, there was pressure simply to
know what was being done, and then for getting
some management control over those programs.
Practical straightforward measures, in most instances starting with basic data, were needed for
the planning, implementation, and running of
these programs. Grandiose schemes for calculating how such programs would impact the community and eventually contribute to the "bottom
line" were quietly and mercifully forgotten as the
"social accountants" busied themselves with facilitating urgent management tasks by making measurements of a more modest but useful sort.
These developments have led some to conclude
that the social accountants have gone away. They
have not gone away. They have gone to work.
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William Blackie stands with Mary Wells Lawrence, chairman,
Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc., after she presented him with National
Business Hall of Fame statuette.

Blackie Named
to Business Hall of Fame
Former president of Caterpillar Tractor Co. and past national vice president of NAA is honored by
Junior Achievement.

William Blackie, former president and chairman of the board
of Caterpillar Tractor Co., has been inducted in the Business
Hall of Fame as one of eight outstanding businessmen and
women honored in 1977.
The Business Hall of Fame was established three years ago
by Junior Achievement to foster appreciation of the economic
system by honoring men and women who had made "outstanding and enduring contributions to improving the products, the processes, the efficiencies, or the human relations of
business." The board of editors of Fortune magazine make
the annual selection at the request of Junior Achievement.
Mr. Blackie, who has been a member of NAA since 1940,
is the only living accountant named to the Hall of Fame. The
three other living 1977 honorees are Joyce C. Hall (Hallmark
Cards); John J. McCloy (foreign policy); and Robert W.
Woodruff (Coca - Cola). Those honored from the history of
U.S. business were Elizabeth Arden, Benjamin Franklin,
Henry J. Kaiser, and Henry R. Luce.
In Fortune'sJanuary 1977 issue where the selections to the
Hall of Fame are announced, the editors point to Mr. Black ie's communications abilities as the major reason for his selection. "All business managers have responsibilities for explaining company policies to one or more 'publics,' which may
include fellow managers, employees, customers, suppliers,
stockholders, government officials, and citizens. William
Blackie, though no public - relations man, proved during his
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

years with Caterpillar Tractor Co. to be highly effective at
communicating what his company was doing and the context
of world trade in which it operated."
Born in Glasgow, Scotland, in 1906, William Blackie knew
what he wanted to do after he finished high school. "I had
decided to be a businessman, without really exactly knowing
what that was, and I found that businessmen would prefer a
chartered accountant to a university graduate. So I became
indentured to a chartered accountant for five years."
He served as an apprentice accountant at $75 a year. Then
in 1930 he came to the United States, joining the Price Waterhouse & Co. He worked on the Caterpillar account and in
1939, the company offered him a job as controller. From 1966
until his retirement in 1972, he served as chief executive officer of Caterpillar. After his retirement, he moved to San
Francisco and became a partner in Lehman Brothers. He is
still on Caterpillar's board of directors.
William Blackie served as president of Peoria Chapter and
was NAA vice president, 1945 -46. He has spoken at NAA
annual conferences and has written a number of articles on
accounting topics.
Perhaps the best summary of his achievement in American
business is summed up in two sentences in Fortune's article.
"When Blackie joined Caterpillar, it was a secure, though
aggressive, company doing a $58.4- million business. When he
left, it was operating at a $2.6- billion pace."
O
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The Use of Accounting
Information in Labor Negotiations
This month NAA will publish a new research report, The
Use of Accounting Information in Labor Negotiations by
John R. Palmer. Following is a summary of the book prepared by the Research Department.
Management accounting data has a strong influence on the
outcome of labor negotiations at many companies and a moderate influence at many others, according to a research study
conducted by the National Association of Accountants.
The research project was undertaken in order to determine
the state of the art in the use of management accounting information in labor negotiations. Based upon a search of the
literature, answers to a written survey, and personal interviews, the latest NAA publication, The Use of Accounting
Information in Labor Negotiations, presents a broad, current
overview of this topic.
Some of the conclusions of the report:
• The role of the accountant in the labor negotiation process generally was seen as best on an advisory or an informant
basis.
• Although the accountant's role is seen to be growing because of the increasing financial complexity of labor contracts, it is still in need ofa selling job.
• Most union officials said they had good or at least reasonable access to corporate accounting information but they
were critical of its usefulness and reliability.
• They would prefer accounting information that was independently audited, provided on an ongoing basis (rather than
only at the bargaining table) and on a non - selective basis.
• The best source for unions of accounting information
outside the corporation are corporate reports to Federal regulatory bodies.
• The influence of corporate accounting data on union bargaining demands was found to be substantial.
On the basis of his research, the author recommends that
the use of management accounting information in the labor
negotiation process be increased and that broad disclosure of
management accounting data be made to the union negotiators.
Methodology
Despite the development of a broad labor negotiations role
for accounting information, little research has been done in
this area. This study is designed to partially fill this gap and
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to provide information that should be of interest to all parties
involved in the negotiations process.
Since the basic objective of this report is to consider the
current state of the art of accounting in labor negotiations,
the two techniques chosen were archival research and an
opinion poll. In Chapter 2 the significant articles and books
related to the subject are reviewed to provide a background
for the direct research.
The balance of the report is based upon data gathered directly from a series of interviews and a questionnaire poll of
labor relations executives and labor union officials, as well as
some labor mediators. No attempt was made in selecting the
individuals contacted to achieve random sampling or any other scientific means of selection. Instead, companies were selected from the "Fortune 1000" list, with a broad distribution
of size, industry, and location; and the unions, chosen from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics List, were large and represented employees in profit - oriented business.
Questionnaires were sent to a selection of 200 of the "Fortune 1000" companies, and 66 (33 %) responded, although
only 60 answered the questions. The 100 largest business labor unions were mailed questionnaires, and 1 I (11 %) responded. This questionnaire return was augmented by personal interviews with 20 corporate labor relations managers
who had not been mailed questionnaires and nine union officials who had not responded to the mailing. The interviews
covered the same interrogatory material but achieved much
more detailed answers and a variety of additional data.
Three labor mediators were interviewed as part of the research to get opinions from another sector involved in negotiations. These interviews indicated that a mediator is usually
called into negotiations that have failed to achieve normal
settlement or are at impasse situations. At that stage any use
of accounting information has given way to vituperation,
strike /lock -out threats, and positions stated for press and
public relations purposes. Thus, mediators by the nature of
their work do not get to see many labor negotiations that are
settled smoothly by mutual agreement on the company's cost,
finances, and ability and willingness to pay.
The report also includes some illustrations of labor negotiations information systems based on those in use at some of the
companies interviewed. The flow charts may be helpful to
companies having problems with information flow for industrial relations.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1977

Institute of
Management
Accounting
James Bulloch, Editor

policy, monitoring the activities of the IMA staff,
and reviewing unusual cases.
Examinations Committee
The Examinations Committee is responsible
for all activities relating to the examination. The
examination is prepared by the IMA staff following guidelines established by the committee.
The examination is approved by the committee
and the Board before it is given to the candidates. The committee also reviews the board
policy with respect to the administration of the
examination at the various sites and to the
grading process. It monitors the work of the
IMA staff in the examination area and reviews
any special situations that may arise.

IMA's Responsibilities

Continuing Education

The IMA was established by NAA in January
1972 to implement and administer the Certificate in Management Accounting program. The
NAA By -Laws established the Board of Regents, consisting of nine members appointed
by the President of NAA, to be the governing
body of the IMA. The Regents have responsibility to manage the affairs of the Institute and
are specifically charged, in the By -Laws, with
(1) evaluating and validating applicants' credentials for the Certificate in Management Accounting, (2) preparation, administration and
grading of the examinations and granting of the
certificates, (3) determining and administering
the professional development requirements
necessary for certificate holders to retain their
certificates in good standing; (4) establishing
the conditions for membership in the IMA.
The Board of Regents reports regularly to
the NAA Board of Directors and Executive
Committee on the activities and performance of
the CMA program.
The Board of Regents establishes the policies with respect to the areas listed above and
the IMA staff implements the policies. In order
to be more effective in the establishment of appropriate policy and to provide adequate guidance to the IMA staff, the Regents have established four committees: Credentials, Examinations, Continuing Education, and Promotion
and Publicity.
Credentials Committee
This committee has responsibility for two aspects of the CMA Program: (1) the admission
requirements to become a member of the IMA
and therefore be eligible to take the CMA examination, and (2) the experience requirement
which states that a person must have two years
of management accounting experience (in addition to successfully passing the examination)
before the CMA is awarded. The Credentials
Committee is responsible for recommending

The CMA program requires that all holders
engage in a regular program of continuing education. The stated requirement is 90 hours in
each three -year period after completing the
CMA examination. This committee recommends to the Board of Regents overall policy
with respect to the continuing education requirement, it also recommends the guidelines
to be used by the IMA staff to judge the acceptability of a specific program and for the award
of hours for a specific continuing education activity. The committee reviews and decides upon
specific cases that do not fit the guidelines.
Publicity and Promotion
This committee is responsible for developing
promotional programs in three areas. The first
one is to attract management accountants
(NAA members and nonmembers) to the CMA
program. The second one is to publicize the
program and its objectives to business and
government management and to the academic
community. The final area is to ensure that a
successful candidate's company and local
newspapers are notified of his or her achievement.
Board of Regents
The Regents represent a broad spectrum of
accounting experience as can be seen from the
list of the current regents: Dr. Robert B, Sweeney, Chairman, Department of Accounting and
Information Systems, University of Alabama;
Joseph F. Bond, Vice President and Treasurer,
Cone Mills Corp.; Dr. Charles W. Lamden, Partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; Robert A.
Lineberger, Vice President, Finance, Beckman
Instruments, Inc.; Maurice H. Mayo, retired Vice
President and Controller, General Electric Co.;
Grant U. Meyers, Chairman & President, Oil
City Iron Works, Inc.; Joseph V. Newman, Vice
President and Controller, Dravo Corp.; David
W. Rewick, Partner, Ernst & Ernst; and Dr. Gordon Shillinglaw, Professor of Accounting, Graduate School of Business, Columbia University.0
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
Continued from page 6
overall report. In view, however, of
the foregoing comments, careful analysis of all its criticisms appears necessary.

SEC Issues "Safe Harbor" Rules
For Replacement Cost Data
The Securities and Exchange Commission adopted, in Accounting Series Release No. 203, a "safe harbor"
rule for replacement cost data contained in financial statements. The
Commission is adopting the rule because it recognizes that replacement
cost information is not subject to precise determination and because it
wishes to encourage the development and disclosure of such information in good faith.
The rule states that anyone who
wants to establish a violation of the
anti -fraud provisions of the securities
laws must demonstrate that the data
was (1) prepared without a reasonable basis or (2) not disclosed in good
faith.

management and free from any relationship that, in the opinion of the
company's board of directors, would
interfere with the exercise of independent judgment as a committee member. The policy will be submitted to
the SEC for approval.
The new requirement was announced in a letter from William M.
Batten, chairman of the Exchange, to
the chief executive officer of each listed company. In his letter, Mr. Batten
stated that the policy, as adopted,
eliminates reference to "Outside Directors" or "Independent Directors,"
noting that many companies regard
such a formal distinction between directors as objectionable. It does,
however, require independence as
characterized in the preceding paragraph.

SEC Advisory Panel Urges
More Subjective Data

that ASR No. 150 should be retained.
Questions about ASR No. 150 were
raised in an Arthur Andersen petition
which urged the SEC to revoke the
ruling. The rule has been interpreted
as putting the official weight of the
Commission behind the standard -setting pronouncements of the FASB.
Participating in the discussion were
representatives from the accounting
field, business and user groups,

AGA on Cost Accounting
A two -day seminar on Cost Accounting Standards sponsored by the Capital Region of the Association of Government Accountants will be held at
the Shoreham Americana Hotel in
Washington, D.C., April 18 -19. For further information, contact Bob Oakley
at (202)694 -8163.

DATA SHEET

The 17- member Advisory Committee
on Corporate Disclosure has urged Continued from page 5
the SEC to formally encourage companies to make projections of their fu- auditor, according to an NAA survey.
ture performance and give manage- More than 60% of those responding
ment some protection from liability if said they do not favor a law that
the forecasts prove inaccurate. In oth- would make it a crime to make a false
er tentative conclusions, the blue rib- statement to an auditor_ More than
bon panel headed by former SEC 85% of the CFOs believe their comCommissioner A.A. Sommer, Jr., said: pany's present internal controls are
AudSEC Proposes Replacement
• The SEC should require compa- adequate to prevent questionable
Cost Guidelines
nies to break down their results by ho- corporate payments. Most also said
The Auditing Standards Executive mogeneous, geographic and industry that public accounting firms should
Committee of the AICPA released an segments in interim as well as in an- not be obligated to search for questionable corporate payments and
exposure draft of a proposed State- nual reports;
e The SEC should recognize that fraud (62.3 %) while a minority
ment on Auditing Standards that sets
forth guidelines to be followed by an the way companies report currently is (34.1%) said they should. The chief
auditor in the review of unaudited re- inadequate and should insist on more financial officers, almost unanimously,
placement cost information required meaningful and forward- looking infor- feel that if Congress were to assume
a dominant role in making accounting
by the SEC. The guidelines are de- mation;
• Companies engaged in long - laws, those laws would be too inflexisigned to assist the auditor in performing limited inquiry procedures as range projects should be required to ble to be practical and would be adto data derived from techniques not reduce the uncertainty of their finan- ministered in so bureaucratic a mancial statements by describing eco- ner that industry would be frustrated
yet standardized.
nomic assumptions and accounting and hampered in the conduct of busimethods. These recommendations, ness. The survey is based upon a
Stock Exchange Requires
perhaps somewhat modified, are ex- questionnaire sent to chief financial
Audit Committees
pected to be in the Committee's final officers of the nation's 1,000 largest
corporations. Some 507 (51%) reThe New York Stock Exchange report in June.
sponded to the questionnaire. One
adopted a listing requirement that an
CFO noted that a distinction between
audit committee be established by SEC Told: Retain ASR No, 150
criminal law and civil law should be
each domestic company with common stock listed on the Exchange. Participants at a recent SEC roundta- made: "In no case should a false
Such a committee is to be comprised ble discussion of Accounting Series statement to an auditor make the persolely of directors independent of Release No. 150 generally agreed son criminally liable...."
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Chapter /Member News
C.

HE RB ER T

H.

BRUC E

Beaver Valley.
Lancaster.
MC LAC HLA N, Connecticut
LUN T ,

MC C RA C KEN,

WILLIA M

Gateway pa s t p r e s i de nt . S C M S .
DANA V . MOON, Erie.
LAW REN C E C. PARSONS, Des Moines.
JOSEPH POTS,Pittsburgh.
ST EPHEN A. POTOTZKY, Hampton
Roads.
CHARLES J . PROBASC O, Omaha.
WILB UR R. SAGE, Rochester.
R.W. SALZER, Fort Wayne.
RUDO LPH G. SC HMIT T , Philadelphia
pa s t p r e s i d e nt . S C M S .

A.F. SC HNAPF, Evansville.
W.E. SC HNEIDER, Northern Wisconsin.
HER MAN R. SC HN ELL, Philadelphia
pa s t p re s id e nt .
HARRY

E.

SHAPIRO,

Chicago.
Wichita.
WILLIA M R. SHAW , Detroit.
J.E. SHEARER, Cedar Rapids.
EUG ENE C. ST EFANI, Fox River Valley.
WEBBER ST ERENBERG, Muskegon.
GAY A. SUMN ER, Los Angeles.
LE O L. T A UR IT Z, New York,
GE OR GE I. T EBB EL, Detroit.
RAN DA LL W. WAR DE N, Member -atLarge, USA.
C HA RLES A. WOR DE N, Savannah.
GEORGES P. ZERT UC HA, Miami.
J AMES L. S HARP,

Top, at special meeting, Syracuse Chapter represented by its current and past
presidents was presented the 1975 -76 Stevenson Trophy. L. -r., NAA Executive
Director W.M. Young, Jr.; Thomas Montgomery; NAA President George D. Gee;
Richard Martin; Louis Grillo; Robert Donohue, and David Lattinville. Below, Past
chapter President F. Thomas McMahon (right) arranged special plate gifts made
by his company, Syracuse China Corp., for Mrs. Gee and Mrs. Young.

Promotions and New Positions
FREDERIC K A . DOW NE Y,

a d mi n i s t r a t i o n a n d c hi e f f i na nc i a l , a d mi ni s t r a t i v e

offic e r,

J O HN L. FA VA LO R O , p a s t na t i o na l vi c e

p l a nt , B a b c o c k

d e nt .

p r e s i d e nt f r o m

J OHN

REYN OLD

Calumet.
F. BLIGHT , West Los Ange-

les.
C HA RLES K . BOLAND,

Chattahoochee

Valley.

Pa rk er

Ha nn i f i n

C o r p . , C l e v e l a nd , O hi o .

Emeritus Life Associates
C HAR LES W. BADGER, Pittsburgh.
C HA RLES F. BARNET T , Florida West
Central; N o r t he r n N e w Y o r k p a s t p r e s i PET E R BE RGHIAN,

Bridgeport,

wa s na me d v ic e pr e s id e nt o f f i na nc e a nd

X. DESMOND, Essex County,
A. DUERKSEN, Pittsburgh.
THOMAS ERC OLANO, Louisville.
FRANC IS
PET ER

New Orleans. S C M S .
Harrisburg Area.
ROBERT L. FORSBERG, Phoenix.
HUG H FROST, Oakland -East Bay pa s t
RUT H

E.

FLE MIN G,

pr e s i d e nt . S C M S .
LE O

R. GILLE R AN , Los Angeles;

J AMES
mo t e d

R.

DAVIS,

Canton, ha s
of t h e
a nd Wilcox.

t o c o nt r o l l e r

b e en p ro Al l i a nc e

G. SENIOR, Central Pennsylvania,
i s n o w c o nt r o l l e r f o r M c Ki n ne y Co.
RUBY C. COVINGTON, Charlotte Gold,
ha s j o i n e d Vi nt a ge D i s t r i b u t i ng Co. a s

c o nt r o l l e r .
W i c h-

it a p a s t p r e s i d e nt .

GARY HIRSC H,

ST EP HEN BREZNEN,

JOSEPH

p o i nt e d

GEO RGE

MAURIC E B . G RE ULAC H,

c o u nt i n g o p e r a t i o ns , T r a v e n o l La b o r a -

C HAR LE S L.

BOYLES,Evansville.
Middle Georgia.
S. BRO WN, San Francisco pa s t

pr e s i de nt .
C LAUD E M . C OLLIE ,

Central Arkansas.
E.C. C ONLEY, Detroit.
A.B. DAY, II, Philadelphia pa s t p r e s i -

d e nt . S t u a r t C a m e r o n M c L e o d S o c i e t y .
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A. GRASSO, Essex County.
Fort Wayne.
HARRY C. HOKANSON, Houston.
LEO N KRAN ZT O HR, Essex County.
RUSSELL H. KYSE, San Antonio.
RO BE RT J . LINLEY , Connecticut Gateway pa s t p re s id e nt .

Chicago,

ma na ge r ,

ha s b e e n a p ma n u f a c t u r i ng a c -

torie s .

J. C UT T ER, C i n c i n n a t i pa s t
pr e s i de nt, ha s b e e n a pp o int e d vi c e pr e s i RIC HA RD

d e nt i n c ha r g e

of C e nt r a l

of C i nc i nna t i o p e r a t i o ns
B u s i n e s s E q u i p me nt Co.
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Two Cleveland members have been
named at MTD Products, Inc. DAVID
R . C AM P BE LL wa s a p p o int e d t r e a s ur e r ,

an d JOHN A. RAINONE, controller... .
LAN PATTERSON is now a m anager, Alex an d er Gr ant & Co.

I

TO CMA
OBJECTIVE
QUESTIONS

I

1972 to 1976

Th ree Co lumbus mem bers have been
nam ed at Colum bus and Southern Ohio
Electric Co. JAMES R. ORR was named
man ager of the accounting division,
GE O R GE L.

I

• Not
NAA available from IMA or I

I

I

I
I

• Exam - related
• Readable language
• Includes c omputations,
glossaries, references to
Official pronouncements
and much more.
F IV E Y E A R V O L U M E S
19 72 to 19 76
Pa rt s I & II . . .. .. . .. .. . . $1 0 .0 0
Parts III, IV & V ......... $10.00
10% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS
ABOVE $20.

T ER R Y

L. G R E EN, Co r pu s Chri s ti , re -

CHAR LES

I

I

(212)895-5899
PERSON-WOLINSKY
f
COURSES
11Linden
CMA
PI., Pt. Jefferson Sta., N.Y.11776

OFFICE
SUPPLIES?
ILVTI
isrt v ISHO
PBY

D.

L. HI D D L E S O N ,

_

H

Ou R
2 th Y EAR

526 Rnckawiay Ave., Valley Stream, N.Y. 11580
Please send me your FREE CATALOG.
—

Name
Company
Address
State
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Coy
Zip

, Member -at- Large,
has been named district manager of the
White River Junction business office,
Green Mountain Power Corp.
EUGENE P. FOLEY ,

Member -at- Large,
was elected to vice president of RCA
Global Communications. He also is
treasurer of RCA Globcom,

i

y

1

LEUTZ
Lansing- Jackson

TERKHORN
Madison

, Member -atLarge, was named to the new post of
vice president and controller, Zale
Corp.

E U G E N E H . W A R E , Erie, has been promo ted to assistant vice president, New
Business Developm ent, First National
Ban k of Pennsylvania.

D O N A L D L. NAIL, Member -at- Large,
has been appointed director of finance
and administration, Elkton Div., Thiokol Corp.

J A ME S F . HINE L ,

, Mid -Ohio,
has been promoted to administrative
manager in the Special Operations Div.,
Owens - Corning Fiberglas.

Hagerstown, has been
promoted to comptroller, Friction
Products Group —U.S., Abex Corp... .
DAN R. HUBER is now general manager
of Marshall A. Doty Co.
DO N AL D

W.

S C HNEDEN ,

111owa, was
promoted to senior vice president, financial officer, Bettendorf Bank and Trust.
DA LE W . PET ERSON, J o h n s t o w n , ha s

R O B ER T

L,

LENW O O D S .

HEC HLER

MC C LEL LO N

MI C H A E L W . WING ER S ,

Milwaukee, is
now controller, Rothe Foundry Co.
W ILL IA M D . BRIN T ON , J R. ,

Nashville,
has been promoted to associate executive for finance and administration,
Nashville United Way.
BOBBY C . BRANNON, N e w O r l e a n s , ha s

Kalamazoo,
has been appointed administrative assistant to the vice president and treasurer of Upjohn Co.

been nam ed director of finance of Alton
Ochsner Medical Foundation. . . .
WAYNE E. MARKS was appointed treasurer of the Federal Intermediate Credit
Bank of New Orleans.

, Lancaster, has
been named general manager of the tax
department, Armstrong Cork Co. . . .

HEC T OR SOT O, N e w Yor k, was nam ed
assistant m an ager, Central Div., corporate banking, Chem ical Bank.

R O BE R T

Div . o f Acc oun ta nts ' S up ply Ho uw

G ILBER T C HAP MAN

Des Moines,
recently was elected senior vice president, American Federal Savings and
Loan Assn.

been promoted to vice president of U.S.
National Bank. He is also comptroller.

Thousands of businesses and professionals eli mi nate the mi ddl eman by
buy ing fr om us, manuf ac turers of much
of what we sell. Gr eat service and
guaranteed sati sf action.

has been elected vice president, Oscar
Mayer & Co.

AL LE N

, Denver, is n o w
controller, Farmers Union Service
Corp.... JOHN WICKHAM was named
vice president of finance and treasurer
for Blue Cross.
MA R T IN

I

N.Y.S. Residents add 7% sales tax

•

HEN RY K. T ERKHORN, J R. , M a d i s o n ,

cently joined Gowland, Kincaid, Guy,
Fancher & Davis as senior accountant.

lCl p&mail this ad withyour name, address,& check to:

1 MAIL

MC LOUG HLIN , ma na ge r o f
the budgets and economics division, and
MARTIN W. SEITZ, supervisor, property
record and cost analysis.

& Co. He is a n NAA nation al director.

A.

R IC HAR D

T.

JULIANNE

M.

JA ME YS O N ,

GEIGER

HE R R

Was

elected treasu rer of Meals -on- Wheels, Inc. . . . J.
S T A N L E Y M U L L , JR., has been nam ed
senior vice president and controller,
Farm ers F irst Bank, Lititz.
RAY MO ND F . LE UT Z, Lansing- Jackson,

has b een elected to the new position of
vice president- finance of Teer - Wickwire

RO BER T M. CO O LEY

, Niagara, has been
prom oted to controller— Eastern Div.,
Moore Business Form s, Inc.
HER BER T
B.
HU N S B E R G E R ,
North
Penn, recently was promoted to director, profit planning, at Amatek, Inc.
DU NC AN

MORRISON,

Northwestern
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Michigan, has been named controller of
Copperweld Corp.

ing systems and procedures, Bausch &
Lomb, Inc.

R.W. BUCK, 41, Florida West Central,
1967.

MICHAEL HAZELWOOD, Oakland -East

RONALD L. GOFORTH, St. Joseph Area,

Bay, has been promoted to assistant vice
president, Lloyds Bank. . . . GEORGE
W. RITTER was transferred to the Omaha plant of Fruehauf as controller.

recently was promoted to assistant vice
president and trust officer of the American National Bank.

RICHARD A. DIFFENBACHER, Pomona
Valley, 1976.
JEROME GOODMAN, 60, New York,

ROBERT A. CLELLAND, Omaha, was

appointed vice president and controller,
Commercial Federal Savings and Loan
Assn.

1976.
O.J. HELD, 84, Cincinnati, 1927. Emeri-

tus Life Associate.

ROGER D. WOLLSTADT, Peoria, has

joined American Petroleum Institute,
Washington, D.C., as senior policy analyst.
LYNWOOD J. DIXON, Philadelphia, has

been named treasurer and controller of
Rollins Environmental Services, Inc.
... GEORGE W. VISE h as been p rom o ted to vice presid en t an d audito r, Ben eficial Savings Ban k.
THOMAS E. MARTIN, Phoenix, has been
appointed vice president and controller
of Ramada Inns, Inc.
ROY L. BRINEY, Pomona Valley, was

appointed plant controller, Celanese
Coatings & Specialties Co. resins plant,
Bridgeview, III.
DAVIS S. NORRIS, Richmond, has been

elected vice president and controller of
the Bank of Virginia and will be officer
in charge of the controller's division.
GERALD T. PAVELSKY, Rochester, was

named manager of accounting and administrative services, Photographic Sciences Corp.... BENJAMIN G. TWOHIG

has been appointed manager — account-

1957.

S.R. GRIFFIN, 60, Pittsburgh, 1956.
W.P. HARRIS, 60, Philadelphia, 1973.
M.M. HECTOR, 54, Owensboro Area,

FOLEY

MARTIN

Member -at -Large

Phoenix

JOHN D . HOPKINS, 62, Member -atLarge, USA, 1971.
W.S. JUDY, 93, Dayton, 1948. ELA.
A.J. MALLON, 78, Cedar Rapids, 1939.

GLENN J. DAVIS, St. Louis, is now executive vice president, Letterhead and

ELA.
J.W. MIDWOOD, JR., 56, Fayetteville

Ch ec k C o rp . o f A m er ica ... . W ILL IAM
L. DUNSCOMBE is now president and

Area, 1974.

general manager, Eden Publishing
House. . . . DONALD R. TEGLER has
been promoted to assistant controller,
Kisc o C o . . .. JUL IA N G . HOFFMANN,

past national vice president, has retired
as director of accounting, Consumer
Products Group, Ralston Purina Co.
DONALD D. ADAMS, Tulsa past president, was named treasurer of Ellex
Transportation, Inc.
J.D. REICH, Virginia Skyline, is now ex-

ecutive vice president and treasurer of
Cassco.
In Memoriam
M.D. BEMIS, 67, Phoenix, 1960.
EVERETT G. BISHOP, 44, Longview East Texas p ast president, 1959.
H.J. BRUNJEs, 35, New York, 1967.

D.W. MORGAN, 59, Peoria, 1941.
W.I. MOTHS, 71, North Penn, 1960.
J.W. OLD, 68, Houston, 1938. ELA.
R.D. PLANK, 49, Lancaster, 1962.
W.R. REED, 51, New York, 1960.
C.J. ROWLAND, 82, Williamsport,
1944. ELA.
W.R. SALZMAN, 49, Cincinnati, 1970.
A. SAMELSON, 64, Denver, 1943. ELA.
V.J. SECKAR, 58, Valley Forge, 1946.

W.L. STEEBY, 60, Scottsdale Area,
1973.

W.H. STUMP, 56, South Bay, 1954.
I.B. VARGO, 56, Erie, 1969.
C.R. VOUGHT, 55, Columbus, 1959.
D.L. WALSH, 33, Oakland County,
1968.

G.H. WOODFIELD, 45, Portland Willamette, 1973.
R.W. ZIMMERMAN, Lansing- Jackson,
ELA.

Golden West Regional Conference, May 4 -6, Lake Tahoe
A three -day regional conference at Lake Tahoe,
Nevada, May 4 -6, features U.S. Senator Pau l Lax alt as the key n o te lu n ch eo n sp eaker. Th e co n ference is sponso red by th e Go lden West Co u n cil o f
NAA.
Other speakers sch ed u led at th e co n feren ce in clude N A A Presid en t Geo rge D. Gee; Fr an k
Weston, form er m em b er o f th e Acco u n tin g Prin ciples Board; Dr. Mau rice Mo o n itz o f th e Un iversity of Califo rn ia Scho ol of Business; Dr . , Jay

banker and representative of the Nevada Bankers
Assn.
A dinner show at Harrah's featuring Wayne
Newton is one of the highlights of the social program at the conference. Others include a ladies'
tour of Virginia City and a post- conference golf
tournament. In addition, the Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society will participate in a "spring
fling," May 3-4, preceding the conference.
For information on the Golden West Regional

Tontz, dean of the School of Business at California State at Hayward, and Jordan Crouch, Reno

Co n ference, write NAA Regional, Box 5060, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086.
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"I Sell Excitement"
Multimillionaire Jeno Paulucci, keynote speaker at NAA Annual Conference
in Chicago, June 19 -22, made one fortune as Chun King entrepreneur and
is well on his way to making a second with another enterprise, Jeno's Pizzas.

A self -made millionaire, charismatic entrepreneur and super
salesman will address the keynote luncheon at the Annual
Conference in Chicago. He is Jeno Paulucci, 58, and his is a
free enterprise saga that could happen only in America.
During the conference other outstanding leaders will discuss the latest developments in the field of
economics and accounting. This Annual
Conference, headquartered at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, June 19 -22, also includes an
entertaining social program for the ladies,
youngsters and the entire family.
A second - generation Italian - American
raised in the Duluth, Minn., area, Jeno Paulucci conceived the idea of selling canned
Chinese food. With $2,500 from a friend and
his mother's recipe for chow mein, he
launched a new company and named it
Chun King. With the help of comedian Stan
Freberg and his zany TV and radio commercials, Chun King became the largest Chinese
food company in the U.S., making its founder a multimillionaire.
In 1966, Mr. Paulucci sold Chun King to
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company for $63
million. He spent a brief period as chairman
of R.J. Reynolds Foods, Inc., but left after
he found he couldn't adapt to a more relaxed working style. When he tried to go to his office at six
o'clock in the morning as was his habit in Duluth, a guard
tried to arrest him as a burglar.
Although he could have retired and lived handsomely the
rest of his life, Jeno Paulucci was not satisfied with his Chun
King success. He went back to Duluth, set up a company
called Jeno's, Inc., and turned it into one of the country's
largest purveyors of frozen pizzas and hot frozen snacks.
Jeno's, however, is only one of the many business interests
of this one -man conglomerate. He is chairman of the board of
68

Paulucci Enterprises, a family investments group which directs independent business and commercial properties interests and investments nationally and internationally. He is
chairman of Paulucci Estates and of Heathrow Real Estate
Development, Sanford, Fla., engaged in real estate development near Disney World.
He also is chairman of the Cornelius Co.,
manufacturer of food and beverage dispensing equipment; Hotty's, Inc., marketers of
food service equipment; Mobile America Industries, manufacturers and marketers of
Meal Mobile equipment and facilities for the
restaurant industry; Paulucci's Pizzeria
franchises and Lemmy's Hot Dogs fast food
franchises of Chicago; Somebody's House
Corporation fast food franchises, and E.L.
Montgomery & Associates franchise sales
organization of St. Petersburg, Fla. Among
the other companies he owns or holds interests in is J.F.P. & Associates, Inc., a Duluth based advertising public relations and research agency.
A driven man who still works seven days
a week, Mr. Paulucci once said, "I don't sell
chow mein. I sell excitement." A demanding
employer, he is also a compassionate businessman. When he sold Chun King, he distributed $2 million to his employees. A champion of the free
enterprise entrepreneur, he established the Paulucci Venture
Capital Corp. in 1975 to assist disadvantaged entrepreneurs
to begin or expand small businesses. He established the North
Eastern Minnesota Organization for Economic Education
(NEMO, Inc.) in 1960 to spur economic development while
preserving the environment in that section of Minnesota.
NAA members will be able to sample the flavor of this
modern -day Horatio Alger's philosophy during the Annual
Conference in Chicago.
O
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ontinuing education is important foreveryonein business

H

aving a good time while you do it is not against the law

Triclude yourfamily. Activities for them, too.

C

ome meet some of the real experts in our profession

� � �nd�learn�from�their�timely�technical�topics

G

et these dates on yourcalendar-June 19 -22, 1971

onlyonceayeardoyouhavethis kindofopportunity
0
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0

NATIONAL ASSOC IATION
OF AC COUNTANTS

NAA's 58th ANNUAL CONFERENCE
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
JUNE 19 -2291977

That's our job.
We interview and re- interview to find
the best possible talent available.
A full time job that ha s re s ulte d in
thousands of placements.
Looking for the be s t people takes
lots of time and energy.
Finding them takes a lot more.

Our staf f is expert at finding "the
best person for the jo b." Most of our
placement managers are C.P.A.'s, C.A.'s,
controllers or systems managers.
Over the years we have perfected
methods of seeking out, interviewing and
selecting the best possible talent available.
And it's been very successful.
To date, we have expanded to 50
offices throughout the United States,
Canada and Great Britain.
We be lieve the c ombined tale nt a nd
skill of Robert Half e mploye es ma de us
wha t we are toda y.
The largest , mos t e xpe rie nce d fina ncial, banking and data proce ssing personnel service in the world.
Ma ybe we 're jus t wha t you' re looking for.

JV

fac ts and figures, you c ome up with a
very interesting tota l. One "Half."

If You're Ever in the
Neighhorhood, Drop in.

Our Place or Yours
For some clients, it's importa nt to
keep their personnel search confidential.
So, at a ll Robe rt Half offices, we provide modern suites for inte rviewing your
applicants.
Helping you find a ne w employe e is
our job. It's also our place.
(And it c osts you nothing, unless we
fill the position).

Our neighborhood e xtends ac ross the
continenta l United States, Ca na da and
Great Britain_
50 offices worldwide, ma king us the
largest financial, ba nking a nd da ta processing personnel service in the world.
So, if the position yo u're trying to
fill is s o d e ma nding tha t it c a n not be
filled locally ; we will look na tionally or
even inte rnationa lly for the right person.
After all, what are neighbors for?

�

� (

r. �� � � .. �_ �' `� ti �� ..

ROBERT

-`" f i r - _ _ '_yd•►•� "`� �-r..
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Finding Yourself an
Employee
Can be a Full Time Job.
But it doesn' t have to be.
Because at Robert Ha lf we spend
every minute of e ve ry da y looking for
qualified applicants.

We Thought
Wed Impress You
With Some Fisures
We spend over one million dollars annually advertising for qua Re applicants.
And last year alone, 75 million dollars
was paid in salaries tothepeople we ptaced.
Today, the re a re 50 Robert Ha lf offices throughout the Unrled States,Canada
and Great Britain.
Now, when you add up a ll the a bove

M

U

P ER S O NNEL

F

AS MI C I ES

can us .
W e' re in t he W h ite P ages
in k ey ar ea s t hr o ug ho u t th e

United States,
Canada and Great Britain.

World's Largest

Financial & EDP
Personnel Specialists.

